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SUMMARY

The results of the 1982-83 quality control study of the Pell Grant program are
presented and. discusked in this volUme.. In geberal, the findings are indicative of
improvement but also demonstrate the need for continuing management attention.

Total dollar (error is estimated to be $256 per recipient, or $650 million,
representing 27 percent of the total program expenditure for this prOgram with
2.5 million recipients: About 6 out of 10, reciOents received incorrect awards.

I

.

Other key findings include:
it ,

On average, Pell Grant recipients in 1982-83 were granted $129, or 13
percent, more than they should have been. This ,compares with an average
$170 net error in 1980 -8I and represents a 24 percent decrease in average
net error over the two year period.

The net effect of the '$129 average overpgyment for the program's 2.53
million recipients in 1982-83 was an estimated $326 million, overpaid by the
program. Overawards exceeded the absolute value-of underawards by over
3 to 1.

More than 62 percent of the students had errors in award over $2 and more
than 42 percent had errors in award over $100. EV, estimated 11.7 percent
of Pell Grant recipients (300,000 students) should not have been given a
grant. This represents a 36 percent decrease from the estimated 470,000
ineligibles in 1980-81 who represented 20 percent of that year's recipients. ,

Just under 40 percent of the Pell Grant recipients made mistakes in the
data submitted on their application, forms that affected their awards.
These studenf-generated errors resulted in a net $86 overaward per
recipient in . the program or $217 million Student-generated
overawards exceeded the absolute value of underavirards by almost 5 to 1.

Mistakes by institutions caused errors for 33 percent Of all recipients.
institution-generated errors resulted in a net $99 million in overpayments
to Pell Grant recipients, ,with overawards exceedinethe absolute value of
ungerawards by about 2 to 1.

Lack of a F. ncial Aid Transcript was the major cdhtributor to institu-
tional err . For analytic purposes, the lack of a Financial Aid Transcript
was combined, with the two other proceddial errors: lack of a signed
Statement of Educational Purpose and lack of a valid (original) Student Aid
Report. Disregarding these procedural errors, institutionsVctually under-
paid Pell Grant recipients a total of $13 million dollars wiTh underawards
being about 13 percent greater than overawards.

\



The 1982-83 Pell Grant Program experienced an estimated $217. million in
net student error, or,$86 per r ipAent.

Dependency status -error wa the largest single form of student error,
comprising approximately $64 in payment consequences.

The top six forms of student error were not directly' verifiable through
1982-83 validation procedures,

The vast majority bf institutions collected the required verifying
documentation for their students who were "flagged" for validation by ED.
The Federal tax return was the predominant form of documentation.

Validated students were more likely to revise their Adjusted Gross Income
(AGI) and Federal taxes paid initial apPlication' data than were non-
validated students. Further.t, those selected for validation and making
revisions were 'more likely to raise their AGI and reduce their taxes, paid--
revisions that tend to lower eligibility--than were those not selected for
validation.

ti 1

Among students ygho made changes to their application, validated students
were much more- likely 'to show an increased SAI, leading to a decrease in
award. Corrections behavior in this direction was very-infrequent among
nonvalidated students.

Most institutions believed that they were unduly burdened by the expanded.
nature of the 1982-83 validation process. The reasons cited most often
were delays, extra. work, or confusion due to the late arrival of the
Validation Handbook; difficulty in .verifying Social Security benefits and
Veterans Administration benefits; and difficulty irT obtaining
documentation from students.

xi



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This volume is one of a series that documen s Stage, Three of the Pell Grant
Quality Control Study'. The other two volumes co rn,the methods and procedures
used and recommendations for actions to correct the oblems found.

In September, 1980, the Office_ offtStudent Financial Assistance (OSFA) of the
U.S. Department of Education (ED) contracted with Advanced Technology, Inc., of
McLean and Reston, Virginia,, to conduct a three-year study to assess the accuracy and
reliability of the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG) Program and recom-
mend administrative Changei to improve it. Westat, Inc., of Rockville, Maryland, has
served as a subcontractor to Advanced Technology throughout the study. In. 1981, the
name of the program was changed to the Pell Grant Program.

During Stage One of the study--the first year of the contract (1980-81)- -
Advanced Technology and Westat examined a national sample of Pell Grant recipients
to determine eligibility and award calculation error. Westat drew the national sample
of 4,500 #ecipients and interviewed them and their parents about their eligibility and
financial situation, examining documentation at the same time. Advanced Technology
hired staff to visit the institutions attended by these students, examine the records on
.the students' and any supporting documents on file, and interview the financial aid
administrators. This data collection procedure was also followed in Stage Three--the
third year- of the contract (1982-83)--and is described below.

The Stage One stuitif'"determined program-wide rates of discrepancy between
.actual awardsawards and. the awards that should have been made according to program rules
and the documents examined, and attributed these discrepancies to institutions,
recipients. or their parents, and application processors. On the basis of these
discrepancy` rates, the study also identified error-prone groups of recipients. Finally,
Stage One suggested feasible corrective management activities to reduce error rates
for every area in which error rates were excessive.

1-1
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During Stage Two (October, 1981 'to December, 1982) Advanced Technology
,began the design of a quality control system for the Pell Grant program and made
some error analyses and- corrective action recommendations for specific features of
refated student aid programs. The Department of Education began installing correc-
tive measures, including a requirement for greatly increased validation of Pell Grant
applicants on a limited number of application items, rather than a small sample on
more items. In 198), the quality control system design component became a separate
project.

Stage Three of the study (1982-83) has essentially been a replication of Stage
One, with the objective of determining changes in program error over time, especially
changes potentially brought about by the extended validation requirement. As in Stage
One, Westat developed a ,sampling procedure and interviewed the sampled parents and
students, and Advanced Technology visited institutions to examine documents in
student files and interview financial aid administrators. During Stage Three Advanced
Technology made a preliminary visit to each of 317 institutions to draw the sample of
4,109, students on site (during Stage One Westat had drawn the sample at its home
office from lists supplied by the institutions) and to gather data for an assessment of
compliance with the new validation requirement.

1.1 THE PELL GRANT PROGRAM
ti

In the 1982-83 academic year, the Pell Grant program distributed over $2.4
billion to over 2.5 million students who attended over 6,000 institutions of post-
secondary education. These Pell Grants are designed to serve as the base of Federal
aid for students from lower-income families. The major purpose of the Federal role in
student financial aid is to equalize access to postsecondary education.

The Pell Grant program has certain unique characteristics. First, eligibility
standards are uniform across all schools- and students. Second, the Pell Grant is
portable in that it can be used to finance the cost of education at any eligible school
selected by the student. Third, Pell Giant delivery involves numerous actors. For
example, a student can apply fora Pell Ant through any of four different application
processors. Fourth, it is a Federal program which relies heavily on individual
institutions for program administration.

1-2 U



The program has grown steadily since Its enactment on June 23, 1972 as an
,amendment to the Higher Education Act of 1965. In 1973-74 the program distributed, -
$50' million to 185,000 students. Currently, about 2.7 million students are receiving
almost $2.5 billion.

1.2 QUALITY CONTROLIN THE OFFICE OF STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

The Offite of Student Financial Assistance (OSFA) is attempting to have
individuals responsible for the various processes and activities which make up the
student aid delivery system assist in quality control. Controlling quality must- be a
responsibility of these operating groups, with OSFA taking the role of assuring that
these groups have procedures and processes in place which will control the. quality of
their work and activities. This distinction between quality control and quality,
assurance is a key concept in OSFA's quality improvement program.

The quality improvement program has many facets:

Pell Grant Quality Control studies,'

Development of corrective action' for selected internal "targets of oppor-
tunity"

-Vendor quality control requirements for all OSFA procurements

Validation selectiOn targeting using -error-prone modeling

.4 Quality; control regulations for Campus-Based programs currently being
o

developd by OSFA

' Pilot quality control study of Campus-Based programs and GSL certifica-
.tion

t
Field testing of Pell Grant Application forms -

- Computerized edits as part of the application processing system

'Student financial aid training programs.

1.3 PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE PELL- GRANT QUALITY CONTROL
STUDIES ,

This 'study of the 1982-83 program year is the third Pell Grant quality control
study. The earlier studies focused on program years' 1978-79 and 1980-81. All three

1-3



studies have the same general purpose and objectives. For the current 1982-83 study
the specific objectives are:

Estimate program-wide error rates

Identify probable causes of error

Develop and analyze alternative corrective actions '

Evaluate the effectiveness of institutional validation

Compare the 1982-83 findings with the 1980-81 and 1978-79 findings.

The results of this effort are reported in a four-volume report of which this is
Volume 1. The four volumes are:

Volume 1: Findings
Volume 2: Corrective Actions
Volume 3: Methods and Procedures
Executive Summary.

Following this introductory chapter, chapter 2 of this volume presents the
program-wide estimates of error. Identification of probable causes of error is
discussed in Chapter 3 for institutions and. Chapter 4 for students. Evaluation of the
effectiveness of validation is discussed in Chapter 5, while Chapter 6 compares
current findings with previous studies. Methodology is briefly discussed throughout
this volume and more extensively in Volume 3. Chapter 7 discusses methodological
issues which might affect the validity of the study.

1.4 GENERAL STUDY DESIGN

The general approach to this quality control study is to compare the "reported
values" and "best values" for variables used in the application and award determination
processes for a nationally representative sample of Pell Grant recipients. Reported
values are those supplied by parents and students on the application form or those
institutionally provided items utilized by the financial aid and other offices.

"Best values" are derived from information collected for all recipient cases using
a multi-instrument data collection process. These instruments include:

1-4
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3,576 completed interviews with the student recipients

3,060 completed interviews with the parents of the sampled recipients

3,786 completed student record abstracts of student files at the institu-
tions

4,007 IRS certified copies of 1040 tax forms for parents, students and
spouses.

349 statements from local tax assessors regarding home values for a 25
percent subsample of the cases

365 statements from banks, savings and loan associations, and other
financial institutions documenting balances for parents and recipients with
large holdings (over $4,000) of highly liquid assets

Interviews with 'the financial aid administratqrs at the 317 schools attended
by the sampled recipients

Complete application histories for each sampled recipient, from the Pell
Grant central processor

Information from other ED information systems.

The-sample of 4,109 consisted of 4,082 recipients at 317 institutions and 27
students attending institutions which 'do not administer Pell Grants (Alternate Dis-
bursement System schools). The sample was designed to be' representative of all Pen
Grant recipients. Detailed sampling issues are discussed in Volume 3, Methodology!

0

1.5 DETAILED DEFINITION OF ERROR

The proper calculation and disbursement of a Pell Grant require many pieces of
data from many sources. Therefore, error measurement requires the 'identification
and enumeration of these elements as well as their combinations. Figure 1 -1 shows
the hierarchy of data elements used in Pell Grant award determination. The left-hand
column represents the most detailed level of data items. Going toward, the right
represents higher-level combinations of these elements.

Error takes on one of two forms: first, the, value for any variable or data
element could be wrong. Second, transcriptions or calculations using the basic data
elements could be incorrect. There are two ways to measure the occurrence or
severity of these errors. One is simply to count the number of times an error occurs

1-5
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ITEMS COMPONENTS SOURCES

Adjusted Gross Income 1040
Taxes paid - Error.
Father's/Applicant's Income
Mother's/Spouse'sIncome
AFDC Nontaxable
Social Security Benefits Income
Other Income/Benefits

l
Error

Household Size
Number in PostsecondarY

Education
Medical/Dental Expenses
Elementary/Secohdary School

Tuition
Cash/Savings/Checking
Home Value
Home Debt
Real Estate/Investment Value Net
Real Estate/Investment Debt Worth
Business/FaIrm Value Error
Business/Farm Debt
Dependent Student's (and Spouse's)

Net Income
Dependent Student's (and Spouse's)

Net Assets
Expected VA E4ucational Benefits
Expected Social Security Educational

Benefits
Parent's Marital Status
Student's Marital Status
Support by Parents, 1981
Support by Parents, 1982
Claimed by Parents, 1981
Claimed by Parents, 1982
Lived with Parents, 1981
Lived with Parents, 1982
Missing Student Aid Report
Invalid Stdent Aid Report
No Statement of Educational

Purpose
No Financial Aid Transcript
Insufficient Program Length Eligibility
Ineligible Program Error
Has BA Degree
Not Citizen
Not Home School
Loan or Grant Repayment Default
Less than Half-Time
Unsatisfactory Academic Progress 4111MIIMM

Cost of Attendance

Dependency
Status
Error

Enrollment Status
Calculation/Accounting

] Disbursement Error

.10111.

Student
Error .

FIGURE 1-1

ERROR COMPONENTS, ITEMS AND COMBINATIONS

1-6
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Error



and express this as a percentage error rate. The. second measure is to determine the
change in payment which' would result from correcting the incorrect data element or
calculation.

The payment consequence error measure is the. difference between two payment
amounts. The first payinent amount is what the student would haYe received if error
in the particiliar variable(s) was not corrected. This is an award based on reported
values. The second payment amount is what the student would have received if error
in the particular variable(s) was corrected. This is an award based on best values.
This definition of payment consequence can be used for error in one variable, a set of
related variables (e.g., dependency status questions or tax form items), all student
provided data, all institutionally provided data, or all data elements jointly. The
values of 'variables or data elements not being considered in the error measure are
generally set at their application values except for overall student and overall
institution errors. Appendix A provides more detailed algebraic representations for
the various error composites.

1.6 STUDY ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

The data and estimates provided in the following chapters are based on certain'
assumptions and are thus subject to certain limitations..

1.6.1 Confirmatory Nature of the Study

The study approach attempts to confirm the values reported by recipients and
their parents. The study does not attempt to investigate independently the financial
status of recipients and their parents. Thus, errors of commission, people reporting
the wrong value for an income source, are likely to be uncovered by the study. Errors
of omission, failure to report any value for certain income sources, are not as, likely to

"""*1 be uncovered by the study protocol.

Asa result, the estimates provided here will understate error to the extent that
errors of omission are not uncovered by the confirmatory approach.



1.6.2 Presumption of No Error

The general approach to the study is to assume that the application value for a
data element is correct unless there are study data to indicate the contrary. Thus, anyC.

data- element that the recipient or parent was unable to document was assumed to
have been correct on the application and no error was noted. To the extent that
sampled recipients fail to respond to)certain questions when the likelihood for error is
high,,this presumption of no error will result in estimates which understate the true
level of 'error.

1.6.3 Timing of Data Collection and Self-Correction.
Institutional data collection visits occurred as late in the academic year as

practical, given the reporting needs of this study. However, it isa possible that the
,estimates presented here overstate institutional error because they do not reflect the
self-corrections generated by the schools in response to program year close-out and
reconciliation. We do not feel that this is a serious problem because of our experience
with the 1980-81 Quality Control Study. In a spedial analysis; we Utilized 1980-81 end-
of-year, reconciled values and found little self-correction to have occurred after the
institutional site visit.

1.6.4 Nonresponse Bias

Any survey is subject to the problem of nonresponse bias. This may be caused try
people who knowingly misreported data on their applications and refused to cooperate
with the interviews. However, our overall student response rate of about. 90 percent
indicates that the problem is rather well contained. In addition, we have assessed the
demographic differences between respondents and nonrespondents and found them to
be minimal. Finally, we assessed the sensitivity of the results to various assumptions
concerning nonrespond&rts. This analysis is discussed in Chapter 7.

1.6.5 Experimental Bias

The field work and data collection employed in this study may have caused the
sampled recipients, their parents, and their institutions to alter their behavior. The
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nature of this, behavior modification would be to lower the level of error measured by
this study.

To assess this potential downward bias, two control groups were constructed.
The results from these two special groups indicate tht experimental bias does not
cause serious downward bias in the estimates: This also is discussed in-Chapter 7.



CHAPTER 2

-.OVERVIEW OFPROGRAM-WIDE ERROR

. 1n this chapter, estimates of Pell Grant prograrn7Wide error for 198243 are
presented, Highlights of the findings presented in.this chaPter include:

On average, Pell Grant. recipients in 1982-83 were granted $129, or 13
percent, more than they .should have been. This compares with an average$170 net error in 1980-81 and represents a 24 percent decrease in average
net -error over the two year period.

The net effect of the $129 average overpayment for the program's 2.53
million recipients in 1982-83 was an estimated $326 million overpaid by the
program. Overawards exceeded the absolute value of underawards by over3 to 1.

More than 62 percenyof the students had errors in award over $2 and morethan 42 percent had errors in award over $100. An estimated 11.7 percent
of Pell Grant recipients (300,000 students) should not have been given agrant. This represents a 36 percent decrease from the estimated.. 470,000
ineligibles in 1980-81 who represented 20 percent of that year's recipients.

I
Just under 40 percent of the Pell Grant recipients made mistakes in thedata submitted on their application forms that affected their. awards.These student-generated errors resulted in a net $86 overaward perrecipient in the program or $217 million overall. Student-generated.
overawards exceeded the absolute value of underawards by almost 5 to 1.

Mistakes by institutions caused errors for 33 percent of all recipients.
Institution-generated errors resulted in a net $99 million in overpayments
to Pell Grant recipients, with overawards exceeding the absolute value of
underawards by about 2 to 1.

Lack of a Financial Aid Transcript was the major contributor- to institu-
tional error. For analytic purposes, the lack of a Financial Aid Transcript
was combined with the two other procedural errors: lack of a signed
Statement of Educational Purpose and lack of a valid. (original) Student Aid
Report. Disregarding these procedural errors, institutions actually under-
paid Pell Grant recipients a total of $13 million with underawards being
about 13 percent greater than overawards.



2.1 OVERVIEW OF CASE/TOTAL ERROR

The dollar amounts and rates of error were defined ih several ways. In this
ection the definitions of the various error types are presented. This is followed by

text and tables showing the amounts and rates of error ft:ind for 1982-83.

2.1.1°Types of Error

The error figures presented in this report generally fall into one of four
categories: absolute error, not error, overaward- error, and underaward error. Stu-
dents who received less than was determined to be the correct amount are said to have
been "underawarded." Similarly, students who received more than was determined to
be the correct amount are said 'to have been "overawarded."

The sum of the dollar error for all "underawarded" recipients is called the
underaward error, while the sum for all "overawarded" recipients is called the
overaward error. Subtracting the value of underaward error from overaward error
yields net error. This amount represents the estimated payments in error made to
students. For most sources of error, net error is a positive number, representing
excess cost to the program, becausg the value of overawards is usually greater than
the absolute value of underawards. If underawards exceed overawards, net error is a
negative number. Adding the absolute value of underaward error to overaward error
yields absolute error,- This amount represents the sum of the estimated incorrect
payments ma to students, whether that incorrect- payment be an excess or a
shortfall.

An attempt also was made to distinguish among institutionally generated error,
student-generated error, total error, and case error. Institutional error is defined as
the difference between a recipient's actual award and the amount the school should
have given the student based on the Student Aid Index (SAI) the school had in its files.
This reflects the school'S incorrect determination of the student's eligibility to
participate in the program as well as errors in determining or using the correct cost of
attendance and/or enrollmgag status. Student error is defined as the difference
between the correct award the student should have received and the award calculated
using the application data submitted by the student and the correct cost of attendance
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and enrollment status. This reflects the marginal effect on the recipient's award
effect caused by errors in the student's application data.

Adding institution error and student error yields .total error. For some
recipients, awards are affected by both student and institutional errors. In many
cases,. there are compensating errors. For total error; any compensatory effects of
student and institutional error are. ignored. Case error includes the effects of
compensatory student and institutional errors. It is defined to be the difference
between the 'award the student: received and the award the student should haVe
received using all of the best data available. When the term "error" is used alone in
this report, it usually refers to case error.

Each of the types of error defined here can be presented in terms of rate of
error and amount of error. Rate of error is simply the percentage of cases with error.
This percentage is based on the sample but is also the best estimate for the populatioh
of Pell recipiehts. Amount of error can be presented in several different ways. Two
types of average error are used throughout, this volume. Mean error per recipient is
the total dollar amount of error divided by the total number of recipients. It provides
an average *figure for all recipients, with recipients with. zero error included in the
number% of, recipients. Mean error per recipient with error is the total dollar amount of
error divided by 'the number of recipients with error. It provides an average figure
only for those recipients with error, excluding all recipients with zero error. While
both* measures of average error are derived from the sample, each is a good estimate
of error in the population of Pell recipients.

The final error figure used is the program-wide estimate, presented in mil 'o(ns of
dollars. It is derived by multiplying the ,man error per recipient by the estimated
number of Pell recipients, 2.53 million. The program-wide estimate also is. presented
as a percentage of the total value' of all Pell awards in 1982-83, approximately $2.4
billion.

2.1.2 Measures of Case/Total Error

Table 2-1 presents a summary of the amounts and rates of error estimated in the
Pell Grant program for 1982-83. An estimated 62.7 percent of all recipients had
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TABLE 2-1

A SUMMARY OF AMOUNTS AND RATES OF ERROR

ABSOLUTE ERROR
E

Errs

Program-Wide Estimate ,
Mean

Error per
Recipient

(5)

.
Cases

W/
(96)

Mean
Error per
Recipient
W/Error

(5)

,

.

.

Program-Wide Estimate
Mean

Error per
Recipient

(5),

Cases
W/Errorb

(%)

Mean
Error per
Recipient
W/Error

(5)
($ Million%)

(% ol $._
AvardWr ($ Millions)

(5 of $
Aufarda

.
Institutional

Student

Total
Ar

Case

, 321

328

649

605

. 13

14

27

25

127
.

129

256

239

33.5

39.4

62.7

62.7

- 379

328

408

381

'

Institutional

Studeht

Total

Case

99

217

316

326

P4
.

9

13 \

13

39

86

' 125

129

'33.5

39.4

62.7

62.7

117

217

199

205

OVER WARD ERROR
UNDERAWARD ERROR

Error

Pr ram -Wide Estimate
Mean

Error per
Recipient

(5)

Cases
W/Errorb

(96)

Mean
Error per
Recipient
V/Error

(5) Error

Program-Wide Estimate
Mean

Error per

ger-lien
t

Cases
WIErrorb

(%)

Mean
Error per
Recipient
WiErroc

(5)
(S Millions)

(% of $__
Awarded)a (S Millions)

(% of $
Award -)a

Institutional 210
%

9 83 15.7 528 Institutional -111 5 -44 17.8 -247
Student 272 11 108 - 30.6 351 Student -55 2 -22 8.8 -249
Total 482 .20 . 190 41.5 459 Total -166 7 -66 21.2 -309
Case 465 19 184 41.5 444 Case -139 6 -55 21.2 -259

a
Amount of Pell awards is $2.4 billion for 1982-83.

b
Error is defined as a discrepancy of plus or minus $2 from the best award.
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awards in error by at least $2. Extending this' tolerance range to $100 drOps the
percentage of recipients in error to 42.4 ,However, the program-wide

9

estimates of,,error, both in an absolute and net s nse,, differ only slightly between the
$2 and $100 tolerance ranges. Ais is shOWn in Table 2-2. The estimated absolute
error with a $2 toleranCe is $605 million, while *ith a $100 tolerance it is' $577
million. Similarly; estimated net error drops by only 1 percent with the expanded
tolerance range.

On average, Pell Grant recipients in 1982-83 received $129 too much (net case
error). This represents a net $326 million overaward to the 153 million Pell Grant
recipients,' or 13 percent of the .$2.4. billion awarClici, to' students in 1982-83. An

estimated .41.5 percent of the recipients were given too large an award. Theie
overaWardi. averaged $444, or a program -wide $465, in overawards. An
estimated 21.2 percent of the recipients were given too little money. These

,

underaWards averaged $259, for 'a program-wide $139 million in underawards.

As. Table 2-3 depicts, many of the overawards and underawards were'substanjial.
For example, 44.1 percent of all recipients, an estimated 360;000 students, received
over $550 more than they should have, While .3..8 percent of, all recipients (96,0006 t,

recipients) received over $550 less than they should have.

Tdble, 2-4 depicts the. diStribution, of .case error, across 'overawards (both-
:eligibles and ineligibleS) and underawards. Examining the 41:5.percent of recipients1
who received overawards, 29.8 percent of all recipients received more of a Pell Grant
--thab they should, but still were eligible for some Award. However, 11.7 percent of all
recipients' (approximately 30m00 students) should have received no award. These
ineligibles were .Oirerawarded by an average of 5824 each and contribute more than
half of all funds that were overaward'ed:: Ten. percent of , all prOgim.rfuntrs went' to.
these ineligibles.

2.2 OVERVIEW OF STUDENT ERROR

The student component or overall error is that which is attributable to
discrepancies in,Pell Grant application values submitted bY students and their parents.
Absolute error attributable to students and their parents is roughly equal to absolute
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TABLE 2-2

AMOUNTS AND RATES OF ERROR WITH SELECTED
TOLERANCE LEVELS OF NO ERROR '

Case Error ($)

Program-Wide Estimate Estimated Cases
with Error

(96)
Absolute

($
Net

($

+ 2 605 326 '62.7
25 59A 320 55.8

+ 50 591.; , 318 49.7
+ 100 577 316 42.4

Student Error ($)

+ 2 328 217 39.4
+ 25 ' 323 212 36.0
+ 50 318 209 30.9
+ 100 307 207 25.8

Institutional Error ($)

+ 2 321 99 33.5
+ 25 318 98 27.5
+ 50_ 315 99 24.9
+ 100 307 100 20.6
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-

Dollar Range

TABLE 2-3

PERCENTAGE OF CASES WITH ERROR BY DOLLAR RANGE (
Case Error Treating Cases with

Case Error SEP/FAT/Invalid SAR Errors as Eligible
(9) (96)

551 and more 14.1 11.2

251 to 550 8.4 8.4

151 to 250 5.1 5.2

101 to 150 3.2 3.3

51 to 100 4.3 4.5

26 to 50 4.4 4.5

3 to , 25 1.7 1.8

2 to 2 37.3 39.0

3 to - 25 1.9 1.9

26 to - 50' 2 2.7

51 100 3.3

101 to 150 2.2. 2.3

151 to 250 3.1 3.2

251 to 550 4.7 4.8

551 and less 3.8 3.9
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TABLE 2-4

A SUMMARY OF AMOUNTS AND RATES OF OVERAWARD AND UNDERAWARD

Program-Wide Estimate

Case Overaward Case
UnderawarcAll Eligibles Ineligibles

1
($ Millions) 465 220 244 - 139

Mean Error per Recipient with
Error (5) 444 290 824 - 259

Percentage of Cases with Error
Greater Than $2 41.5 % 29.8 % 11.7 % 21.2 %

Error as a Percentage of Dollars
Awarded I 19 % 9 96 10 % 6 96
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error attributable to schools and thus comprises about one-halint the program-wide
absolute error reviewed in the previous section. However, the ratio of overawards to
underawards is substantially higher for student error than institutional error. There-
fore, net error associated with students is roughly twice the net error attributable to
schools, comprising about two-thirds of program-wide net error. In Chapter 4, a
detailed examination of student error and its component parts is presented. In this
overview section, the types of student error are defined and highlights of the findings
for 1982-83 are presented.

2.2.1 Types of Student Error

Student error is defined as the difference between what the recipient's award
should haVe been using correct student and institutional data and what the award
would be using correct institutional data but the student data as reported on the
recipient's application. Effectively, for any student, it is the error attributable to
discrepancies in application values as measured on the application that was the basis
for the student's award determination.

An examination was also made of the marginal contributions of each data
element on the application to student error. The marginal contribution of a data
element was calculated for each student by first determihing the amount the student
would have received using the correct institutio4,data and the student da'ta reported
on the application. Then this determination was repeated except that the "best value"
of the data element in question was substituted for student-reported value of that data

element. The marginal error contribution of the data element was then set equal to
the difference between these two amounts. Thus, each marginal student ecrdr is a
measure of the affect on award of a student's reporting that particular data element
incorrectly.

2.2.2 Measures of Student Error

Table 2-1 shows that net student error averaged $86 per recipient for a total
;program-wide net student error of $217 million (9 percent of Pell Grant dollars
awarded,' in 1982-83). The $217 million was the net overaward resulting from $272
million in overawards to 30.6 percent of the recipients (770,000 students) and $55
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million in underawards to 8.8 percent of the recipients (220,000 students). Thus,
nearly one million students (39.4 percent of the Pell Grant recipients in 1982-83) had
application errors resulting in $2 or more of award error each and totaling $328
million.

The second panel of table 2-2 displays the effect of changing the $2 tolerance on
the amount of student error and the percentage of cases wit error. As can be seen, if
error is defined as only those cases where application form discrepancies result in
award errors in excess of $100, student error was estimated to occur in. only 25.8
percent of the cases (650,000 students). However, when the error tolerance is
increased from $2 to $100 the program-wide estimates of error decreased by only 5.5
percent and 2.8 percent for absolute and net errors, respectively.

The greatest contributor to student error was found to be the incorrect
classification of a student's dependency status. An estimated 5.1 percent (129,000) of
all recipients originally awarded as independent students were determined actually to
be dependent, while .4 percent (10,000) of all recipients initially awarded as dependent
students were determined to be independent. The effect of these incorrect classifica-
tions was an estimated $64 million in both net and absolute overpayments.

The second greatest contributor to- student error was the incorrect reporting of
"Other Nontaxable Income." This data element includes child support, the untaxed
portion of unemployment compensation, the interest /dividend exclusion, and other
welfare (excluding AFDC) benefits3 among other items. The estimated marginal
effect of discrepancies in this data item was $46 million in overpayments. Other
major contributors to student error were discrepancies in reporting household size,
number in postsecondary education, home equity, dependent student's (and spouse's)
income and assets, and adjusted gross income of independent students and parents of
dependent students.

2.3 OVERVIEW OF INSTITUTIONAL ERROR

Institutional error is defined as the difference between the award that



the school gave the student and what the award should have been, given the student's
SAI (regardless of whether the student's application data were correct) and the rules
and regulations governing the Pell Grant program. In Chapter 3, a detailed
presentation of institutional error is given. In this section, the components of
institutional error are defined and estimates are given for 1982-83.

2.3.1 Types of Institutional Error

Institutional error is decomposed into two parts: eligibility error and disburse-
ment error. Eligibility error occurs when a recipient is ineligible for an award due to
noncompliance with one or more of twelve regulatory criteria. Disbursement error
occurs when a student receives the wrong amount of award due to calculation or
accounting mistakes on the part of the institution or the use of an incorrect cost of
attendance or enrollment status for the student.

Eligibility error can only be an overaward since it is defined as giving an award
to a student who should not have received one. As a result, the net and absolute
eligibility errors are equal. Disbursement error includes overawards and underawards,
so net error is less than absolute error. As will be shown, the absolute dollar value of
underawards due to disbursement error actually exceeded overawards due to disburse-
ment error in 1982-83.

2.3.2 Measures of Institutional Error

Table 2-1 shows that an estimated 15.7 percent of Pell Grant recipients for
1982-83 were overawarded and 17.8 percent were underawarded due to institutional
error. However, the mean overaward exceeded the mean absolute underaward by more
than two to one. This is because overawards are usually eligibility errors, which means
that student's entire grant is in error. As a result, net program-wide institutional
error was positive, and equal to $99 million or an average $39 overaward per recipient.
Absolute error, the sum of overawards and underawards, totaled $321 million and
averaged $127 per recipient.

Table 2-5 presents a breakdown of the components of institutional error. An

estimated 5.2 percent of all Pell. Grant recipients (an estimated 130,000 students)
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TABLE 2-5

CdMPONENTSOP INSTITUTIONAL ERROR

ABSOLUTE ERROR

Cases
W/Error °

(S)

NET ERROR

Mean Error
per Recipient

($)

Mean Error
per Recipient

W/Error
(5)

Program-
Wide

Estimate
($ Millions)

Mean Error
per Recipient

0)

Mean Error
per Recipient

W/Error
($)

Program-
Wide

Estimate
($ mums)

Eligibility Error 56 1,078 142 5.2 56 1,078 142

Insufficient Program Length 79 .1 .03 79 .1

Nondegree Program 5 1,051 13 .49 S 1,051 13

Not Parent Institution . 2 1,018 5 .21 2 1,018 5

Default on Loan 505 .4 .03 505 .4

Less Than Half Time 601 1 .09 . 601 1

Unsatisfactory Academic Progress 2 656 6 .38 656 6

n.)
1

1-,
Invalid SAR 3 855 8 .36 3 855 8

tv No Statement of Educational Purpose 4 .. 1,043 10 .39 4 1,043 10

No Financial Aid Transcript 37 1,168 95 3.2 37 1,168 9.5

No SAR in File 2 1,725 4 .10 2 1,725 4

Has Bachelor's Degree"

Not a Citizen or Eligible Noncitizen ...,/,

Disbursement Error 77 255 195 30.2 -15 -50 -38

Cost of Attendance Error 19 180 49 10.8 -8 -76 -21

Enrollment Status Error 58 260 147 22.3 -16 -71 -39

Calculation/Accounting Error 22 182 57 . 12.3 9 77 24

a 34
'Less than $1.

There were no instances of these errors in the sample used.
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should have been ineligible for any award due to noncompliance with one or more of
the twelve eligibility criteria listed. Clearly the largest group, "No Financial Aid
Transcript (FAT)," dominates the causes of ineligibility, exceeding the next most,
'frequent cause by almost seven to one. Other than FAT error, very little discrepancy
based upon general eligibility requirements was found.

The value of disbursement error undera'Vards exceeded overawards and an
estimated net $38 million in disbursement underaward error occurred in 1982-83. This
occurred because institutions generally understated cost of attendance or enrollment
status. More than one-fifth (22.3 percent) of all recipients received awards based, in
part, on the wrong enrollment status, while 1 in 10 received awards based on the wrong
cost of attendance.

2.4 EFFECT OF FAT/SEP/INVALID SAR ERRORS

BAs shown in Table 2-5, the lack of a Financial Aid Transcript (FAT) on file for a
transfer student was the largest factor of the eligibility error component of
institutional error. Error associated with the abSence of a FAT, lack of a signed
Statement of Educational Purpose (SEP), or use of an invalid Student Aid 'Report
(SAR), such as a photocopy, is different from the error associated with the other nine
criteria. The first three are failures to follow procedure and are indicators of
potential error. The last nine are matters of fact that make the student ineligible. In

this section, an overview of the effects on error of ignoring FAT, SEP, and Invalid SAR
error is presented.

Table 2=6 is analogous to Table 2-1 except that errors relating to a missing.FAT,
a missing SEP, and not having a valid1SAR on file were ignored. Program-wide net
case error dropped from the estimated $326 million overpayment reported earlier to
$226 million overpayment. This drop of $100 million may be considered the marginal
impact of FAT/SEP/Invalid SAR error. In all, net institutional error clopped $112
million from an estimated $99 million in overaward to $13 million in underaward.
However, net student' error increased by $14 million. This was because students with
application error, but who had institution-bayed eligibility error were, by the definition
of student error, not included in the student error total. When FAT/SEP/Invalid SAR
error was ignored, students who had both FAT/SEP/Invalid SAR error and application
data error contributed to the student error calculations.
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TABLE 2-6

A SUMMARY OF AMOUNTS AND RATES OF ERROR
TREATING CASES WITH SEP/FAT/INVALID SAR ERRORS AS ELIGIBLE

ABSOLUTE ERROR

Error

Program -Wide Estimate
Mean

Error per
Recipient

(5)

Cases
If/Errorb

(96)

Mean
Error per
Recipient
W/Error

(5) '

Program-Wide Estimate
Mean

Error per
Recipient

(5)

II

Cases
W/Errorb

014
.

Mean
Error per
Recipient
W/Error

(5)($ Millions)
(% of $

Awarded)a (S Millions)
(5 of s

Awarded)a

Institutional

Student

Total

Case

217

345

562

517

9

14

23

21

86

137

223

204

30.6

41.1

61.1

61.1

281

332

364

334

Institutional

Student

Total

Case

-13

231

217

226

.5

10

9

9

-5

91

84

89

30.6

41.1

61.1

61.1

-17

222

141

146

OVERAWARD ERROR UNDERAWARD ERROR,

Mean 1 Mean
Mean Error per Mean Error per

Program-Wide Estimate Error per Cases Recipient Program-Wide Estimate Error per Cases Recipient

(% of $ Recipient W/Errorb W/Error (45 of s Recipient W/Errorb W/Error

(S Millions) AwardWY1 (5) (%) ($) . Error f, ($ Millions) Awardeea (5) CM (5)

Institutional 102 4 40 12a 331 Institutional -115 5 y -46 I8.4.. -248

Student 288 12 114 32.0 355 Student -57 2 -23 6 9.1 -250

Total 390 16 154 39.1 394 Total -173 7 -68 22.0 -310

Case 371 15 147 39.1 375 Case -145 6 -57 22.0 -261

aAmount of Pell awards is $2.4 billion for 1982-83.

b Error is defined as a discrepancy of plus or minus $2 from the best award.
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Overall, an estimated 61 percent of all recipients had award error in excess of $2
when FAT/SEP/Invalid SAR error was ignored. An estimated 42.3 percent of all
recipients had award error in excess of $100. Further, as shown' in Table 2-3, 11.2
percent (260,000 students) had overawards in excess of $550.

Unless explicitly stated otherwise, at Missin-g. FAT or SEP, or an invalid ,SAR is
considered to 'be an error and 'the recipient is deemed ineligible throout the
remaindjr of this report. Thus, most subsequent findings are based on the assumption
that procedural errors make a recipient ineligible, as required by the current
regulations.

2.5 CONCLUSIONS

The findings which are overviewed this chapter have the following
implications.

Since ,one-in-five program dollars were misariocated, the need for
corrective actions remains.

Categorical _eligibility errors occurred with..a low incidence and indicate
less.need:'-for'correct).Ve actions.

Institutional diSburseMent errors were gener'ally underawards; however, the
magnitudes of these errors require prompt attentionf

, Student error, whiCh, was predominantly overawarding error, accounted for
more thrl 60 percent of total absolute error.

"Problems with incorrect dependency status were the major source of
student error.
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CHAPTER 3

INSTITUTIONAL ERROR

This chapter presents stimates of institutional error in the Pell,Gsant-program
for 1982-83.. Institutional error is evaluated in terms of the comporient parts and
possible causes. Siicant findings presented, in this chapterincludei.'

With the exception of a lack of a Financial Aid Transcript(FAT) being on
file, institution-related eligibility error was very rare (under 2 percent of
all cases). .

Disbursement error occurred in over 30 percent of all cases. Disbursement
error was composed of cost Of attendande error (11 percent error rate),

,enrollment status error (22 percent error rate), and calculation/accounting
error (12 percent error rate) ') i .

I

Eligibility error (primarily lack,,of an FAT) resulted in overawards totaling
an estimated $142 million. Disbursement error, however, resulted in a net
underaward' of $38 million.

Excluding SEP /FAT /Invalid S error resulted in net prdgram-wide
institutional error of $-13 milli . That is, institutional error resulted in
students receiving $13 million le than they were entitled to receive.

.,.,.,
Error 'fates differed significantly? across inititirtiOnal .control and type with
propriet T schools having general .generally higher 'pro sities to make an error.,

..,,,,4Clock-h '', term-type, and Cr dedit m . ,, ,... t schools, which are
overwhel ugly proprietary, also exhibit ' igher error rates.

Institution haracteristics other t n type, control, term type, and credit
mea type were not good explanations of causes of error..

AND TYPES OF INSTITUTIONAL ERROR

???
2 institutional error was defined as the ,'difference between. the Pell

.
Grant,creci pentA/$actual award and the amount the school should have given the

'''student wiih the Stud; 't,Aid'index (SAI) the school had in its files. In this section we
refine this definition t,7nclude the component parts of institutional error.

,
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ere': are two major types of in institutional error as sin FigUre 3-1:
.. , .. ..

,, .,Eligibility error occurs when a recipien is ineligible 'for an award 'dire. to noricornpli-
ance with one or more of the twelve. criteria shoWn : in Figure 3-1. We have
operationally defined eligibility error as the amount of .,the ::award. received by the .

student, assuming that the institution calculated the 'aWard. -correctly using, the
4.

information available, o it As is tie case for other eligibility errors, eligibility error
due to a missing FJT is defined as the entire amount disbused. Since schools, are
allowed to make a first disbursement without a transfer student's FAT, this definition
of error includes some portion--that after the first disbursernent,fOr Which there is no'
institutional liability.

The e.ligibility errors, along with their definitions, are listed beloW.74,

sufficent Program Length--The student's academic program must be at
least six months in duration.

Nondegree Program--The student's academic program ,must lead to. a
certificate or associate, bachelor's, or undergraduate professional degree.

Not' Parent Institutionthe Pell Grant 'disbursempriit for a student
attending consortium programs must be made by the student's parent,institution. , .,

,Default on Loan--No student may receive a Pell Gr-nt if in default on a
Guaranteed Student Loan or a National Direct Student Loan awarded by
that ;school in 'default on a repayment agreement for any Title IV
progiarii. from .thaT. school.

'.Less Than Half ZimeThe student must be enrolled at least one-half time
in an eligible-program.

Unsatisfactory Academic Progres-The' student .4:rnusf be meeting the
schooliS own criteria for satisfactory progresS.
, .

Invalid Student Aid,-Report (SAR)--The school must keep an original of the
most current Student Aid Report on file.

No Statement of Educational Purpose (SEP)--The student must sign a SEP
indicating the intent to use the. Pell Grant for eciucation-related purposes
and the school must keep the copy on file.

No Financial, Aid Transcript (FAT)--The school May not make a second. ;/
:, disbursement of Pell Grant funds to a transfer student without eceiving ai

FAt from the school from which the student transferred.

No SAR in File7-.The school must have a SAR for all Pell Grant recipients.

0
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INSTITUTIONAL ERROR.

Eligibility
Error

Disbursement
Error

Insufficient Program Length' Cost of Attendance Error
Nondegree Program Enrollment St4tus Error
Not Parent Institution Calculation/Accounting Error
Default on Loan or Payment
Less Than- Half-Time ___, -
Unsatisfactory Academic Progress. ,

Invalid SAR
6. No Statement of Educational Purpose

No Financial Aid Transcript
-No SAR in.file

, Possession of Bachelor's Degree
Not a U.5. Citizen or Eligible Non-Citizen

FIGURE 3-1

THE COMPONENTS OF INSTITUTIONAL ERROR
IN THE PELL GRANT PROGRAM.
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Possession of Bachelor's Degre--The student may not already have a
bachelor's (or equivalent) degree.

Not a U.S. Citizen--Students must be U.S. citizens or éligiblè non-citizens.

Disbursement error occurs when a student receives the wrong amount of award'
,due tor mistakes. 0,11. the part of ,the institution in determining cost of attendance or
enrollment' status, calculating the award amount, or accounting for disbursement
activity as defined by the Pell Grant program. Thus, disbursement error can be
'reported as a wholethe difference between the amount disbursed and the amount of
the award calculated using the best values for cost of Attendance and enrollment
status and the values known to tbe institution for all student vat(ables, assuming the
stud is eligible--or broken down into its three component parts. These component
pails are listed in Figure 3-1. The sum of the errors for the parts is iaot the same as
the whole because:the. formulas used for each part isolate its error and do not properly
capture interactions with the other parts.

We have used best values for the complete academic year in determining cost of
attendance and enrollment status errors. There is, however, nothing in the current
regulations requiring continued monitoring of cost of attendance and enrollment status
by the institutions as long as their initial figures were reasonable at the time the
expected disbursement was determined. We are using the approach indicated because
it is the only way to arrive at uniform and consistent estimates of error, even though
some part of each error may not result in institutional liability.

3.2 INSTITUTIONAL ERROR FINDINGS

Table 3-1 summarizes institutional error for 1982-83. Overall, an estimated 33.5
"percent (845,000) of all Pell Grant recipients had incorrect awards due to institutional
error. The likelihood of. underaward error (17.8 percent) slightly exceeded that for
an overaward error (15.7 percent), but the average overaward was more than twice the
size of the average underaward. As a result, overawarded dollar's exceeded
underawarded dollars by an estimated $99 million or $39 per Pell Grant recipient. This
net overaward equaled approximately 4 percent of program expenditures-for 1982-83.

3-4
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TABLE 3-1

AMOUNTS AND RATES OF INSTITUTIONAL ERROR

I

Absolute
Institutional

Error '

Net
Institutional

Error
Institutional
Overaward

Institutional
Underaward

Program-Wide Estimate ($ Millions) 321 99, 21,1 -111

Mean Error per Recipient ($) 127 39. 83 -44

Mean Error per Recipient with .
Error ($) 379 117 528 -247

Percentage of Cases with Error
Greater Than $2 33.5 % 33.5 % 15.7 % 17.8 %

6

Error as a Percentage of Dollars
13 % 4 % 5 %

Awarded



The range of institutional error is shown in Table 3-2. From this table it can be
seen that more than 22 percent of the recipients had institutional error (overawards or
underawards) in excess of $100. Also, 6.8 percent (170,000 students) had overawards in
excess of $550 and 3.5 percent (90,000 students) were underawarded in excess _of $550.

Jo.

The second column of Table 3-2 lists the range of error when the lack of a P,
FAT, or a valid SAR on file at the school is not considered an error. Drppping these
eligibility criteria decreases the proportion of recipients with institutional error to
30.6 percent, or 775,000 students, and significantly decreases the number of the cases
with large overawards. Table 3-3 replicates Table 3-1 excluding SEP/FAT/Invalid SAR
error. The effect of dropping the large overawards associated with these three
eligibility errors is to drive net institutional error to an insignificant level, a negative
$13 million. However, institutional error still exists, as shown in the $217 'million
absolute sum of overawards and underawards.

3.2.1 Eligibility Errors

Eligibility error can only result_ in an overaward since it is defined as giving an
award to a student who should not have received one. Table 3-4 displays the levels,
frequencies, and payment consequences of each type of eligibility error. The sum of
the components of eligibility error is very slightly greater than the overall eligibility
error because almost 2 percent of the cases have more than one eligibility error.

It is clear that with the exception of no FAT on file, institution-related
eligibility error is nearly inconsequential in the Pell Grant program. In total,
eligibility criteria other than the FAT were not satisfied in fewer than 50,000 cases
(2 percent) and resulting dollar error was under $50 million. The last two criteria--
bachelor's degree and citizenshipwere always satisfied for the sample of recipients.
Given the low frequency of each component it is a good presumption that schools are
generally doing a good job in ensuring compliance with the regulations 'regarding
eligibility. The lack of a Financial Aid Transcript is somewhat more of a problem and
is explored further elsewhere in this findings report and in Volume 2, Corrective
Actions.



Dollar Range

551 and more 111111

TABLE 3-2

. PERCENTAGE OF CASES WITH INSTITUTIONAL
ERROR BY DOLLAR RANGE

Institutional Error
(96)

Institutional Error Treating
,pSEP/FAT/Invalid SAR Cases as Eligible

(96)

6.8 3.3
251 to 550 2.3 2.1

151 to 250 1.4 1.3

101 to 150 1.0 0.9
i

51 to 100 1.8 1.8

1.4 1.5

1:2 1.2
I

2 66.5 69.4
...

26 to 50

3 to 25

2 to

3 to -

26- t

51 to 100

- 101 to - 150

- 151 250

- 251 to - 550

551 and less

t 52.8 2.9

2.4

1.9

1.8

2.2

3.3

3.5
46

1.9

2.3

3.4

3.6
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TABLE 3-3

AMOUNTS AND RATES OF INSTITUTIONAL ERROR
TREATING CASES WITH SEP/FAT/INVALID SAR ERRORS AS ELIGIBLE

Absolute Net
Institutional Institutional Institutional Institutional

Error Error Overaward Underaward

Program-Wide Estimate ($ Millions) 217 -13 102 -115

Mean Erior per Recipient ($) 86 -5 40 -46

Mean Error per Recipient with
Error ($) 4i 281 -n17 331 -248

Percentage of Cases with Error
Greater Than $2 30.6. % 306 % 12.2 % 18.4

Error as a Percentage of Dollars
Awarded 9 % .5 % 4 % 5

4 "i

%

%
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TABLE 3-4

THE COMPONENTS OF ELIGIBILITY ERROR

Cases With Error
Mean Error

per Program-Wide
% Of All Recipient Error Estimate

Recipients Number ($) ($ Millions)

Insufficient Program Length 0.03

Nondegree Program 0.49

Not Parent Institution 0.21

Default on Loan 0.03'

Less than Half Time 0.09

Unsatisfactory Academic
Progress

Invalid SAR

No SEP .Q-39

No FAT .
10-'1:3;20

No SAR in File ',t - 0.10

Not a Citizen,
.

Possess Bachelor's'D

Overall Eligibility Errbt,k

1,000 79 0.1

12,400 1,051 13

5,200 1 018 5

1,000 505 0,.4.

1,600 601 1

9,100 656

9,300 855

9,800 1,043 10

81,000 1,168 95

2,400 1,725 '4

6

8

0

0

0

0

130,000 1,078

8

142



3.2.2 Disbursement Error

Disbursement error was much more common than eligibility error, occurring in
30 percent of all cases. Table 3-5 is a display of the level, frequency, and payment
consequences of the components of disbursement error. Both the frequency and
overall value of underawards exceeded overawards, so that in balance disbursement
error resulted in those recipients with disbursement error receiving $50 too little, on
average.4

Enrollment status error was the most frequent disbursernen- error and generally
resulted in underawards. As shown in the bottom panel of Table 3-6, enrollment status
error was more than twice as likely to result in an underawar4 than an overaward.
Thus, schools tended to understate the enrollment status of recipients (i.e., to, award
on the basis of the student being enrolled for fewer credits than was actually the
case).

While the net cost of attendance error was negative (underaward), approximately
the same number of recipients received erroneous overawards. as received erroneous
underawards. In 1 percent of all cases (25,000 students) a school's understating a
recipient's cost of attendance resulted in that student's receiving at least $550 less
than he or she should have.

Calculation/accounting error generally led to students' receiving more than they
should have. In cases with this error, the average student received $77 more than he
or she should have. In all, an estimated $24 million too much was awarded becaTise of
calculation/accounting error.

Over+ disbursement error was more likely to result in an underaward as
compared to an overaward and generated a net $38 million decrease from what should
have been awarded to students in 1982-83.

3.3 EVALUATION OF POSSIBLE CAUSES OF ERROR

We presented program-wide estimates for institutional error and its major
components in the previous section. Examining differences in the level and frequency
of these errors across institutional types, procedures, and practices can provide
information about the possible causes of these errors.

3-10
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TABLE 3-5

THE COMPONENTS OF DISBURSEMENT ERROR

Cases With Error Program-Wide Error Estimates
Net Absolute

% of all Mean Error
r

Net Error
Recipients Number ($) ($ Millions) ($ Millions)

Disbursement Error 30.2 764,000 -50 195 -38

Cost of Attendance
Error 10.8 273,000 -76 49

t
, -21

Enrollment Status
Error 22.3 564,000 -71 147 -39

Calculation/
Accounting Error 12.3 311,000 77 57 24



TABLE 3-6

PERCENTAGE OF GASES WITH DISBURSEMENT
ERROR BY DOLLAR 'RANGE

Dollar Range

Total

Disbursement
Error

( %)

Costbf
Attendance

Error
( %)

551 and more 2.7 .3

251 to 550 1.9 .5

151 to 250 1.2 .4

101 to 150 1.0 .3

51 to 100 1.9 1.1

26 to 50 1.4 1.7

3 to ,25 1.3 .5

-2 to 2 69.8 89.2

-3 to -25 2.9 .7

-26 to -50 2.5 1.4

-51 to -100 2.2 .8

-101 to =150 1.9 .6

-151 to -250 2.4 .3

-251 to -550 3.3 1.1

-551 and less 3.5 1.0

Summary;

Overawar&S, 11.4 4.8
No Error (± $2) 69.8, 89.2
Underawards 18.7 6.0

Enrollment Calculation/
Status Accounting
Error Error

(96) ( %)

1.7 1.0

1.7 1.2

.9 1.1

.9 1.1

1.0 1.2

.4 .9

.5 .9

77.7 87.7

1.5' 1.1

1.8 .7

1.8 1.1

2.0 .5

2.1 .5

3.5 .7

2.5 .3
0

7.1 7.4
<77.7 87.7
15.2 4.9



Two sanalysis methods were utilized to perform a causal analysis: . simple
bivariate tables and mUltivariate regressions. Before we discuss the results (in
Sections 3:3.2'ind 3.3.3) we present an enumeration of ,possible ?causes in the next

.section (3.3.0..

3.3,1 En?meration of Possible Causes

Since the purpose of the causal analysiss is to support the development of
man&gement corrective actions, it is necessary to characteried the possible factors
which explain differences in, srror rates as discretionary or ihtrinsic. Intrinsic factors
are characteristics which cgiVnot I3e influenced or altered as part of management
action. Intrinsic factors would include organizational constraints, -characteristics of

..the population served, and environmental or backgtund considerationsvp
Discretionary

factors would include variables which describe the system, process features used in
administering the Pell Grant program, and indicators of -management practices. Table
3-7 is a listing of the institutional characteristics which we reviewed as potential
causes in the following two sections. This list is restricted to variables which meet
two conditions:

The variable must exhibit sufficient variation across the institutions in the
sample.

The variable must be expected to be a cause of one or more of the six
components or measures of institutional error.

This first condition is \an objective criterion. The second criterion is more subjective
sihce we are hypothesizing whether or not a relationship is likely to exist.

3.3.2 Simple Bivariate Causal Analysis

In this section/ we examine the error rates (cases with error, 'cases with
overaward errors, and cases with underaward error) for the following six error
measures:

Overall institutional error

Eligibility error

Disbursement error

Cost of attendance error 3-13

11

52 '4'



TABLE 3-7

INSTITUTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS; USED; TO ANALYZE
POSSIBLE CORRELATES ovggRdrt

Characteristics

Intrinsic

O

Type of Institution
Control of Institution
term Type
Credit Measurement System ,

Number of. Recipients as Ratio
of Enrollment

Administrative System

Discretionary

Method of Disbursement
Fr,equency of Disbursement
Method of Award Calculation
Performance of Own Validation
Frequency of Award Recalcufation
Routinekteverification of Ai/at-0

Calculation - -
Personnel Used for Award

Calculation

3-14
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Erie 011Ment status error

- Calculation/accounting ;error.

The institutional' characteristics enumerated in Table 3-7 were tested- to
determine whether they could explain variation in error rates across institutions and
thus. be considered as possible causes of ..these errors. Not all institutional'
characteristics ere examined, as possible causes for all error. measure's. Rather we
selected those combinations we thought were most likely to show relationships. OCIr

decisions were based on our .experience with the early'; Pell studies, knowledge of the
delivery system, and an understanding of the Pell Grant award.,determination process.
The possible causes . of institutional error due to intrinsic and discretionary
institutional characteristics are discuiSed separately'.

Table 3-8 displays rates of institutiona.ferror across the six categories of
institutional type and control.- The differences in the prOportion of cases with error
are statistically signifiCant. Overall 33.5 percent of the cases had institutional error,
_about 16 percent with overawards and 18 percent with under-awards. Proprietary
Schools had error rates of .over' 50-percent, with 2-year schools, showing more
overawards and less than 27year schools showing more underawards. The two
categories of 4-year schools had error rates of about`28 and 22.percent,, making them
the least error-prOne of the six categories. While public i4 -year 'schools had nearly
equal overawards and underawards, such was not the case for private, 4-year schools,
where there were 1.6 overawards for each urcderaward: Of particular importance
would be the high, error rate (46 percent) for publiC 2-yeat schools because they
account for such a signifidant proportion (24 percent) of the 1,eCipient universe.

Table 3-9 examines the freftuency of eligibility error 'across the six type and.. .
control categories. The overall rate 'ofs-error was 5.2 percent with four of the. .

categories fairly dose to this overall "t-,ate. The two exceptions were the two
. ,

proprietary school categories where eligibility error, rates' exceeded 11 percent.

The pattern which emerges from: these two tables, i.e., -proprietary scti,00,1StAd so*.

more error, is also true for disbursethent error (Table 3-10), enrollment' status error,
(Table 341) and calculation and accounting error (Table 3 -12). With the exCeptiOn of

. .
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.TABLE 3-8

7,pERCENTAGE OF CASES WITH INSTITUTIONAL ERROR,BY
TYPE AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTION

Cases Cases.

4 W/Error* W/0-ye , W/UnderawardType and Control . ( %) (% ( %)/Public-4 Year 28.3 14:8
et

Public 2 Year

Private 4 Year

Private 2 Year

Proprietary 2 Year

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year

All Institutions

*Chi'pguare = 174.201, df.;-. 5,T

45.5

21.8

33.5. ,

51.5

56.7

= .0001, for orrorIno error.

17.1

13.6

7.2

28.5

23.2

15.7

13.5

28.5

8.3

26.3

23.0

33.5

17.8



TABLE 3-9

PERCENTAGE OF CASES WITH ELIGIBILITY ERROR BY
TYPE AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTION

Type and Control

Oases
WJError*

(96)

Public 4 Ye Or 5.1

Public 2 Year . 2.6

Private 4 Year 5.9

Private 2 Year 3.3

Proprietary 2 Year

Proprietary Less Than 2,Year

11.5

14.4

4

t't

All Institutions 5.2

*Chi square = 49.541, df = 5,T.= .0001, for error/no error.
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TABLE 3-10

PERCENTAGE OF CASES WITH DISBURSEMENT ERROR BY
TYPE AND' CONTROL OF INSTITUTION

.` Cases
W/Error*

Cases
W/Overaward

Cases
W/Underaward

C. Type and Control (96) (96) (96)

Public 4 Year' 24.4 10.4 14.0

POlic 2 Year 44.8 15.2 29:5

Private 4 Year 16.9 8.3 8.6
"Pyivate 2 Year 30.2 3.9 26.3

Proprietary 2 Year 47.7 ;1-6 26.2

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 52.5 11.5 40.9

All Instituiions 30.2 11.4 18.7

*Chi square = 276.092, df = 5, = .0001, for error/no error.'"

;gm
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TABLE 3-11

PERCENTAGE OF CASES WITH ENROLLMENT STATUS
ERROR BY TYPE AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTION

Type and Control

Cases
W/Error*

.(%)

Cases
W/Overaward

. ( %)

Cases
W/Underaward

(%)

Public.4 Year 18.4 4.9 13.5
Public 2 Year 2 30.4 8.8 21.7

Private 4 Year 14.7 7.3 7.5
Private 2 Year 11.4 3.8 i 1.6

Proprietary 2 Year 46.1 23.6
-...,

. 22.5

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 40.4 10.7 29.7

All Institutions '22.3 7.1 15.2 .

*Chi square = 145.537, df = 5,2 = .0001, for error/no error.

;4.



TABLE 3-12

PERCENTAGE OF CASES WITH CALCULATION/ACCOUNTING
ERROR BY TYPE AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTION

Type and Control

Cases
W/Error*

(96)

Cases
W/Overaward

(96)

,
Cases

W/Underaward
(96)

Public 4 Year 11.2 8.0
.4

3.2
Public 2 Year 14.2 9.1 5.1
Private 4 Year 6.9 5.0 1.9
Private 2 Year 20.9 6.1 14.8
Proprietary 2 Year 22.5 3.7 18.8

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 23.7 5.9 17.7
All Institutions 12.3 7.4 4.9

*Chi square = 59.56, df = 5, p. = .0001, for error/no error.
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calculation and accounting error, public 2-yeai schools were the next most error-prone
schools.

A different pattern emerges for cost of attendance error (Table 3-13). Because
of their high costs of attendance (usually above the Pell maximum of $3,600), errors in
cost of attendance rarely had payment consequences for proprietary schools or private
4-year schools. The likelihood of cost of attendance error \vas highest for public 2-
year schools, follovied by private 2-year and public 4-year schools.

A second intrinsic institutional characteristic, term type, is examined in Table 3-
14. The differences in rates of error by term type are statistically significant for four
of the five error measures, cost of attendance being the exception. Clock hour schools
always had the highest proportion of cases with error for all five error types.
Semester schools generally had error rates lower than the averages for all institutions;
however, the differences are small.

Table 3-15 looks at the influence of the credit measurement system, another
intrinsic variable, on institutional error. This variable is highly related to term type
since credit hour measurement generally aligns with semester, trimester, and quarter
term types while clock hour describes both the term type and the credit measurement
system. Given the logical relationship between these two intrinsic variables and the
findings for term type, it is not surprising to see that clock-hour schools had cases
with error twice as often as credit-hour schools. What is most surprising is that the
table shows that clock-hour schools were three times as likely to make an
underawarding error as credit-hour schools.

The three intrinsic characteristics reviewed so far - -type and control of
institution, term type, and credit measurement systemhave something in common.
The common characteristic, that proprietary schools are most likely to be clock-hour
schools, makes it hard to separate the independent influences of term type, credit
measurement, and type and control. The results indicated that proprietary/clock-hour
schools consistently had the highest levels of institutional error. Our data, however,
cannot suggest why this may be the case.



TABLE 3-13

PERCENTAGE OF CASES WITH COST OF ATTENDANCE ERROR
BY TYPE AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTION

Type, and Control

Public 4 Year

Public 2 Year

Private 4 Year

Private 2 Year

Proprietary 2 Year

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year

All Institutions

Cases Cases Cases
W/Error* W/Overaward W/Underaward

(96) ( %) ( %)

10.2 5.3 4.8

20.4 8.7 11.7

1.7 0.2 1.5

23,, 12.3

2.0 1.8

6.2 1.4 4.8

10.8 4.8 6.0

*Chi square = 151.867, df = 5, 2 = .0001, for error/no error.
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PERCENTAGE OF CASES WITH ERROR BY
TYPE OF INSTITUTIONAL ERROR AND TERM TYPE

Type of Institutional Error

Term Type Eligibility
,

Disbursement'
Cost of

Attendance'
Enrollmtnt

Status
Calculationt
Accounting"

Semester 4..3 ,25,.8 11.4 18.6 11.3

Clock Hour 59.3 12.4 38.6 33.2

Trimester/Quarter. 6.8 '9.3 29.6 11.3.

Other '38.7 5.8 30.3 18.0

All Institutions
.

30.0 10.8 22.3 12.3

1Chi sqUar& X5,67, df 3, g =-.0001,,for error/no error.

2Chi'sq ."1: 105.69, df for,error/no error:

3Chi *pare...-. 5.34, df 3;2 :1484-for error/no error.

-4dhi square = 71:38, df = ..00011 for error/no error.

= ; 000 1 for error/no error.5Chl.s4uare = 67.76, df =
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TABLE 3-15

PERCENTAGE OF CASES WITH INSTITUTIONAL ERROR
BY CREDIT MEASUREMENT SYSTEM ,

Cases Cases :Cases'
W/Error* W/Overaward .97 ,UnderawardCredit Measurement System (%) (%) ( %)

Credit Hour 31.0 15.9 15.1

Clock Hour 61.0 13.6 47.3

*Chi square = 111.301, df= 1, 2 = .0001, for error/no error.



An intrinsic characteristic reflecting whether or not the school was an
independent or single-campus institution or part of a branch-campus system is
examined as a 'potential explanation of differing error rates in Table 3-16. The
differences across administrative structure are not significant fOr the ftligibility error
rate. The error rates ,for the overall institutional and disbursment errors/fere highest: t,

.,.. .,
.

for independent 'camPuses end lower for either.'type of branch campus structure. This
might2';be reflective of differences in the size of institutions and any resulting-,_

economies of scale.

The final intrinsic characteristic, the ratid'OI Pell recipients to undergraduate
enrollnient, and its relationship to overall rates of.institiitional error is shown in Table
3-17. Institutions with fewer ...than 10 percent oftheir.enrollment receiving Pell grants
had,the highest overall error rate ,45 percent, wittiiinderawards being 3 tirneS AS- likely

asoverawards. The proportion of cases with error (column one) was fairlY consistent
across the other categories of retiplent/enrollment ,ratios, about 30 to 35.percent.

Discretionary Characteristics

We now turn to the discretionary. characteristics. , Associations between these
characteristics and the various error measures may be suggestive of management
corrective actions.

While validation is generally thought to focus on student error, we felt that it
might have some association with levels of institutional error. However, as Table 3-18
reveals, institutional *validation has little meaningful effect (although there is a
statistically signifidant effect for disbursement and cost of attendance errors) on any
of the six measures of institutional error, with no difference in excess of 5 percent.
Of course, the 1982-83 program year -had such high leVels of Department-mandated
validation that there were relatively few cases that could have been subjected to
institutional validation.

, Another characteristic thought to be potentially a cause of institutional error is
the skill level of the personnel who calculate the amount of the award. Table 3-19
displays the findings for this hypothesis for both disbursement error and
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TABLE 3-16

PERCENTAGE OF CASES WITH INSTITUTIONAL ERROR
BY TYPE OF ERROR AND ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE

Type of Institutional Error

Type of Overall ,
Administrative Structure Institutional' Eligibility Disbursement3

Independent Campus
. .

.-Central Office Reporting for
Branch ,Campus System

Campus-Level Reporting for
Branch Campus System

34.8 4.9 31.8

30.0

25.7

1Chi square = 12.41, df = 2, 2. = .002, for error/no error.

2Chi square = 2.46, df = 2, 2 = .2919, for error/no error.

3Chi square = 22.35,.df - 2, a = .0001, for error/no error.

25.8

6.5 19.9



TABLE 3-17

PERCENTAGE OF CASES WITI-LINSTITUTIONAL'Uttl
RATIO OF PELL-RECIPIENTS TO UNDERGRADUATEENg

Ratio of Pell Recipients to
Undergraduate Enrollment

0 .0999,

.1000 .1999

.2000 - .2999

.3000 - .3999

.4000' - .4999

.5000

CasPs
lodErtOry

(90

4.WENT

.

Cases
w/Overaward ;,.4i/Urideraivard

(96) (96)

45.1 11.5. 41' 33.5

36.1 17.2 18.9

30.2 14.2 15.9

32.7 16.2 16.5

36.3 11.6 24.7

32.3 19.4 12.9

*Chi square = 23.68, df = 5, P = .0003, for error/no errors



Institution Selects
Cases for

Own Validation

Yes

No

'Chi square

2Chi square

3Chi square

4Chi square

5Chi square

6Chi square

TABLE 3-18

PERCENTAGE OF CASES WITH ERROR. BY INSTITUTIONAL VALIDATION
FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF INSTITUTIONAL ERROR

Type of Institutional Error

Overall
Institutional!

Cost of Enrollment Calculation/
Eligibility2 Disbursement3 Attendance4 Status5 Accounting6

34.0 4.9 31.0 11.4

31.4 6.1 26.8 8.4

J- 1.74, df = 1, 2 = .1874, for error/no error.

- 1.74, cl = 1, 2 = .1875, for error/no error.

4.93, sit = 1,2 = .0265, for error /no error.-

- 5.28, df = 1,2 = -.0216, for error/no error.

- .23, Lit = 1,2 = .6311, for errzyinckzrror..

- 2.12, df = 1,2 = .1457, for error/no error.

67

22.6 12.8,

21.7 10.8
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TABLE 3-19,

PERCENTAGE OF CASES WITH VARIOUS TYPES
OF ERROR BY PERSONNEL USED FOR AWARD CALCULATION

A

CasesVt:aSeSt C a. S e S

'W/Erroi W/Overaward W/UnderawardType of Error Type of Personnel it ( %) ( %) ( %)

Disbursement) Professional Only 32.0 12.2 19.8

Clerical Only 30.0 10.1 20.0

Both of the Above 29.8 11.7 18.1

Other 18.9 7.0 11.9

Calculation/
Accounting2

Professional Only

Clerical Only

Both of the Above

Other

12.2

13.6

12.6

9.5

6.9

9.3

9.0

5.4.

5.3

4.3

3.6

4.1

1Chi square = 24.890, df = 3,2 = .0001, for error/no error.

2Chi square = 3.299, df = 3,2. = .3478, for error/no error.



calculation/accounting error. For these two types of institutional error the likelihopd
of making errors was fairly close whethet" schools used professionals only, clerics
only, or both, averaging about 30 percent for digbursement error and'about 11 percent
for ca16ulation/accounting error. The "other" category had qszniderably lower error
rates for both types of err'or but the. lb percent (4 the cases attending schools
responding to the "other" 'category and the range of responses` falling into this category
make speculation inapprnpriat; and too risky.

Another discretionary factor relating to the type of personnel used to perform
award calculations is the method used to calculaIe awards. The error rates for schools
using manual, automated, or combination calculation methods are displayed in Table 3-t
20 for disbursement, cost of attendance, enrollment status and caleulation/accounting.
errors. The error rates were fairly similar for the three categories across all four
types of institutional error. Only for disbursement :error arecthere significant
differences in error by method Of award calculation, with automated' calculatiomo
associated with the lowest error rate.

Whether or not institutions . reported routinely reverifying award calculations
would be expected to result in improved quality. Table 3-21 sholis the test for this
hypothesis for disbursement error and calculation/accounting error. The differences in
the results for both types of error are so small as to be statistically meaningless.

A final discretionary characteristic dealing with award calculatioh is the
frequency of award recalculation. We would expect that error rates would be lowest
when awards are recalculated before each disbursement. Table 3-22 presents tests of
this hypothesis for disbursement error and enrollment status error, respectively. hile
differences do exist, the statistical strength of these differences is fairly low. The
findings are also somewhat cbunterintui4ve in that the error rates were higher for-the
"before each disbursement dilly" category.

Table 3-23 press error rateffor enrollment status error by whether the school
reported checking enrollment sotus. While enrollment status error was lower for
schools checking 'enrollment status before each disbursement, as would be expected,
the size of the difference in error rates is too small to have any statistical validity.
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4.4 TABLE 3-20

PERCENTAGE OF CASES WITH VARIOUS TYPES OF
ERROR lkY METIPIOD OF AWARD CALCULATION

#1,

.

Type of Error

Igikhod, of
Award

,Calculation

Cases
W. /Error

( %)*

Cases
-W/Ovhrawarcl

(96)

Cases
W/Underaward

( %)

Disbursement'

Cost Of
Atfendsince2

4.

Enrollrri.prer
Status3

A%
t

,..,

. 0

Calculation/
44ccounting4

rIP"'

s' Manual
*

.

Automated ,

Combination

Manual

4
Automated

Ceribination

le
Manual y

' Automated 4

)I. *.

A
CO MI?inatiOp

It,

:44,: ,-
Manual

. i
Automated

...-;

Combination rli

32.3

24.9

27.0

10.9

8.5

.412.6

.022.8

21.3

21.9

12.4

)41'3.3

11:4 if

,.

1.3.2

8.2'

7.6

4.8

2.9

6.7

8.1

6.3

3.8

7Z0

8.3

8.1

.,
.19.2

16.7

19.4

C.1

5.6

14.7

15.0

18.1

5e3
Of

4.9

3.3

1Chissquare = 16.110, df = 2, 2,e ..0003 for error/ error.

2Chi square = 5.35, a = 2, 2 = .0689, or error/no error

3Chi square = .74, of = 2,2 = .69b6, for error/no errok`r.

4Chi square = .891, df = 2,2 = .6405, fota error/no error.
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TABLE 3-21

PERCENTAGE OF CASES WITH VARIOUS TYPES OF ERROR
BY REPORTED ROUTINE REVERIFICATION OF AWARD CALCULATION

:r)

Reverification
of Award

Cases
W/Error

Cases
W/Oieraward

Cases
W/UnderawardType of Error' Calculation (%) (%) (%)

Disbursement' Yes 30.4 11.1 19.3

No 29.2 12.6

Calculation/ Yes 12.1.- 7.6 4.5Accounting2
No 13.3 6.7 6.6

IChi square = .402, df = 1,2 = .5260, for error/no error.

2Clii square = .734, df.= 1, p = .3917, for error/no errorc



Type of Error

Disbursement 1

Enrollment
Status2

f.

TABLE 3-22

PERCENTAGE OF CASES WITH VARIOUS TYPES OF ERROR
BY FREQUENCY OF AWARD RECALCULATION

Frequency
of Award

Calcu n

Before Ea
Disbursement Only

When Enrollment
Status Changes
Only

Both of the Above

Other

Before Each
Disbursement Only

When Enrollment
Status Changes
Only

Both of the Above

Other

Cases
W/Error

(96)

Cases
W/Overaward

(96)

Cases
W/Underaward

(9(3)

34.6 12.8 21.%

26.1 8.2 17.9

29.6 13.8 15.8

29.9 11.7 18.3

26.4 8.1 18.2

19.0 4.6 14.4

21.9 7.5 14.3

22.0 8.6 13.4

1Chi square = 17.542, df = 3, = .0005, for error/no error.

2Chi square = 15.812, df = 3, E = .0012, for error/no error.

ly

0



TABLE 3-23

PERCENTAGE OF CASF,5 WITH ENROLLMENT STATUS' ERROR BY
REPORTED CHECKING OF ENROLLMENT STATUS

Reverification of
Award Calculation

Cases Cases Cases
W/Error* W/Overaward W/Underaward

( %) ( %) (%)
4c

.

Yes 21.8 6.4 15.3

No 23.7 8.6 15.1

O

*Chi square = 1.720, df = 1, R = .1897, for error/no error.
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Table 3-24 presents our final bivariate test, of a diScretionary characteristic: the
existence of a., relationship betw,een disbursement method and , disbursercleht error.
Surprisingly, the error rate Was. highest for ,schools paying by chedk put requiring the
student to endorse the check over to the institution. The vast majority 'Qf.sanools used
the fourth methodcrediting the students' account' and disbursiAg e. by _

'check. Of course the4riethod ot disbursement was heavilyeinfluenCed by the df
attendance, cost, ark whether or not the rnaward exceeded the aounttheisttient had
to remit to the institution.'

The bivariate findin'gs on the relationshii.i between discretioDary institutional
characteristics and rates of error reveal few meaningful. assoCiations. Institutional.
validation beyond the high levels required' by the Departmentof EditCation was not
associated with reduced error.. Of the four discretionary 'Characteristles related to
award recalculation, only' method of award calculation yielded any meaningful and
significant relationships, with disbursement error rates lowest r institulions using
automated systems. The persor4elused for award calculatio Vardy

recalculation, and the routine verification of award'recalcula le affect on
rates of error. Finally, institutions reporting procedures
showed no significant reductloh of related error and meth

r

meaningfully related to disbursement error.

oliment status
ement was 'f ot

There is dne additional institutional characteristic tha
Frlc

because it is a response to an'externally 'imposed 'requireme

validation reported by each institution. Table 345 shows the

ly discretionary,
is is the burden of;.

0

onship betweenfthe.
reported burden of oialida.tion and cases' with error. t first glaOce, the results appear
to be cOunterintuitive;itAtioni-reporting a burdenrpf vali tion; had significantly
less error than ;those riOtereforting a 'burden.f' Howew, it is possible that t

tutions' reporting a burden went to greater of in validation than those w
tptand thatVie burdeh paidoff redubed,srror.

',

't.tot '
04,

' 12 st4 ' The biVarrte mp ri ns n the previous section looked at the rel onshipss:: 4., , i , .'..between each °nevem tfstieutional,characteristics or variables and one'or ore of
tv .4 Sh i 4 11 4 .' ,-thf ,instituti a. env m asures: This represented a first effort to idi some

4f, zy
.,.,pos-sible sa...P,Texesian ns for err;pr. While ttie results of these' bivariate analyses .,,

4 :
PIP ,g, ' ' A

.

;
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PERCENTAGE.OF CASES WITH DISBURSEMEN
TYPE. OF DISBURSEMENT MADE

Dishursement Method

Check,t9 StUdent for full
amount (ogry)

. Check to Student-Endorsed
over to Institution (only)

. Credit ,6 Students
4c6.Unt. (only)':

4. Credit to Account-BalMee
by' CiwCk*(9r4Y)

.v \

5th and. '4

,%Both ai,n
1

d 2

Any other mbination

`;,



TABLE 3-25

PERCENTAGE OF CASES WITH INSTITUTIONAL ERROR
BY REPORTED BURDEN OF VALIDATION

Burden Reported

Cases Cases Cases
W /Error* tIODI,Feraward W/Underaward

( %) ( %) ( %)

Yes 30.7 14.8 15.8

No 41.4 18.2 23.2

*Chi square = 35.37, df = 1, P = .00011 for error/no error.

,
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30,

O

have been useful, a second step is needed. Multivariate analysis permits the joint
testing of the effects of several institutional characteristics,, the independent
variables, on error. In theory this makes it, possible to explain a greater proportion of
the variance contributing to institutional error, assuming that the model chosen is
appropriate. We have selected a linear multiple regression model with institutional
error as the dependent variable.

Based on the results of our bivariate analyses, which revealed institutional
differences

in rates of error by type and control of institution, we are conducting
separate regression analyses for each 'type and control of institution (with one
exception) and one combining all institutions. Because of the small number of private
2-year institutions, these were combined. with proprietary 2-year institutions. Thus,
we estimated six models, one for each of the following groups:

All institutions'

Public 2-year institutions

o Public 4-year institutions

Private 4-year institutions

Proprietary under 2-year institutions

Proprietary or Private 2-year institutions.

The institutional characteristics which were jointly considered in the model as
independent variables were:

Method of disbursement

Frequency of disbursement

Payment calculation method

Institutional validation

Recalculation of expected disbursement

Routine reverification of calculations

Personnel calculating awards

Whether enrollment status was check P before, computing award

3 -38
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Whether' 1982 -83 validation caused a burden.

The model related net institutional error for the sample of students falling in, each of
the categOries to the above characteristics.

Table ''3-26 presents the results of the regression models, with the type and
control of institution in the model indicated in the column headings. All 'models share
the same nine independent variables, shown isikr entries. The last row shoVis the 17t'L
squares for each of the six models. This can be interpreted as the proportion of
variance in the dependent variable (institutional error) explained by or accounted for
by the independent variables included in the model. The maximum postible value of R-

.° square is 1.00. FOr an exploratory analysis, an R-square of .150 (15 percent of the
variance accounted for), as fou'Od for private 4-year schbols, is considered quite
strong. Notice that four of the models accounted for fairly large proportions of the
variance. The R-squares for all of the six models are statistically significant.

The thirst row c.of the table, labeled intercept, is useful in interpreting the
fremainder o e table. This value is the average error which ewould be xpected for

students attending schools with particular institutional procedures. These procedures,
shown as base responses on; Table 3-26, are as follows:"

Method of Disbursement--"other combinations"

Freqtiency of Disbursement--"varies by program"

Payment Calculation Method--"manual"

Institutional Validation--"yes"

Recalculate Expected Disbursement"when enrollment changes"

Routine Reverification of Calculation--"yes"

Personnel Calculating Awards--"professional"

Check Enrollment Status Before Computing Awards--"yes"

Did 1982-83 Validation Cause a Burden--"yes."-
z



ESTIMATED DIFFERENCES IN AVERAGE NET INSTITUTIONAL ERROR
ATTRIBUTABLE TO DIFFERENT INSTITUTIONAL PROCESSES AND METHODS

Intertept a

Method of Disbutsement
:I

1. Check to Student, Full Ainount, Only
2. Check to Student/Endorsed Over to

All .

Institutions

-69.2

4
-64.1

School, Only -104.6
3. Credit Account, Only -22.4
4. Credit Account and Disburse Balance

by Check,Only ' -18.0-
5. Methods 1 and 2 -8.0
6. Meth Ods'3 and 4 12.7
7. Other Combinations Base

Proprietary
Public, Public, Private, Proprietary or Private,
2 Year 4 Year 4 Year Under 2 Years 2 Year

37.7 -68.3 -55.5 -84.2 136.3

* * * ''.. *
-115.3 32.8 N/A N/A -1019.5

N/A 29.1 -265.1 10.1 -555.6
N/A N/A -102.3 19.9 -717.6

.

1.0 10.1 ^ -85.2 245.6 -151.4
9.7 -6.0 -34.8 496.8

s 4.
N/A

9.8 44.3 -76.4 362.4 -393.9
Base Base Base . Base Base

Frequency of Disbursement * * *
-.)1. Monthly -92.2 -195.8 210.3' 330:9. -238.0, -115.4

2. Bimonthly 33.3 :32.8 N/A -108.7 N/A' N/A
3. 'Quarterly or 3-4 Times per Year 64.9 -19.8 55.0 , -23.2 -496.2 Base
4. Once, per Term 57.5 60.1 38.2 -28.1 75.2 550.7
5. Varies by Program , Base Base Base Base . Base . N/A

Payment Calculation Method

1. Manual
2. Computerized
3. Combination

Institution Validation

1. 'Yes
2. No

Base
-5.9
-3.7

Base Base
-97.1 8. 4
-12.1

Base
-42.1
-28.3

Base Base
254.2 -604.6
243.7 -133.8

Base Base Base Base Base Base
-5.1 64.5 12.0 -59.8 286.2 -357.9

*Indicates that She Chikracteristic is a sta istically significant (2 .05) predictor of institutionaterrdr for the type control of institution
shown in the column heading.

so



TABLE 3-26 (Continued)

ESTIMATED DIFFERENCES IN AVERAGE NET INSTITUTIONAL ERROR
ATTRIBUTABLE TO DIFFERENT INSTITUTIONAL PROCESSES AND METHODS

All Public, Public, r Private,
Jeroprietary

Proprietary -`e orPyrievate,
Institutions. 2 Year 4 Year 4 Year Under 2 Year( Year

Recalculate Expected Disbursement * *

20.7 -45.5 9.2
Base Base Base

41.1 -29.7 -9.6
32.5 -15.9 84.4

1. Before each Disbursement 29.6
2. When Enrollment Changes Base
3. Both 0.7
4. Other 20.4

Routine Reverification of Calculation * 9

I. Yes
2. No

...,
1

Personnel Calculating Awaids
L---

,

.:

Base
19.0

1. Professional Base.
2. Clerical 17.2
3. Both 16.8
4. Other 12.8

Check Enrollment Status Before
Computing Award

1. Yes c Base Base Base Base Base Base
2. No -0.2 -90.9 23.9 76.9 N/A 363.1

Did 1982-83 Validation Cause
A Burden? * *. * *

1. Yes Base Base Base Base Base .. Base
2. No 3.5 -65.7 24.1 112 -255.3 350.3

Proportion of Explained Variance (R-squared) .047 .195 .032 .150 .535 _.358

Base Base Base
2.0 37:6 17.1

.

*

58.6, 574.8
Bas Base

241.6
603.1

v.

.5

Base 4 Base Base Base
491.1: 40.0 35.3 N/A

-20.2'S 33.7 75.7 1,1/A
34.6 .58.8 31.9 N/A

6-

*
Base

-643.9

*4

Base
368.7

-728.2
N/A

*Indicates that the characteristic is a statistically significant (R .05) predictor of institutional error for the type and control of institution
shown in the column heading.
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The numerical entries in the table represent the differences in average net error
attributable to being in those categories of the variable rather than falling into the
base categories. For example, the "all-Institutions" model (column one) indicates that
students attending schools where a check to the student, for the full amount was the
only method of disbursement (response II 1) had average errors which were $64"lower
than students attending institutions, which used the base category, "other
combinations" (response #7). Thus; the average net error for this group of students
was $ -133 ($ -64 plus the intercept of $ -69), assuming that thebase category applied
for each of the other eight variables. Using the information in this table, the direction
and amount of change in error can be derived for numerous combinations of response
categories. It should be understood that the results would change if different base.4

categories were used, but the 'relationships between the response categories for a
given variable would remain the same.

' Consider another example of this table using the second variable, frequency of
disbursement. Students being paid "once per tsrm" (response ..#4) had average net
errors which were $58 higher than for students attending schools where frequency of
disbursement varied by program (the base), which worked out to an average net error
of $ -11 ($5,8 less error than the base of $ -69).

Asterisks in the rows containing the names of the variables indicate that the
variable has a statistically significant relationship to net institutional error, for
students attending schools in the group indicated by the column heading.

The intercept row reveals the importance of type and control as an intrinsic
explanation for institutional error. The entry in column one for all institutions

etindicates that the average net institutional error for students falling into the base
categories for all variables was $ -69. This value exhibited considerable differences
for the different subgroups of institutions, ranging from a positive $136 for 2-year
proprietary or private institutions to an average net underaward of $84 for proprietary
schools with programs under 2 years. This finding is consistent with the earlier bi-
variate analysis.

Method of disbursement is statistically important in five of the six type and
control categories. The fact that the categorical effects of this variable are
important is somewhat muted by the fact that the differences attributable' to being
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irlone category are not consistent across the models. For example, the estimates for
, the"category "credit account, only" (response #3) ranged from about $20 to a negative

R1S This is consistent with the bivariate results which were somewhat unclear.

:i

Frequency,.pf,:disbursement was important in four of the six models. However,
the .results if.a. id widely across models with estimates for any one payment frequency..-

representing.0a§ttiVe and negative differences in average net error from the base
category.

Method of payment calculation was only significant once and the estimates were
not stable across the six models, with computerized systems having average net errors
per student from $605 lower to $254 higher than manual systems.

The results for the remaining six variables were' similarly mixed, with some
variables being statistically important for some type and control groups and not for
other type and control groups. The signs of the estimated differences were both
positive and negative for every category of these six variables with one exception: the
clerical category for type of personnel used to calculate awards relative to use of
professionals as the base. Here, use of clerical personnel to calculate awards resulted
in higher errors across all institutional types.

3.4 CONCLUSIONS

Institutional error accounted for about 30 percent of the net cost of Pell
program error. It was about equally likely to be an overaward or underaward, but
dollar values of overawards exceeded dollar values of underawards by nearly two to
one. Major recommendations regarding efforts to reduce institutional error include
.the following:

Most of the overawards were due to one procedural eligibility requirement,
lack of a Financial Aid Transc5,ipt (FAT) for transfer students. With theexclusion of this error and two other minor procedural errors,. net
institutional error was a modest- underaward. A change in the requirement
for collecting the FAT, which canThave no bearing on the award in any .

ase, woti percentld cut approximately 28 of all institutional error.

Other major contributions to institutional error were cost of attendance
and enrollment status. These errors were due partly to confusion about the
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institution's responsibility for tracking pinor ages across the academic
year. Clarification of these responsibilities and limmunication of them tok,
institutions would significantly reduce error. :44,1,1rh

On the whole,. disbursement errors, including cost of attendance and
enrollment status; were underawards. This suggests caution by institutions
and their awareness of their own liability, but occurs somewhat at ttie
expense of student entitlements. ''.' ), ^

.
Efforts to isolate the possible causes of error lgad to the conclusion that
factors intrinsic to the institution, such as type. and control, were, related
to error but that discretionary institutional procures, 4'which could
changed, were not strongly related to error.,-

. ,,
Proprietary institutions, which -.are generally clock-hour institutions, ad

. the highest rates of error. This may be related to the greater complexity
of award calculation for clock-hour institytions.4 Four year instatutions had
the lowest rates of error. ,

e
a

a

a

o
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CHAPTER 4

STUDENT ERROR

This chapter presents estimates of student error Pell Grant progr
1982-83. Total student error overviewed in Chapt
component parts as a means of 'attempting to identify thy;'
and regulations that might be effective in reducing

Significant findings prestnked in this chapter include:

The 1982-83, Pelf. Grant program experiencedjan
net student eeror, or $86 per recipient.,

9,'
Depengrency status error was the largest single.liym Of student eeroet.
comprising approximately $64 million in payment Conse'91:erices.

,r-. The top six forms of student tilior ;Were, pot directly veratia,bli:throOgh
1982-83 validation prbcedures. 7 i:`: ' ,

Extensive bivariate analysis inctispe . titkereportgd income and school:; of
enrollment were the only variables fWifOaty noticeable correlatiok: to.'student error. ., "

?

,..4*-- .'' '-- :4r I. , -

Multivariate anal, al .. V`-' ..... V1, ,,. t. . .dicate -that' dependent students fr' . higher ..

incomes, smaller fa Itopri olds * marrieditudents were more -iacely to...,,
have overawards 9f13 unds due to misreporting of application data,

, 1, ... ..0,-

,Correlation of student: error and institufititAf' type 'and c.trol was
illconfirmed by the multivariate analysis. ,

ot,,
'P

-or' . tot 8
Use of actual tax return data improved the accuracy of adjusted gross' ii ..,,

income and U.S. taxes paid, but had little'"appare9t aMct 94. other .;,',$:'
0application items.

4.1 NATURE AND TYPES OF STUDENT ERROR

t
,In Chapter 2, student error was defined as the difference between the correct

award the student should have received and, the award calculated using the appliG
data submitted by the student and the correct cost of :attendance and enroll
status. Any errors which might have been made by the institution are factored oy

'4.
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''s, .7 -VW. 17,

71 * ,

the determination of student error. Ther re, students error definitions are
contingent on definitions of institutional error. i, Asa consequence, estimates of
student error differ according to the treatment Ofetudents,Vith rrlissing Statements of

.
: Educational Purpose (SEPs), Financial Aid Tratsc6pts*(Fhs), or invalid Student Aid ..

.Reports (SARs). For example, if students with SEP/FAT/invalid SAR error are treated
.. 0 as ineligible, any student errors made by this subset of studtnts:would bevoided by our ,-: af 0, .. . ',,,

I

formula, resulting in slightly lower estimates of student .,dror., However, it can be
asserted that students with these 'institutional ,t:errars shipuld be' intludedkn student. .

error in order to give , a more representative, v4iew, of stlident error. 'CMS: can be .., ..accomplished by treating SEP/FAT/Invalid SAR erro6 ls eligible and yields ,6ightly:\
,. , ., , ,

r1 higher estimates ,Pf ,student error. Both of thes estimates ,ate=l5resented in pAr*Iel '
wherever it was felt that the analysis required du41tr4tmer*I.as was4one throudibilt

' 41,, - Chapters 2 and 3 When only one set of .figUre% ks.aNshp off .Audents with
,S EP / F AT /Inv lid SAR errors were considered as eligible, uriess ot e ise.nc4d2s N' :.r:. ''.. I t A V .'.1

, ? w A ., . ,i, 9. 1'. ,Student error may occur whenever there are .one or aloe nclprr esponses to"-:.;,_t
, . 1 .4'the application questions. (Not all discrepancies in ap6it:11%tr, n iterrs'haVe,&yment

4 . ,t , ler ,,
Consequences. Some discrepancies, for example, are' tob iti-nalf to- affect the SAI

4i )sufficiently to induce payment chirge. Other discrepanciaeinalatch e the SAI, but
a '' rt.,not the award because of the role that cost of attemdance plays 4'n a calRulatIon.

. Discrepancies in asset or debt items may not change the aw because a certain ixi,
amount of equity is protected in the award calculation: All .disciepariiieiare
separately discussed in this chapter and are always referre'd ts d

fithan errors to avoid confusion.) Student error estimates pres`ented
t

it, ix
represent the payment consequences for any and all incorrect responses to application

:fquestions. In this chapter we decompose student error by Izetim,atingt theAollar

ancres,rather
in thiS Oport

§
payment consequences of error for most of the application items: .These stirrrttties are
usually for a single application item, such as adjusted gross inCorrie, i sehold size,t

..etc. However, there are some application items which are best corisid 'red togethere., ,.,
such, as home value and home debt (which become homo equity), or the six rte m
determining dependency status;! 3!:

0
I. 7.

As noted in Chapter 1, the findings are presented in two primary dimensions:

46,
The percentage of cases with errors that result in payment consequences in
excess of $2 ifj

4-2
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The payment consequences of the identified errors

in absolute terms (sum of all ollar errors)

in net terms (overpayments minus underpayments).
\,

n adclition, mean error per recipient and mean error per recipient with error are
ently used to illustrate the payment consequences to individual students on

average. Mean error per recipient is the sum of student errors divided by the number
of students, including those with zero student error. Mean error per recipient withg

I error divides the sum of error by the number of students with either overaward or
0 A

i" ? underaward, excluding students with zero error. Payment error as a percentage of
dollars awarded is also cited to show the relative amount of error.

*Ai 4.2 STUDENT ERROR FINDINGS

Student error is reviewed at three levels, The first two, overall error and
individual components of error show payment consequences of error. The third,
discrepancies in application items, illustrates prevalence of error without regard to
payment consequences.

4.2.1 Overall Student Error

Table 4=1 summarizes the amounts and rates of student error where SEP/FAT/in-
valid SAR errors cause cases with those errors to be excluded as ineligible applicants.
The program-wide dollar estimate of absolute student error was $328 million,
comprised of $272 million in overawarded cases and $55 million in underawarded
recipients, for a net student error of $217 million. That amount of error, averaged
$129 per recipient in absolute terms and $86 in net terms.

For recipients with error, the mean was $328 in absolute terms and $217 on a net
basisAt Overall, nearly. 40 percent of all cases were projected to have some form of
error with a payment consequence in, excess of $2, of which about 31 percent were
overawards and 9 percent were underawards. Abso)utle error as a peircentage of dollars
awarded was 14 percent. Overaward was 11 petcent,of the total awarded dollars,
while underaward was 2 percent of the total.
o
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TABLE 4-1

AMOUNTS AND RATES OF STUDENT ERROR
TREATING THOSE WITH SEP/FAT/INVALIIISAR ERRORS AS INELIGIBLE

Absolute
Student
.Er4or

Net
Student
Error

Student
Overaward

Student
Underaward

Program-Wide Estimate ($ Millions) 328 ;217 272 55

Mean Error per Recipient ($) 129 86 108 -22

Mean Error per Recipient with
Error ($) 328 217 351 -249

Percentage of Cases with. Error
Greater Than $2 39.4 % 39.4 %

. o

30.6 % 8.8 %

Error as a &ercentage of. Dollars
14 % 9 % 11 % 2 %Awarded'

L

1

4
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When cases with SEP/FAT/invalid SAR errors were treated as eligible, the'
amounts and rates of student error increased slightly, by the amotineof student error
in those cases otherwise excluded. Table 4-2 shows the magnitude of this'additional
error. As a percentage of dollars awarded, the increase is negligible.

The range of student error is shown in Table both with and without
SEP/FAT/invalid SAR errors included. More than 60 percent of the cases were within
$2 of the correct award when application data were used None of the ranges in the
negative half of the scale had a very high proportion of the cases; underawards were
spread fairly evenly among the ranges. At the other end of the scale, however, there
were larger proportions of cases with 4rror. The primary significance of the more
than 8 percent in the highest rangit.e is that it included most cases where the larger
application-based awards proved to be entirely In error (reduced to 0) when correct
data were used.

4.2.2 The Components of Student Error

While the overall 'description of student error is useful in identifying the
magnitude of error that is taking place, it does little to igebaify potential causes .of
that error so that corrective measures can be developed to reduce their incidence. In
order to identify the primary causes, it is necessary to decompose student error and
determine those elements that are most troublesome, most amenable to corrective
measures, and most likely to yield cost- effective results. .4)

The decompositiok.of student error into the' likely dollar effects contributed by
each application item is only an estimate because it does not take into account the
interactions between items. For example, in an actual case an underreporting of
acifasted gross income (AGI) might be totall), offset by an equal overreporting of other
income and benefits, yielding no net payment consequence, assuming there were no
other applicatioh item discrepancies. In estimating the separate payment
consequences of each application item for this example, there would be net overaward
error for AGI and net underaward error for other income and benefits. Therefore, 4n
interpreting the amounts of net.student errors due to-indiVidual items caution must be
used.
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TABLE 4-2

AMOUNTS AND RATES OF STUDENT ERROR
TREATING THOSE WITH SEP/FAT/INVALID SAR ERRORS AS ELIGIBLE

Absolute
Student
Error

Net
''Student

Error
Student

Overaward
Student

Underaward

Program-Wide Estimate ($ Millions) 345 231 288 -57

Mean Error per Recipient ($) 137 91 114 -23

Mean Error per Recipient with ,
Error ($)

q
332 222 355 -250

Percentage of Cases with Error
Greater Than $2 41.1 % '41.1 % 32.0 % 9.1 %

Error as a Percentage of Dollars
Awarded 14 96 10 % 12 % 2 %

'
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TABLE- 4-3

PERCENTAGE of CASES WITH STUDENT ERROR BY DOLLAR RANGE

'Student Erior Treating Student Error Treating
Dollar Range SEP/FAT/Invalid SAR Cases as Ineligible SEP/FAT/Invalid SAR Cases as Eligible

)%) (%)

551 and more 8.2

251 to . 550 7.0

151 to 250 4.6

101 to 150' 2.5

51 to 100 3.4,

26 to 50 3.8

to 25 1.2

to 2 66.6

to -25 0.3

-26 to -50 1.2

-51 to -100 1.9

-101 to 0.8

151 to -250 1.6

251 to -550 1.6
O

.551 and less 1.4

93

8.7

7.2

4.8

2.6

3.6

3.8

1.3

58.9

Q.3

1.2

1.9

0.8

1.6

1.7

1.4

g
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Table °4-4 displays the distribution of error in its component parts; most of which
is at the application-item level. A few items are composites of two. or more
application items. These are dependency status (from the six dependency status
questions), and home equity, business/farm equity, and real estate/investment equity

v'(the difference between value, and debt for each of the items). With the exception, of
the reason for which is footnoted, the components are listed in descending rank

order of their net payment consequence or error. The mean net error per recipient in
the first column mirrors the program -wide estimates in the third column in terms of
descending magnitudes.

There are three factors that affect the values reported for net error per
recipient in column one Of Table 4-4. First is the frequency of occurrence of the item.
For example, most cases have AGI while few cases have elementary/secondary tuition

Adeductions. Second. is the frequency of error in the items. . Finally, the dollar
ri

consequences or the size of the typical error will influence the aver4e error.

Dependency status error was the highest ranked error, aVeraging over $25 per
4 recipient and $465 per recipient with error for a total of over $64 million. The second-.most costly type of pplication error involved th misreporting of other nontaxable

income, costing the program about, $46 million in J982-83 and averaging over $19 per
'recipient and $191 per recipient with error. Hirsehold size tanked third, .with error.
averaging nearly $14 per recipient ar# $140 pefcecipient with error for a total of $34
million.

The second column tshowls th33.,.mean size..,.of the error ;,for only those cases in
error. On that basis, the rank-o er sequence,.:7oP most large error items changed

t
somewhat: The err in student real status affected the Mean award size by -$903,

denoting a_sighifiC t ilderdwarding prole, n for ttlose cases whe 't occurred, even
' though it .happened very intreqbently. Business /farm equity was the ne mostserio,us;.

Perror when it occurred (although. infreguently), affe4 ting the ean award y $474 per,
case with error. Deptindency status error occupied 'rd ace, with a m an average
error of $465 per case, f011owed by AFDC/AF case wi error and
dependent ,student$/sixiuse's income at $331 per c with error. The magnitude then
fell to 4274 for students' Social SeuritY educ nal benefits (an error -that well

. ; 4
disappear in aneher year because of program char ls), $255 for real estate /ingest-
meet equity, and.$191 for Other hantaxable income.



TABLE 4-4

STUDENT ERROR BY APPLICATION ITEMS

Award

s

Mean Net
Error

Error Per
Recipient

5'6:

Mean Net
Error Per
Recipient
With Error

($)

6.70
e . --

.. 164,70
25.30 465.00
19.20 191.313

14.10 139.80
9.60 162,60
7.410 11.3.10
7.10: 39.20
4.90 '330.80
1.00 29.00,

.90 91.40 c

.70 255.40

.70 402.80j .4Q 69.10

.40 132.00

.30 473.80
P.30 x'.35.90

'11.80
-.10: -5.40

. -.30:;:e;, -44.00
-.30 -903.00

-1.20 -82.60
-7.10 -274.20

Application Item-Adjusted Gt,"i)ssIndome/Dependency Status'
Adjusted Gross Income
Dependency Status2

Other Nontaxable Income
Household Size '
Number in -Postsecondary Education
Home Equity .

Dependent Student's (and Spouse's) Assets
Dependent Student's (and Spouse's) Income-
U.S. Taxes Paid
Spouse's/Mother's Earned Income
Real Estate /Investment Equity
AFDC/ADC
VA Educational Benefits
Marital Status (Parent)
Business/Farm Equity n*-

Cash/Savings/Checking
Medical/Dental Expenses
Applicant's/Father's Earner; Hncome
Elementary/Secondary Tuition
Marital Status (Student)
Social Security .Benefits (Parent)
Social Security Educational Benefits

, .

Net
Program-Wide

Estimate

(S Millions) Rank

16 7

80

64 .1
46 2

L

34 3
23 : 4

18 ,.. 5
17 6
12' 8.

2 9

2 10,

2 , 11

2 i
1 .. 13. ,
1 14

1 15

1 16

+0 17

-0 18

-1 19'
-1. 20

J -3 21

717 22

In 1980,- 1981 AdjuSted Gross Income/Dependency Status Error were presented together as AdjOsie d Grosstcarne (AGI) Error with anexplanatory footnote. The rationale for this was that Dependency Status Error represented'Use of the Incorrect AGI and otherapplication value's. In the interest of a greater clarity, we are presenting AGI Error and Dependency Status Error separately, sincethey are, in fact, errors that represent different problems. For purposes of comparison, we.have shown the combined AGI/Dependency
Status Error for 1982 -1983.

2 Dependency status error is computed in the same way as 'Overall student error (an approach which is more accurate but cannot be used
with individual application items). The figure reported here treats dependency status switchers with SEP/FAT/Invalid SAR error as.-ineligible. If they were considered eligible, dependency status switcher error would be $70 inplipn..
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4.2.3 Discrepancies in Application Items

Another way to look at the distribdtion of student error at the application-item
rlevel' is by dollar range of disCrepandies. Table 4-5 shows that distribution of

discrepancies between verified values and application values for selected items for
`dependent students. 'Not all discrepancies' resulted ire payment Consequence's and some
of these discrepancies were..weil within EDis validation-tolerance levels. Clearly those
items that were validated, AGI and U.S: taxes paid, had far less error than non-,
'validated items. About' 85 percent of the dependent student cases were within $2 Of
actual or "best" values on theSe items and more than 90 percent were within the
tolerance level of $300. The accuracy dropped off dramatically for the non- validated
items, although 88 percent of the rep'oCtebalues for Social Security educational

.
- benefits, 90 percent of the reportedwalues for other nontaxable income, 84 percent

for cash, savings, and checking, 74 percent for,cfependent student income, 9'2 percent
for dependent student assets and 78 percent of parental Social Security incom reports
were within $500 of the correct values.

Table 4-6 displays similar data for independent ,recipients. Here the difference
between validated and non-validated data was not so clearly apparent. U.S. taxes paid
was as accurate as it was for dependent students. The accuracy of adjusted gross
income fell off a_ bit, perhaps from confusion to what was to be reported, i.e.,
student aid, gifts, etc. The percentage of cages with other nontaxable income within
$2 was greater for independent students, but there was still a good number of cases
(16.5%) with error in excess of $500, which in an independent case can make a sizeable
difference in the award. Cash, savings, and checking was not a problem item, as 80
percent of the cases were within $50 of the correct value and less than 5 percent were
more than $500 discrepant. Misreporting of Social Security educational benefits was a
problemy' 1982-83, but will disappear as the phase-out of that program is completed.
Half 04 the cases with VA, educational benefits had error, nearly all of it greater than
$500, making this discrepancy an important source of error for those few students
eligible for VA benefits.

Table 4-7 presents sotne additional information on the rates and amounts of
discrepancies between best values and application values for 13 selected high error
items. This table provides separate summaries for dependent students (on all 13 items)

and independent students (on the 10 applicable items), excluding those recipients

-4-10



TABLE 4-5

PERCENTAGE OF DEPENDENT STUDENTS WITH DISCREPANCIES
BY DOLLAR RANGE FOR SELECTED APPLICATION ITEMS'

Value of Item
Discrepant/ ($)

k,

Adjusted
Cross

Income

U.S.
Taxes
Paid

Social
Security

Educational
Benefits2

Other
Nontaxable

Income3

Cash/
Savings

Checking

Dependent
Student's

Assets

Dependent
Student's
Income

Soc
Secur
Bene>Clts
(Parent)2

10,001
5,001
2,001
1,001

501

301

"201

101

51

3

-2

-3

-51

-101

-201

-301
-501

-1,001
-2,001
-5,001

-10,001

and more
to 10,000
to 5,400
to 2,000

to 1,000
to 500

to 300

to 200

to 400
to 4%40

to

to lk
to -lo k
to -200

to -300

to -500
to -1,000
to -2,000
to -5,000
to -10,000
and less

1.1
1,4
1.5

.8

.5

. .4

'.6
.4

1.8

85.0

.8

.6

.3

.1

.4
-.7

.6
1.0
.8'
.4

0

0

..3
.4

.8

1.0

.6

.8

.8

,1.8

84.2

1.4

1.0

1.6

1.1

1.3
1.5

.8

.5
0

.1

0

.5
'.5
3.1

4.2
2.6

3.7,
3.7

1.0_

.5

69.6
3.7

.5

.5

.5

1.0
2.1
1.6

0

.5
0

.1
1.1

_ 'k

- 2.8
3.0°

2.8
7.7

2.3
6.1
3.4

C.1

64.8
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-
0

0 '

.5
.5

2.0
2.8

3.0
3.4

2.6
3.9
3.9

13.3

49.7

2.2

1.5

1.4

.8

1.2
1.7
1.6-

1.5
1.5
1.0

.1
-.1
.2

1.1
2.9
3.5

3.2
6.0
4.6

21.2

41.1

4.5

2.4

2.7

1.4

. 1.9
1.9
1.1
.2
0.
0

.1
1.1
4.i
5.7
7.4
5.2

4.3
4.7
2.7

5.3

44.2

2.5

13
1.2

1.2
' 1.5

2.6
1.9
1.9

.5

.2

ti;

2.9
;1.8
/2.5

/

/ 1.4

1.4
1.1

i 2.9

2:5

58.5

1.8

1.1

3.6

.4
3.2
3.6
4.3
4.0
2.2

0

1 The number of dependent students with nonzero VA Educational Benefits was 5, too small for meaningful analysis of discrepancies.

2
Includes only cases with nonzero values.

3. Because the central processor for Pell applications providel only a total amount for other nontaxable income we coulds not use the application
value as a default in our verification of the separate contributing parts. Thus, we accepted undocumented values for the separate parts. To avoid
the problem of failure to report any of the separate parts during our documentation efforts, we set the amount reported on the application as a
minimum for the total value. This tends to overestimate other nontaxable income somewhat and precludes negative discrepancies.



TABLE 4-6

PERCENTAGE OF INDEPENDENT STUDENTS WITH DISCREPANCIES
BY DOLLAR RANGE FOR SELECTED APPLICATION ITEMS

Value of Item
Discrepancy ($)

Adjusted
Gross

Income

U.S.
Taxes
Paid

Social
Security

Educational
Benefits!

, Other
Nontaxable

Income2

Cash/
Savings

Checking,

VA
Educational
Benefits'

10',001 and more ..2 0 0 0 0 0
5,001 to. 10,000 .3 0 0 .3 0 0
2,001 to ;OM 1.7 .2 1.5 4.4 .2 3.3
1,001 to . -2;000 2.1 .4 .5.9 2.4 .4 23.3

501 to 1,:44000
, 4- 4 1,

1.3 .3 2.9 2.6 1.3 6.7
301 tov: 500 .9 ,.7 2.9 2.0 , 1.4 0 ',d
201 to 300 .8 .7 1.5 1.6 2.0 0
101 to 200

51=-..to 100
.9
.6

.6

.6
0
0

3.3
1.5

3.8/3.4 3.

0

0

1-
t.,-)

3 to 50
-2 to 2

2.4
77.9

, 2.4
84.9

0
46.2

4.3
77.6

16.5
61.1

0

50.0
-3 to -50 1.4 1.5 2.9 0 3.0 0

-51' to -100 .3 1.5 1.5 0 2.0 0
-101 to -200 .6 3.1 1.5 0 2.0 0
-201 to -300 .6 1.0 1.5 0 .6 0
-301 to -500 1.4 1.0 1.5 0 .7 3.3
-501 to -1 000 3.2 .7 7.3 0 .9 3.3

-1,001 to ,=2,000 1.8 0. 2.9 0 .2 6.7
-2,001 to -5,000 1.2 .3 0 0 .4 0
-5,001 to -10.,000 .4 0 0 0 ' .1 3.3

-10,091 and less 0 0 0 0 0 0

1

2

Includes only cases with nonzero values.

Because the central processor for Pell applications provides only a total amount for Other Nontaxable Income, we could
not use the application value as a default in our ..verification of the separate contributing parts. Thus, we accepted'
undocumented values for the separate parts. To avoid the problem of failure to report aft), of the separate parts during
our documentation efforts, we set the amount reported on the applicatiohts a minimum for the total value. This tends to
overestimate other nontaxable income somewhat and'precludes negative discrepanciis.
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lAlke 4-7

13 AMOUNTS OF DISCREPANCY FOR
APPLICATION ITEMS BY, DEPENDENCY STATUS'SELECTE

Independent

96

Discrepant

;, Mean
Best
Value
_it__

Ratio of Mean
Discrepancy to

Mean Best Value
%Disci.

Mean
Absolute

Discrepancy2
$)

Mean
Best
Value

($) Q-

Ratio of Mean
Discrepancy to

Best Value

Adjusted Gross Income 15.0 4,501 . '12,098 .37 22.1 1,608 3,794

ttean

.42

U.S. Taxes Paid I 15.8 6 958, .78 15.1 321 177 1.81

Other Nontaxable Income3 35.2 , , 959. .90 22.3 994 639 J._1.56

Household Size 30.5 N/A .N/A 8.4 N/A N/A :N /A

Number in Postsecondary Education 18.6 N/A N/A N/A ,- 6.9
a N/A . N/A /A

Cash/Savings/Checking 50.3 1,322 1,101 1.20 38.9 202 181

Home Value 30.5 14,081 22,644 .62 5.4 9,154 2,955
-

?
,1=. Home Debt 23.2 3,323 9,339 .36 5.7 5,743 1,725 3.33'i.i-
c.,..) Spouse's/Mother's Earned Income 17.8 3,003 5,404 .56

.1

5.8" 2,418 1,154 2.10

Social Security Benefits (Parent)3, 41.5 1,581 695 2.27 --' --
Social Security Educational Benefits3 - 30.4 911 137 6.65 41i 33.8 1,993 116 17.18

Dependent Student's (Spouse's) Income 55.8 1,201 1,575 .76 --
Dependent Student's (Spouse's)'Assets 58.4. 279 ,166 1.68

'Dependency status switchers excluded.

2For those with discrepancy.

3lncludes only cases with nonzero values for determining percentage with discrepancy.

0 0
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whose reported dependency status was ,inconsistent with their fierified dependency
status. For ptirposes of comparison, this table also shows the mean best value for all
sample cases 15'y dependency status. Independent students had appreciably higher rates

.
of discrepancy than dependent students only for AGI; for most other items the ,rates of
discrepany were higher for dependent students, with the exception of the U.S. taxes
paid and Sacial.Security educational benefits for which discrepancy rates were similar
for both groups. The lower overall discrepancy rates for independent students are
probably attributable to their smaller incomes and fewer `assets, and spay not indicate
any substantive differences in tendency" to msreport application ite s.y (It is, for
example, considerably. easier to correctly report' no other income han it is to
document the exact amount of some other

Perhaps the most revealing information in Table 4'r7 is found in the column that
shows the proportion of the mean absolute discrepancy for cases with discrepancy to
the mean best value for all cases. The higher this proportion, the greater the amount
of dollar error discrepancy, that typically existed on that item.' Those items with
larger dollar discrepancies, however, were not necessarily those with, the largest
number of discrepant cases. Independent students showed much higher proportional
discrepant), than dependent students, probably because of their generally lower levels
of income and assets. These higher prOportional discrepancies suggest that the
reporting errors made 'by independent students were generally more serious. .The item'
with the lowest proportional discrepancy for independent students and second lowest
for dependent students was AGI. The highest levels of proportional discrepancy were
found for Sotial, Security educational benefits, perhaps reflecting the difficulty
recipients had in separating educational from noneducational benefits.

For both deRendent and independent students, about one-third of the cases. had
errors on other nontaxable income. Yet, this variable was itself composed of several
items. Unfortunately, discrepancies for these components of other nontaxable income
could not be determined because only the total amount was. included on the.
application; the amounts of income attributable to each source were tallied by the
applicant on a worksheet that was not part of the application itself. We can estimate,

te approximate order of discrepancies by component of other nontaxable income by
looking at instances in 'which the best value for a component of other nontaxable
income, exceeded the reported value for all items. According to this estimate, the five

4-14
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,greatest contributors 'to error in other nontaxable income, in order Of magnitude, were
untaxed .portion of unemployment compensation, lchild support, other welfare,
nonecluc1/4ational NA benefits, and thee 1981 interesdividend exclusion. The last of
these will not continue to be ,a source of error becaiise of changes in the definition of
this item by the Internal Revenue Service.

4.3 EVALUATION 'OF POSSIBLE CAUSES OF ERROR

In the previous section we reviewed the overall student error and the distribution
of that overall error among component application items. In this section, we take a
look at each. of the student errors in an attempt .to determine the possible cause(s) of
that error. For' convenience of reference, this discussion begins with the most
problematic type of student error and proceeds according to the ranking of error in
Table 4-4. We first make an identification of possible causes°, followed by bivariate

. -

and multivariate regression analyses. Students whose reported dependency status does
not agree with their best dependency status are :treated first. Dependency status
switchers are excluded from other analyses in this chapter.

4.3.1 Enumeration of Possible Causes

Using the same ground rules as described in Section 3.3.1 for institutional error,
we .identified those characteristics' of student recipients that ,held the most promise
for causal relationships. Table 4-8 itemizes the variables, we determined most likely

.to offer causal explanations. These iariables fall into three groups: individual
application items, composite application items, and" environmental factors. Most of
the possible causes of student error emerge from the application because that is the

. -
source for nearlyttaill of the information typically available for a Pell recipient. This
implies that he development of corrective actions for student error, which are based
on the possible causes identified here, Will focus largely on application-related issues.
The last possible cause. of student error listed in Table 4-8 concerns student \qlection
fdr validation. Because of its probably significant impact on student error reduction
and its relationship to institutional compliance with validation requirements, it is

treated as a separate topic in Chapter 5, and, is touched upon only tangentially in this
discussion.
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TABLE 4-8

CHARACTERISTICS USED TO
. ANALYZE POSSIBLE CORRELATES OF STUDENT 'ERROR

Application Items

Adjusted Gross Income
U.S. Taxes Paid
Parents' Marital Status
Student's Marital Status
Fither's/Applicant's'Earned Income
Mother's/Spouse's Earned income
Claimed by Parents, 1981
Lived with Parents, 1981
Medical/Dental Expenses
Cash, Savings, and Checking
Dependent Student's (and Spouse's) Income
Dependent Student's (and Spouse's) Assets
Tax Filing Status.(and Tax Figures Used)
Household 'Size
Number in Postsecondary Education

Composite Application Items

Dependency' Status
Income (AGI + AFDC + Other Nontaxable Income + Parent's

Social Security Benefits - U.S. Takes Paid)
Net Worth
Home Equity

1-

Environinental Factors

Type and Control of Institution Att nded
Problems Reported with Application
Application Processor
Validation Status and Compliance



4.3.2 Simple Bivariate Causal Analysis.

In this section we review rates and amounts of error for the various application
items, groups of application items, and other possible causes of student error. The
student characteristics reviewed for error were usually applicatiOn or reported values,
since these were the only values that were available, for decisions about the need to-
validate students with particular characteristics. Error for these reported
characteristics is summarized by rates and average amounts of error, overaward, and
underaward for either S. single characteristic or the joint relationship of two
characteristics on error. The results of these causal analyses provide data for the
development of corrective actions.

As we indicated above, the order in which the possible causes of error are
treated corresponds roughly to their seriousness. Student application-item
characteristics are covered first, in order of their dollar contribution to error,
followed by characteristics not related to specific application items. The presentation
order of the 10 causal student error topics is:

r

Dependency status

Reported income

Household size

Net worth

Number in postsecondary education

Tax filing and marital statu

Dependent student income

Difficulty with application

School of enrollment

Application processOr.
.

Analysis of Dependency Status

The largest single source of student error was due to students whose reported
dependency status was not the same as their verified dependency status. We call these
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cases dependency status switchers. Table 4-9 shows:the numbers and percentages of
-cases for all the combinations of reported and verified dependency status. Overall, 5.5,percent of the cases applied using the incorrect dependency status, with the
overwhelming majority of the switchers (5.1 percent of the sample, 93 percent of all
switchers) being dependent students who applied as independent. This, of course, was
the direction which usually produced a lower SAI and larger award because parents'
income and assets, were usually greater than those of students. Translating these
percentages into program -wide estimates suggests that more than 139,000 Pell
recipients applied with an incorrect dependency status, with 129,000 applying as
independent students when they were dependent according to Pell definitions and only
10,000 eying in the opposite direction.

A more detailed breakdown of the implications of incorrectly reported
dependency status is shown in Table 4-10. The figures reported in the left column are
dependency status error excluding students whose SEP/FAT/Invalid SAR Errors make
them ineligible. ' Some of these same figures are reported in Table 4-4, student error
by application items. The dollar figures in the right column are slightly higher because
they consider recipients with SEP/FAT/Invalid SAR Errors as eligible. It is interesting
to note that that those few recipients who incorrectly applied as dependent students
had a very small mean error, and a very large proportion with zero error.: This group
appears to be made up largely of low income students from low income families, such
that a change in dependency status had little or no affect on SAI. Even on a program-
wide basis, this group had negligible dollar impact on error. The group which
accounted for nearly all of the dollars awarded in error was students who applied as
independent and were verified as dependent. Even though more than a quarter of
these dependency status switchers had zero error (the SAI computed on the parents'
income and assets remains the same as that computed from student income and assets,
probably zero, because of equally low family contributions), the mean error was over
$500.

,..,D3Dependency status is a co ( site derived from the answers to three questions
asked for both the base year (1981) and tife current year (1982): lived with parents in0

1981, lived with parents in 1982, supported by parents in 1941, supported by parents in
1982, claimed by parents in 1981, claimed by parents in 1982. (For marrie tUlfents,
only the three items for 1982 were considered.) We are, therefore, inte ested in
knowing which item or items among the verified items were responsible forte change
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Reported
Dependency
Status

TABLE 4-9
e

REPORTED VERSUS VERIFIED DEPENDENCY STATUS

Dependent

Independent

Verified DepeOdency Status

Dependent Independent

N =1,958 ,
Weighted N = 2,139
Weighted % = 58.6

N = 12
Weighted d-N = 14
Weighted 96 = .4

%

J
.

N = 68 -

Weighted N = 186
Weighted % = 5.1 ,

N = 1,137
Weighted N = 1,312
Weighted 96 = 35.9

63.796

4 -19

.16

4

107

36.3%

r.

59%

41%



TABLE 4-10

DEPENDENCY STATUS ERROR

All Deperidency Status Error

Mean Error ($)

Percentage of Switcfiers with
Zero Error2 (%)

'Program-Wide Estimate
($ Millions)

Independent to Dependent

Mean Error ($)

Percentage of Switchers with.
Zero Error2 (%)

Program-Wide Estimate
($ Millions)

Dependent to Independent

Mean Error ($)

Percentage of Skvitchers with
Zero Error2 (%)

. Program-Wide Estimate
($ Millions)

" Treating Cases with SEP/FAT/Invalid SAR
Error as

Ineligible! Eligible

465.00

32.5

64

500.20

28.8

64

-33.40

54.5

-.3

lt

508.715

28.6

70

547.00

24.2

-33.40

54.5,

-.3

1The values in this column are t.t,std in Table 4.-4, which presents net student award
i,error by application item.

. ,s
2A certain percentage of dependency status switchers have zero error because their
Student Aid Index did, not change. These cases are generally students of low income
families with very. low incomes themselves. Thus, whichever figures are used the SAI
is usually zero. *.
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in dependency status and the source of the problem on the application. For students
who applied as independent and were found to be dependent, our analysis revealed the
following:

22.4 percent were independent according to all 1981 items, but verified as
dependent by one or more 1982 items.

21.1 percent were independent according to Claimed by Parents in 1982,
but verified as dependent by both of fhe,other 1982 items.

16.8 percent were independent according to Claimed by Parents in 1981,
but verified as dependent by both of the other 1981 items.

These breakdowns, which are not mutually exclusive, 'suggest that students with
independent to dependent dependency status error were most often in error on the
1982 items, which were largely prospective wheri the application was filled out, and on

the lived with parents and supported by parents items, which were difficult to answer
and are difficult to document.

Any effort at corrective actions to reduce dependency status error requires a
profile of those recipients most likely to have this error. Thus, we have investigated
the differences between reported independent Art:tents whose verified dependency
status was dependent and those whose verified dependency status was independent.

/010.11111

The reults for three student characteristics--age, marital status, and household size-
that suggest differences between the two groups are shown in Table 4-11. Dependency
status switchers, those students who reported independent status but were verified as
dependent, were more likely to be younger, single, and have a household size of one.-

A summary of case, student, and insi Tonal error by dependency status appears
in Table 4-12. Separate columns are presented for students whose reported depenency
status and verified dependency status agreed and those whose status changed. For

both student and case error, mean net error per recipient with error for independent
nonswitchers is 1ov/but positive, with slightly higher error for dependent nonswitchers.
Students who reported as dependent but were verified as independent had negative
mean net errors. The highest amounts and rates of error for both case and student
errors were found for independent to dependent status switchers. Institutional error,

not surprisingly, varied considerably across dependency status.
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TABLE 4-11

COMPARISON BETWEEN INDEPENDENT STUDENTS WITH VERIFIED
[DEPENDENCY STATUS OF INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT

ON THREE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS ),

as*

Initially Claimed Dependency Status

e

Student Characteristic

Independent
(Nonswitchers)

(%)

Dependent
(Switchers)'

(%)

Age

Less than 20
20 to 25
Over 25

(Weighted N = 1 301)

8.2
46.7
45.1

(Weighted N = 186)

24.5
'63.5
12.0

Marital Status

Married 26.4 9.0
Separated/Divorced/Widowed 4.9 10.5
Single 68.7 80.5

Household Size

One 46.2 '70.6
Two 21.1 17.3
Three 15.4 6.3
Four 10.3 2.1
Five or more 6.9 3.8



TABLE 4-12

AMOUNTS AND RATES OF CASE, STUDENT, AND
INSTITUTIONAL ERROR BY DEPENDENCY STATUS

ReportedRepoenand Verified Dependency
Inde

N = I

Mean Error Mean Error
per Recipient Cases per Recipient Cases

w/Error w/Error w/Error w/Error
($) ( %)

- ($) ( %)

Case Error

Net

Overaward

Underaward

Student Error

Net

Overaward

Underaward

Institutional Error

iilit

Net

OverawarGfic

Underaward

70.70 67.0 41.00 46.6

298.14 44.2 376.80 24.7

-267.62 22.8 -237.91 21.9

-'fil.75 53.0 36.85 16.0

275.92 40.5 391.18 11.9

-240.34 12.5 -229.83 4.2

-11.01 26.3 4.13 36.0
9

294.30 9.7 342.99
( 15.5

-237.75 16.6 -239.86 20.5

4f/

Mean Error Mean Error
per Recipient Cases per Recipient Cases

v /Error v/Error w/Erm v /Error
($) (96) ($) ( %)

-93.68 66.5 594.55 90.3

975.00 8.3 845.88 72.0

-300.89 58.2 -390.00 13.7

-30.67 41.8 551.90 75.1

1,087.00 8.3 803.68 .4%, 172.0
,

-363.50 33.5 -889.00 3.0

-63.01 49.9 42.67 42.6

172.00 8.3 496.57 21.3

-186.47 41.5 -296.21 21.3



Analysis of Income

, I
One dimension of possible discrimination between cases with error and no error

is reported income. Income rather than AGI was used as being more representative of
the family's full income strength. Ta -4-13 shows student error by income ranges for
dependent recipients. Clearly, the igher the income' involved, the higher the

. .
percentage of cases in error. There was not, however, much variation by income group.
in'the mean amount of net error per recipient with error. Cases with overaward and
underaward followed thesame pattern in terms of percentage of cases with error, but
,a more unusual pattern in amount of error, with the two extreme income groups having
the lower values. While reported income tended to miss the mark more often for the
highest income group, it had, on the average, less payment consequences than income
reporting errors rriade by lower income families.

Table ,4-14 looks at the same factors for independent recipients. The income
ranges, however, have been modified to be more meaningftifi in portraying the
economic condition of this group. In general, the distIbution, pf terror cases was
similar to that of dependent recipients; the percent of cases in error for althree
measures increased as income increased. The payment significance of that error,
however, was different. For mean net error per recipient with error and for mean
overaward, the mean payment error decreased as the income increased. For the
$12,000 and over range, the mean net error was only $17.33 per case with error, even
though slightly more than 50 percent of the cases in that range were in error. On the
other end of the scal, only 16 percent of the lowest range had reported income error,
but it amounted to over $780 per case.

In general, these tables show that there is a discernable tendency for the rate of
,,error to be correlated o recipient income, but that the magnitude of error did not
vary much by in e range for dependent students. For independent students,
however, the large errors were in the lower income groups, even though the frequency
of error was less.

Our final analysis of error by income looks at student error for all of the
combinations of reported income by verified income. The results for dependent
students are shown in Table 4-15. An examination of these data reveal that the
percentage of cases with error was generally higher for those stduents with higher
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Reported Income ($)

0 - 5,999

6,000 - 11,999

12,000 - 17,999

18,000 - 23,999

24,000 and over

TABLE 4-13

STUDENT ERROR FOR DEPENDENT STUDENTS BY REPORTED INCOMEa

Cakes
W/Er?or

(%)

28.6

41.7

62.4

72.5

84.8

t

Mean Net
Student Error
Per Recipient Cases Mean Cases Mean

W/Error W/Overaward Overaward W/Underaward Upderaward
($) (%) ($) (%) (s) '. ..,

146.66,

141.22

143.11

176.12

151.09

21.6 244.77

32.7 261.26

45.6 , :291.00

56.4 297.81

63.7 235.23

.

7.1 .:153.24

9.0 -295.37

16.8 -258.10

16.1 -250.75

2E1 -102.77

a Incpme = AGI + AFDC + Other Nontaxable Income + Parent's Social Security Benefits - U.S. Taxes Paid.
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TABLE. 4-14

SToU TENT ERROR FOR INDEPENDENT STUDENTS BY REPORTED INCOMEa

Reported Income ($)

- 0 - 2,999

3,000 - 5,999

6,000 - 8,999

9,000 - 11,999

12,000 and over

A

41 Mean Net
Student Error

Cles Per Recipient Cases
W/Error W/Error W/Overawar'd

( %) ($) . (%) ,

15.8 780.17 15.6

4.0 444.17 20.4

21.7 275,4 16.5

42.2 198.55 31.7

50.5 17.31 27.5

SI

a
Income = AGI + AFDC + Other Nontaxable Income - U.S. Taxes Paid

11e

Mean
Overaward

($)

Cases
W/Underaward

(%)

Mean
Underaward

' ($)

795.66 AN 2 -355.00

372.42 3.6 -286.31

,474.39 5.2 -357.34

342.29 10.5 -233.39

288.30 23.0 -306.42



;pOrted Income a ($)

1 - 5,999

,000 - 11,999

do
TABLE 4-15

STUDENT ERROR FOR DEPENDENT 'STUDENTS
BY DIFFERENCES IN REPORTED AND VERIFIED INCOME.

0 - 5,999

25:2796
$ 33.71

(11,66)

16.62%
-52.97

(n = 5)

6,000 - 11,999

45.1896
$ 311.82

(n = 16)

40. 98%
$ 90.67
(n = 203)

Verified Income a
($)

12,000 - 17,999

19.01%
$1,525.00.2

(n = 1)

57.99%
$ 372.01

(n = 27)

18,000 - 23,999

100.00%
$ 818.00

(n = 1)

100.00%
$ 822.03

(n = 7)

24,000 +

17 . 79%
$1,526.00
(n = 1)

100.00%
$435.00
(n = 1)

87.76% 53.56% 61.10% 84.25% 100 . 00%
2,000 - 17,999 $ -210.83 $ -251.'53 $ 134.17 $ 346.78 $1,152.8

(n = 7) (n = 7) (n = 301) (n = 16) (n = 5)

100.00% 100.00% 70.72% 100.0096
8,000 - 23,999 $-1337.00 $ -28.52 $ 179.93 $378.44

(n = 1) (n = 6) (n = 238) (n = 19)

:4,000+

terns per cell: Cases with Error (%)
`- Mean Net Student Error Per Recipient with Error ($)

A blank cell indiCates no cases in that cell.

100.00%
$ 83.69

(n = 2)

Income = AGI + AFDC + Other Nontaxable Income + Parent's Social Secuiity Benefits - U.S. Taxes Paid
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verified family income. The mean dollar. amounts of that error were also greater for
those with higher verified income. Both the percentagei and amounts of error were
lowest for famikies with less than $12,000 reported and verified income. The direction
of student error was consistent with expectations. Students wh4se reported family
income was greater than the' verified income showed substantial underawards while
those who underreported their income Jiowed overawards. The figures across the
diagonal, which represent families with similar reported and verified income, account
for the overwhelming majority of cases. Both the percentage of cases with error and
amounts of error increased with highet4 income but the dollar amounts of error were
among the loirest.

The results for independent students, shown in Table 4-16, follow a similar
pattern, with lowest rates of error shovin for those with lower verified income.
Because of the smaller number of cases involved in the higher income levels,
discernable patterns in amounts of error were harder to detect. In general, however,
errors along the diagonal were lowest in both percentage of cases with error and mean
error.

Analysis of Household Size

, i

Table 4-17,'teports the distribution of student. error by reported size of the
recipient's family. For dependent students there was no definitive pattern of error to
suggest that any causal relationship between student error and dependent recipient's
household size existed. Much the same can be said for the household size of
independent recipients. While or frequency was significantly less when the student
had no dependents, the magnit de of the error was little different than for other
indfome groups. Otherwise, the frequency of cases in error was fairly evenly spread
over income groupings. The one exception was the "6 or more" category, which had a
substantially higher rate of incidence, the difference' being in 'the underaward
category.. However, the number of cases involved was' relatively small and the
.difference may reflect the influence of only a few cases.

Analysis of Net Worth

The distribution of student error according to ranges of net worth regaled
nothing startling for dependent students. Table 4-18 illustrates that, except for an
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TABLE 4-16

STUDENT ERROR FOR INDEPENDENT STUDENTS
BY DIFFERENCES IN REPORTED AND VERIFIED IN ME

Verified Income a
($)

0 - 2,999 3,000 - 5,999 6,000 - 8,999- 9,000 - 11,999 12,000 +
Reported Ir+ome a ($)

2.05% 26.41% 29.48% 100.00%
0 - 2,999 f $ 568.21 $450.49, $ 46.00 $1,363.00

(n = 8) (n . 10) (n = 1) (n = 1)

16.36% . 11.50% 62.48% tit 66.69% 100.00%
3,000 - 5,999 $-439.85 $ 94.09 $ 550.28 $ 232.31 $1,438.00

(n = 3) (n = 34) (n = 12) (n = 4) (n = 1)
.. 40

15.97% 59.57% 100.00%
6,000 - 8,999 $ 171.35 $ 480.35 $ 206.00

(n = 19) (n = 6) (n = 1)

i 100.00% 22.43% 33.24% 92.54%
9,000 - 11,999 $-70.00 $ 241.73 $ 86.86 $ 366.44
/if , (n = 1) (ri = 2) (n = 31) In = 13)

50.35%
12,00Q, + $ 98.80

= 29)
Items per cell: Cases with Error (%)

Mean Net Student Error Per Recipient with Error ($)
A blank cell indicates no cases in that cell.

a
Income = AGI + AFDC + Other Nontaxable Income - U.S. Taxes Paid
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TABLE 4-17

STUI NT ERROR FOR DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT STUDENTS 'BY REPORTED HOUSEHOLD SIZE

' Mean Net
Student Error

Cases- Per Recipient Cases - Mean Cases Mean
W/Error W/Error W/OveraWard Overaward W/Underaward Underaward

Reported Household Size (%) ($) (%) ($) (%) ($)

Dependent Students

2.

4

5

6 or more
141'

Ihdependent .Students, ,

49.3

60.1

51:0

56.6.

46.1

171.46

180.16 ,

125.66

171.18

110.01

352.89

374.94

429.46

655.34

398.86

396.25

40.0

46.9

37.8

44.5

31.7

8.5

22.5

29.2

6.5'

24.8

34.1

289.20

292.08

269.86

, 275.60

248.68

517.45

524.16

508.78

688.04
.

825.

69.00

9.3

13.2.

13.2

12.1'

14.3

- 343.20

-216.85

- 286.42

-212.18

-196.82

2.4 -228.84

5.4 -250.94

'4.0 -150.16

1.2' -158.57

-554.60

-432.92
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TABLE 4-18

STUDENT ERROR FOR DEPENDENT STUDENTS BY REPORTED NET WORTH a

Reported Net Worth ($)

Cases
W/Error

( %)

Mean Net
Student Error

Per'Recipient
W/Error

($)

Cases
W/Overaward

. (%)

Mean
Overawarda

Cases
W/Underaward

(%)

Mean
Underaward

($)

'

0 - 1,000 36.5 162.33 29.8 240.29 6.7 -181.39

1,0014 - 5,000 55.4 203.13 46.3 267.30 9.1 -125.38

5,001 - 15,000 47.4 153.11 35.7 274.62 11.7 -217.02

15,001 - 25,000 58.2 171.78 47.5 * 267.70 10.7 -255.06

25,001, '- 40,000 71.4 150.30 49.4 ,, 321.33 22.0 -233.39

40,001 - 60,000 69.7 65.47 46.8 258.21 22.9 -328.20

60,001 and over 56.8 139.60 40.7 332.39 16.1 -346.60

123

Net Worth = 'Horne Equity + Real Estate/Investment Equity + Business/Farm Equity + Cash/Savirigs/Checking
(negative values set to zero before adding)
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occasional variation, probably as a result of small cell size, both the frequency and
magnitude of error were fairly evenly distributed. Error was somewhat ifiess likely to

_ occur in the lowest net worth range, but that was probably a residual of related low
income since this level of net worth would have no impact upon the SAI calculation.

The analysis of net worth for independent students was divided into those with no
dependents and those with two or more, assuming that different financial
circumstances were represented by these two groups. The top of Table 4-19 reports
the results for independent recipients without -dependents. Other than the expected
fact that net VaDr t h was normally underreported rather than overreported, nothing
revealing was seen. The number oases involved in the net worth ranges over $2,000
makes any interpretation questionable.

When independent recipients with dependents were reviewed, they. expected
pattern emerged. The bottom of Table 4-19 shows the general tendency for the error
rate to go up with increased net worth. (The ranges used for this part of the table are
the same as those fed for dependent students.) The magnitude of error had no
particular pattern, except that the $40,001-60,000 range, had both the highest mean
overaward and the highest mean underaward. Again, however, the number of cases
precluded attaching any high level significance to that finding.

Analysis of the Number in Postsecondary Education

When the number of family members enrolled in postsecondary 'education was
considered, the results revealed little of a possible causal nature. As shown in Table
4-20 there was almost no difference in the percentage of cases with error between
dependent students who were the only postsecondary enrollee and those who had other
family members enrolled. There was a slightly greater tendency for the former to be
overawarded, and the latter to be underawarded, but not enough difference to suggest
that number in postsecondary education was a cause of error.

Table 4-20 also displays the distribution of student error for independent
recipients. While those cases with only one student in the family were less likely to
have error than those with more than one, the mean net error for those with error was
little different.
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TABLE 4-19

STUDENT ERROR FOR INDEPENDENT STUDENTS BY REPORTED NET WORTHa

Cases
W/Error

Mean Net
Student Error
Per Recipient

W/Error
Cases

W/Overaward
Mean

Overaward
Cases

W/Underaward
Mean

Underaward
Reported Net Worth ($) (%) ($T (%) ." ($) (%) ($)

Household Size of 1

0 500

501 1,000

20.8

22.0

627.17

1042.82

18.6

16.0

750.65

1442.75

2.2

6.0

-418.40,

-30.00

1,001 2,000 14.8 76.26 \, 14.8 76.26 0 0

2,001 - 2,500 50.0 -386.00 0 0 50.0 -386.00

2,501 5,000 -64.3 50.11 40.5'`` . 183.34 23.8 -176.35

5,001 and over 50.0 167.00 50.0 -,167.00 0 0

Household Size of 2+

0 - 1,000 21.6 278.94 17.0 427.41 4.6 - 268.7.0

1,001 - 5,000 30.6 272.15 22.2 425.61 8.5 -129.07

5,001 - 15,000 39.6 362.37 36.9 412.79 2.8 -308.00

15,001 - 25,000 42.2 210.84 - 23.5 585.96 18.7 -259.87

25,001 - 40,000 33.7 471.60 33.7 ( 471.60 0 0

40,001 - 60,000 49.7 161.67 26.1 877.00 23.6 -627.0

60,001 and over 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Worth = Home Equity + Real-'Estate /Investment Equity + Business/Farm Equity + Cash/Savings/Checking
(negative values set to zero before adding)
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TABLE 4-20

STUDENT ERROR FORD EPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT STUDENTS
BY NUMBEItIN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

Number in
,Postsecondary Education

Cases
W/Errorvilerror

(%)

Mean Net
Student Error
Per Recipient

W/Error
($)

Cases
W/Overaward

(%)

Mean
Overaward

($)

Cases
W/Underaward

( %)

Mean
Underaward

($)

One

Dependent Students 52.1 181.04 41.7 290.53 10.4 -255.83

Independent Students 21.0 , 435.56 17.4 592.08 3.6 -311.99

More Than One

Dependent Students 54.2 105.77 37.7 250.09 160 -224.61

Independent Students 42.2 418.89 35.3 539.98 6.9 . -204.81

V
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Analysis of Tax Filing and Marital Status

We next looked at whether or not the recipient's family filed a Federal income
tax return. Table 4-21separates those dependent cases who filed and did not file a tax
return, by whether the parents were married or single. Those cases where a tag return
was filed were more likely to be in error than those who did not file. This should not
necessarily be interpreted as implying that filers are 'generally less accurate than
nonfilers. There are several factors that may be operating here:

Tax filers have more documentation available to help identify error. It is
very diffidult to determine if nonfilers have revealed all their income. In
the absence of contrary documentation, this study had no choice but to
conclude that there was no error.

Legitimate nonfilers have, in general, very little to misreport. Thus, their
opportunity to err was much less.

Even when nonfilers err, the ahIounts involved were relatively small and
had fevApayment Consequences.

Where error was identified, the magnitude of that error, whether mean net, over-
award, or underaward, showed little variance between filers and nonfilers; whether
married or single.

Table 4-22 look at independent cases on the same filed/not filed dimension. The
same pattern of case in error is displayed for ddpendent cases, with nonfilers showing
less error than filers. The same explanation probably applies here. Moreover, the "did
not file" category had a limited number of cases and should be interpreted carefully.
It should be noted that while married filers had a higher tendency to err, the dollar
consgquence of that error was considerably lei in this study sample.

When the tax filers were separated, into those that used estimates to complete
the Pell application and those that used actual figures, there was an interesting
paradox. , There was, as shown in Table 4-23, very little improvement in the
percentage of cases with error when actual tax return data were reported. That may
seem surprising until one considers that the six highest sources of student error come
from application items that do not have an IRS 1040 or 1040A counterpart. Thus,

13 0
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TABLE 4-21

STUDENT ERROR FOR DEPENDENT STUDENTS BY TAX RETURN FILING

Filed

Cases
W/Error

(96)

Mean Net
Student Error
Per Recipient

W/Error
($)

All 56.0 151.59

Married Parents 59.2 157.04

Single Parents a 50.3 140.63

Did 4.Not File

All 32.3 150.78

Married Parents 39.0 137.82

Single Parents a 29.9 156.94

Includes single, separated, divorced, and widowed parents.

131 A,

Cases Mean Cases Mean
W/Overaward Overaward W/Underaward Underaward

(90 ($) r. (90 ($)

42.5 274.82 13.5 -237.47

44:7 279.91 14.5 -221.07

38.7 264.78 11.6 -272.53

24.8 283.90 7.5 -286.49

30.2 232.97 8.8 -190.14

22.8 309.37 7.1 -334.0
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TABLE, 4-22

STUDENT ERROR FOR INDEPENDENT STUDENTS BY TAX RETURN FILING

Mean Net
Student Error

Cases Per Recipient Cases Mean Cases Mean
W/Error W/Error W/Overaward Overaward W/Underaward . Underaward

(96) ($) f (90

. Oiled

All 26.5

...Married 31.3

Single 25.3

SeparatediDivorced, 21.5
and Widowed

Did Noi File

All 16.0 744.65

Married 25.0 1036.77

Single 780.52

Separated, Divorced; 431:31
and Widow...1AI

349.94

161.01

461.66

460.27

21.0

21.7

21.7

17.9

Z33

($) (90 ($)

515.11

350.84
y.

598117 .:

5.5

9.6

3.6

-285.04

581.62 3.6

779 1.,2 0.5 -422.00

1272.93 3.3 -509.00

780.52 0 0.

513.18 1.1 -355.00
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Filed

Estimated Figures 1_1$0

Dependent Students

Independent Students

STUDENT. ERROR F

TABLE 4-23

R DEPENDENT AND IN.DePEtili1 t4T STUDENTS
BY TAX:FILiNG STATUS

114eaziliNet
Student f.rror t 2

Cases ter Recipient ,4.7;ases

W/Error W/Error ./Oireraward
(96) ($) (96)

57.4

29.4

Actual Figures Used
DepehdeniStudents 56.4

JPNdInde tudents 25.5

Did Not File

Dependent Students 34.9

Independent Students 17.9

165.21

56(466

144.44

284.56

42.7

19.3

182.42 27.0

676.49 17.4

r.

.,

Mean Cases Mean
OiveraWard : W/Underaward Underaward

.., ($) ( %) ($)

278.33 "13.6 -199.65

/ 720.74 h 4.4 -353.03

272.32 13.7' -252.64

467.98 6.2 -285.74

297.99 7..9 -214.71

701.'64 0.5 -211.52
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having actual tax return figures did little, if anything, to improve the reporting error
on those six items most responsible for student error.-

As in the previous ,analysiS, independent students had lower incidences of cases in
ei46.r.,.but greater anagnitudes of error per recipient with error, than did dependent
students'. "Alsol.itshoulif be noted that while the percent of cases with error for filers'
using actual figures was slightly lower than those' using estimated data, the mean net
error was only about half as large. Having the actual figures seemed to improve
independent data more than dependent data.' As in Tables 4-21 and 4-22, the nonfilers
had-the lowest rate of error.

To test our supposition about the effect of using actual tax return figures, we
looked specifically at those appliaation items that can be taken directly from the IRS
1040: As can be seen fitirri 'Table 4-24, using actual AGI artd taxes paid did improve
the accuracy of the application data, to a statistically signifieant degree. earned

T. income was more difficult to obtain from the 1040, being available directly only when
there was one wage earner in the reporting family. We are uncertain why the
accuracy of medical/dental expenses was slightly less when using actual figures, but
the affect of that item on Pell Grant payment was too insignificant to even warrant
speculation. It should be noted that this table probably understates the effect of using
actual 1040 figures. Like the data themselves, whether actual or estimated numbers
were used was self-reporte,d- ,by the appliaation filer and may have been incorrectly
reported. Presumably,_error in the "actual" column of the table for AGI and taxes paid
represents error attributable to causes other than the tax return, except for a small
number. of amendedCetgrns or copying errors.

'AnAlysis of Dependent Student Income

The next bivariate, analysis conducted was a comparison of error by income
ranges for dependent students (and spouses, if any). Table 4-25 displays the finding
that dependent student income had very little, if any, correlation with student error.
Other than the fact that the cases in the highest income category were likely to have
the highest overaward and the lowest underaward, there was no discernible pattern.
This was not surprising- because of the small proportion of family income typically
contributed by dependent students and the change in regulations to permit use of
s.

4-39
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TABLE 4-24

DIFFERENCES IN SELECTED APPLICATION ITEM ERROR RATES BY THOSE
USING ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL TAX RETURN FIGURES

Tax Figures Used

Estimated Actual )

Application Item (% W/Discrepancy) (% W/Discrepancy) Chi Squarea 1ProbabilitybrAdjusted Gross Income 44.7 32.4 25.459 .0001*U.S. Taxes Paid 33.8 14.3 99.398 .0001*
Father's/Applicant's Earned Income 36.7 33.4 1.844 .1745
Mother's/Spouse's Earned Income 27.0 21.8 6.015 .0142*Medical/Dental Expenses 25.1 28.8 ,2.644 .1039

a

b

All chi square tests are discrepancy (yes/no) by tax return figures (actual/estimated), with one degree of freedom.

Those with probabilities of less than or equhl to .05 are considered significant and marked by an asterisk.
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TABLE 4-25

STUDENT ERROR FOR DEPENDENT STUDENTS BY DEPENDENT
STUDENT'S (SPOUSE'S) INCOME

Cases

Mean -Net
Student Error
Per Recipient Cases Mean Cases Mean

Dependent Student's W/Error W/Error W/Overaward Overaward W/Underaward Underaward
(Spouse's) Income ($) (%) ($) (%) ($) (%) ($)

0 - 1,000 49.1 175.31 38.7 279.40 10.4 -213.52

1,001 - 2,500 60.9 H4.50 44.7 256.25 16.2 -275.22

2,501 5,000 57.7 129.27 42.2 282.38 15.5 -286.74

5,001 and over 50.1 150.26 30.4 353.24 19.7 -163.00
.
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expected earnings of dependent 'students if . they where anticipated to be less than
60 percent of those reported in the previous year

Analysis of Applicant-Reported Difficulty with the Application

One hypothesis about student error has been that error is related, to the level of
difficulty experienced in understanding the application form and related instructions.
Many complaints are heard about the complexity of the form and its error-proneness.
Thus, we asked the independent appliCants and the parents of dependent applicants if
they had difficulty completing the application form when they were interviewed in the
spring of 1983. Tables 4-26 and ,4-27 were developed on the basis of these responses.
Overall, there was little difference in percentage of cases with error between those
who reported problems and those who did not All-. three percentage columns in Table
4-21 are very similar. There was, however, -Soine. variation in the magnitude of the'error, with those 'reporting no problem with tfie application having, on average,
somewhat more correct application values. Table 4-22 dissects that error into
selected application items and coes the error rates on that basis. Here some
differences in the expected direCtiir were demonstrated. However, only three of

w
themlived with parents, 1981; ,tdaeretl with parents, 1981; and home equity--were
statistically significant. The potential effect of that finding should not be overlooked,
as these three items contributed hea the payment error being addressed.

4,; *
Analysis of the ReciefinilsScticiol (.Enrollment

101

Another bivai:14400 tempted was student error by type and control
of institution attended;,. :thkObviotisly is not a student characteristic per se,
we wanted to see if irViiptionat'fea.,tureks...might be a useful proxy for the type of
student who was susceptibilektO.05PortinirertOr,' Our findings are shown in Table 4-28.
Students at 2-year publlq# fnieffilittoi4,1144,the; lowest rate of error, followed by the
proprietary institutions, '44ear and,;' -1' and 4-year private or independent
institutions. Interestinglyt#;distribirtiiin of cases with error approximates the
pricing structures of the inst_ktiltibna:1,-tiin.rePreented in the table. The private
institutions enroll the lrger proportions of'e'rroe cases, which might relate to the fact
that higher income students tend yto.,enr411,there., The lower mean net error per case
with error, however, may relote'; recipke4ts at private institutions who,



TABLE 4-26
. :.,

STUDENT ERROR REPORTED PROBLEMS WITH APPLICATION
N

Mean Net
Student Error

Difficulty Cases Per Recipient Cases Mean
Completing W/E.rror W/Error W/Overaward Overaward
Applicatidh (%) . ($) (%) (0

Had Problems 38.8 229.54 29.0/ 381.98

Had No Problems 40.7 205.59 31.8 338.57

Cases Mean
W/Underaward Underaward

(%) ($)

9.8 -222.03

8.9 -271.05
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TABLE 4-27

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROBLEM AREAS OR ITEMS ON
THE APPLICATION AND ITEM DISCREPANCY FOR SELECTED ITEMS

Applicants with Discrepancy

0 Not
Reporting Reporting Chi

Item Problem Problem Square Probabilityb

.1690 -,

.6907

.1033

.3261 ._

.8599

.0001*

.0192*

.0472*

.4997

.7122

AGI 20.6 16.5 1.892

Taxes. Paid 15.7 14.5 = , :158

Other Nontaxable Income 33.3 27.7 2.654

Household Size 31.2 23.8 .964 .

Number in Postsecondary
Education 16.6 14.7 .031

Lived with Parents, 198,1 16.0 4.3 24.371

Claimed by Parents, 1981 11.9 5.0 5.5

Home Equity 47.2 31.7 3.937

Dependent Student's Assets 46.2 49.6 .456

Dependent Student's Inco'me 50.5 48.6 .136 t-.-

a

b

All chi square tests are problem (yes/nO) by discrepancy (yes/no), with one degree offreedom.

Those with probabilities less .than or equal to .05 are considered significant, and marked byan asterisk.
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TABLE 4-28

STUDENT ERROR BY TYPE AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTION

Cases
Institutional . W/Error

Type and Control.

Less Than 2 <tear
Proprietary

2 Year Proprietary

2 Year Public

4 Year Public

2 Year Private

4 Year Private

1.46

Mean Net
Student Error
Per Recipient

W/Error
( %) ($)

38.8 229.85

34.6 383.'10

26.0 228.45

227.00

44.8. 134.77

59.6 184.76

'Caei-.-.

. MfOreri
(%)

Mean- .

..- C/INNImard

.($).:.

1,-.

Cases
W/Underaward

. (V

Mean ',- "--..

VkAmramard::
...($),± ...

31.1

26:3

32.7

,32.5

44.8
14

324.53 > X7.8

574.96

348.11

358.78

276.55

332.07

8.3

5.1

9.0

12.3

14.8

- 149. X)

-228.33

-258."76

- 253.01

- 238.77

1° -261.51
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because of their highecost, werezt and stayed at the maximum grant even with "best
value" recomputation of award amount. There is no readily apparent explanation for
the higher mean overaward for 2 -year proprietary school students. . Otherwise, there
was not much variance among4nstitutional types with respect to'mean overawards and
underawards.

Analysis:of. Student Error by Application Processor:,

The final bivariate comparison concerns the application processor. Although this
is not a student characteristic, there may be differences in the types of students using
the various processors, so its inclusion in this chapter is appropriate.

Applications for ab, Pell Grant are handled . in several basic ways. 4titne are
. . .

subMitted directly to the Pell.'central..processor;a Federal contractor that accepts_
Pell apPlicationi for the Department of Education and processes them, The result is a
Student Aid:RepOrt (SAR) 'which summarizes the application items; and shows the
computed Student Aid Index (SAL). Other financial aid` applicants complete a single
application for all financial aid (as required by the institution they are planning to

. . ,

attend or their state*) which is processed by one of three Multiple Data Entry (MDE)

processors: College Scholarship Service (CSS), American :College Testing (ACT)
Program, 'or. the- Pennsylvapia Higher Education' Assistance: Authority (PHEAA). For
students ind1.6.ting that they wish to be considered for a, Pell Grant, the mpg submits .
data tapes of application items to the Pell processor which then computes the SAL and
prepares the SAR.

4 A review of student error by processor revealed interesting, and statistically
significant results, as shown in Table 4-29. We would like to emphalize that these
differences in rates of student error reflect differences in the applicaht constituencies
for each. processor and do not reflect the accuracy cif the processing itself.** The

*Students in California submit a special state ,application,' but 'these are processed' for
California by CSS.

**In the '1980.7.81 quality control report.,on .the. then BEOG program, we investigated.';..
and reported MbE data entry errors. While there were some differences among, the *
processors, overall error rates were so iow that this task was not repeated for this
year.
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TABLE .4-29

RATES-OF STUDENT ERROR BY APPLICATION PROCESSOR

dases
With Error*

Initial Processor

(%)

Pell 39

ACT' 42

css 4.4

PHEAA- - 56

*Chi square = 78.74, df = 3, 2 .001.

L*'-

4

Cases with
No Error.

(%)

71

Weighted
Number of

?Cases

".

90$

58 716

46.

JI

r

1,790

216

'4-47
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A.

lowest rates of student error are shown for applicants who used. the Pell processor
only. Students in this category were more likely to attend lower cost institutions and .
two year (or less) institutions. Their lower error rates may reflect the less '
complicated financial circumstances expected in this group. Applicants using ACT and
CSS had intermediate student 'error rates. -Schools requesting that students use these 0,
services include most four year institutions. 'The highest error rates were associated
with the PHEAA students. 13ecause this group repre;ented only 6 percent of
applicants,' a few higher #error cases cane greatly affect the combiried outcome.
Therefore, we would caution. about drawing any conclusions on this small sample of
PHEAA applicants.

4.3.3 Multivariate Analysis..

So far we have looked at possible causes of error through bivariate artalyses.
Multivariate analysis permits the ijoint testing of the effects of several student
characteris'tics on error. We have estimated two linear multiple regression models,
one-with net student error as the dependent variable and one:with absolute error as the
dependent variable.

The student or student-related characteristics chosen for inclusion in each model
as independent variables .were:

Effective family income

-.Household size

Age

Student marital status

Student was or was not validated by institution
)

Type and control of institution attended

'Whether institution validates all students.

Table. 4-30 shows the results of each of the two ;egression models. Botkmodels
share the same seven independent variables, which are shoyrttas row entries. The last
row shows the R-square for each model. R-square reveals the proportion of variance

.4.748
#
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TABLE 4-30

ESTJMATED DIFFERENCES IN AVERAGE STUDENT ERROR
ATTRIBIJTABLE TO SEVERAL STUDENT AND

'INSTITUTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

'40t

1

. 'ttl"

-,,ItiteVcept , -37.6
;;t

Incoxile

Effective Family Incom410e (Thousand $)

ar

Net Absolute
Student Error Student Error

18.1

'Family Size

Household Size

Age

Years of Age

Student Marital Status

41.4

4 01
7

*

.31.6

12.3

*
Married X3.2 51.7
Separated/Divorced/Widowed 23.2 47.8
Single Base. Base

Validation

Student was not Valitiated 12.1 -13.0
Student was Validated Base Base

School Type * *
Proprietary, Less than 2 Years 12.8 -34.0
Proprietary, Other 82.1 48.8
Public 2-Year. -21.4 -65; 1 N--
Public 4-Year 'Art' -20.8 -44.5
Private 2-Year -25.5 -41.5
Private 4-Year Base Base

Institutional Validation

School Regularly Validated all Students * 12.0 3.8
School Does not Validate on Own Base Base

PropOrtion'of Explained Variance (R-square) .159 .196

4 lig

* Indicates that the characteristic is -a statistically .significant (p .05) predictor of
student eiror for the model shown. -
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of 'student'error explained by the independent variables. In each model the R-square,
which was statistically significant, was fairly strong.

The first row of the table, the intercept, shows the average error for students
with chardcteristics indicated as the base responses. There are no base responses for
income, household size, and age because these are continuous .variables which can
provide a single estimate of their effect on the model.

The first numerical column in Table 4-30 shows the coefficients of the variables
as related to net student error. The next column is for absolute student error.
Asterisks (*) indicate a significant relationship between the variable and error. Thus
income, household size, age, and school type were ignificantly related to net student
error. Similarly, income, household size, marital status, and school type were
significantly related to absolute student error.

The numerical entries in the table represent the difference in average error
attribUtable to being in those categories rather than the base categories shown by the
intercept. Thus, for net student error, average error for the three continuous
variables and all base categories was about $-38, the intercept. (The base categories
were,; "single," s"student was validated," "private 4-year institution," and "school does
not validate all students.") For students in public 2-year schools, the average net error
would be $-21 lower or $-59. Using the information in the table, the change in amount
and direction of average error can be derived ,for the various combinations of response
categories.

For the three continuous variables, we have summarized some additional findings
from the regression analysis not included in Table 4-30. On average, both net and
absolute student error increased just under $20 for each $1,000 increase in effective
family income (AGI plus 'AFDC/Other nontaxable income, and parent's Social Security
benefits, less U.S. taxes paid). Similarly, for each increase of one in family size,
student error decreased by $30 to $35. Older students and non-single students showed
a tendency toward higher error.

4-50
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The type,- and control of institution attended were not only, significant in
delineating institutional error (Chapter 3), but also student error. However, some of
the relationships were different. For example, in Chapter 3 we showed that
institutional error in public, 2-year institutions was relatively high. However, student
error at these schools was relatively low--in fact absolute student error was lowest in
public, 2-year schools. This may be explained by the lower income of these students.
Similarly the relatively high student error at private, 4-year schools is probably
income-related.

4.4 CONCLUSIONS

Student error accounted for about two-thirds of the net cost of error in the Pell
Grant program and was present in more than 62 percent of the cases. The findings
summarized in this chapter suggest the directions that efforts to reduce student error
might 'take.

Of the components of student error, dependency status error accounted for
29 percent of net student error.

Efforts to reduce dependency status error can be directed exclusively at
students who applied as independent.

Much of the error in dependency status could be reduced by checking
whether students were claimed as exemptions by their parents.

The second largest source of student error, other nontaxable income, was
difficult to verify, especially since it was not broken down into ill major
parts on the applic#tion.

The third and fourth largest sources of student error were household size
and number in postsecondary education. These items were prospective
when the application was completed and thus inherently error-prone.

4-51
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CHAPTER 5

VALIDATION

In this chapter, we review the validation process, compare it to previous years,
report our findings concerning institutions' compliance with their responsibilities for
validation, and report the effects that validation appeared to haverhacl upon student
error. We then discuss some of the policy implications which these findings may have
in both the short and long term, as a preview to the corrective actions which we will
propose in another volume of this report. Key findings are:

The vast majority of institutions collected the required verifying documen-
tation for their students who were "flagged" for validation by ED. The
Federal tax return was the predominant form of documentation.

Validated students were more likely to revise their Adjusted Gross Income
(AGI) and Federal taxes paid initial application data than were non-
validated students. Further, those selected for validation and making
revisions were more likely to raise their AGI and reduce their taxes paid
revisions that tend to lower eligibility- -than were those not selected for
validation.

Among students who made changes to their application, validated students
were much more likely to show an increased SAI, leading to a decrease in
award. Corrections behavior in this direction was very infrequent among
nonvalidated students.

Most institutions believed that they were unduly burdened by the expanded
nature of the 1982-83 validation process. The reasons cited most often
were delays, extra work, or confusion due to the late arrival of the
Validation Handbook; difficulty in verifying Social Security benefits and
Veterans Administration benefits; and difficulty in obtaining
documentation from students.

5.1 THE VALIDATION PROCESS

Before reporting the findings of the study regarding the effects of Pell Grant
validation, it is useful to review the validation process. Because the discussion of the
findings will focus upon the effects of validation in 1982-83 as contrasted to its

5-1
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effects in the 1980-81 academic or program year, the validation process for 1980-81 is
described first, followed by a discussion of the 192-83 requirements.

5.1.1 The 1980-81 Validation Requirement

In 1980;81, the third year of a mandatory validation activity for the Pell Grant
program, approximately 325,000 applicants, or 7.2 percent of the total applicant
group, were designated by the central processor for validation by the institution to
which they submitted teir Student' Eligibility Reports (SERs). Selection for validation
was both random and on the biSWOf pre-established criteria (PEC), circumstances that
were reasoned to be related to applicant error.

Students selected for validation-i.Y.efe advised 'by letter, as well as by comments
on the SER, that validation by the financial aid offi6e at the selected institution would
be necessary to obtain payment. Applicants were advised to contact the financial aid
office for further information about specific validation procedures and documentation
requirements. An asterisk besicie the student eligibility index. (SEI) was the indication
to the financial aid office that payment should not be made prior to validation,
although some exceptions were permitted.

Selected cases were to be validated according to procedures contained in the
validation manual entitled Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Validation Procedures
1980-81, provided by the Office of Education to all eligible institutions. Applicants
selected for validation were required to provide:

A signed copy of the applicant's (and spouse's, if any and filing separately)
IRS 1040 or 1040A Federal income tax return(s) or a statement, of nonfiling

A copy of the parents' 1040 or 1040A return(s), the applicant was
dependent, or a parents' statement of nonfiling

Specified doCumentation, as required by comments on the SER, fot-
Medical/dental expenses
Elementary/s6condary tuition
VA Educational benefits
Social Security benefits

completed Vallation Form, either provided by the Office of Education
(OE Form 623) or an acceptable alternative.



Required Data Elements to Be Validated

.

Each selected applicant was to be .vandated.dn the following elements contained
on the SER:

Dependency status

Adjusted gross income;

Federal income tak psiid

Household size

Number in college ,

.

Other gontaxableincoMe,.:

Dependent aPplicant income

1DoCumentatio `foe medical/dental-expenses, seleinentary/seeqpdary1 illation, VA edu-
cational henetita, n4 Social' SeCUrity bent* was required if t Ssocidted ,cOrnmentlit

*
appeared, on the 'SER. Specific dOCutherits were requir ed va te each-Of,the data
elements,4.'aper were specified in:the:validation manual, as Well as on the.:Vall4ation
Form? . "

.,yalidation Procedure
0

, .

'Upon submission of the sPecified documentation, the institutional, financial4541d,
c.

ofiiCepersonnet- were to compare the :doCumentation values with the cortespondin
items on the SER. If there were no Out-of-tolerance discrepancies, the SER would, b,e
certified for 'payment.. Where:discrepanCies exceeding specified tolerances-- Wet4.-..
noted, the applicant Was to correct 'the appropriate item(s) directly. on the SER: and'";

sign the certification in Section 4. , The aid office was to retain a photocopy of the.

corrected SEP:,- and the.aPplicant was to send the corrected SER to the c teal
processor. . When the. TeProcessed SER was returned by the applicants) it was be

compared to he photocOPy to insure that all needed 'changes had been processe If
so, the applicant could be cleared and the SER certified for payment. Ifiadd#Aial
corrections were deemed neceisary, the corrections process Was rePeated:(
docUmentation was to' be retained by the institution.

5-3
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Optional' Validation

Institutions' could optionally validate applicants not selected by the central
processor, as well as data elements in addition to those required by the Office of
Education. If optional validation was done, any conflicting information was to .be
resolved in the corrections process.

Liniltations to the 1980-81 Validations

Use of the official Validation Form ;or a reasonable facsimile offered some
assurance that most required element% would be documented in a consistent fashion.
There were, however, some shortcomings to the 1980-81 validation, procedures.

If an applicant claimed to be independent, no documentation of parental
non - involvement' was required. A notarized certification was requested on

`the Validation. Forrn,lbut institutions were not allowed,to withhold payment
if the applicant ..was mpablelo obtain a parental signature or refused to do
so, provided all otber.- 'validatio6 . requirements were met. SinCe the
requirements for those claiming independence involved only the applicant's
(and spouse's, if any) tax return, which does not document whether the.
parent(s) did or will. claim the applicant as an exemption, independent-
status was not really validated by this process.

- Several of the required data elements were not readily documentable, even
with the instructions provided. This was especially critical in the case of
other nontaxable income. While the required documents could verify those
values which were reported, there was no ,Certainty that ak sources had
been reported. Other items, like household size .and numSer ,in college,
were likewise difficult to document. In most cases they were ;prospective
estimates and may or may not have been consistent with historical data.
Moreover, they were to be accepted as stated unless the institution had
contradictory information.

The procedures dictated to institutions were very detailed and complex,
and thus were prone to confusion and misunderstanding. If followed to the
letter, they created a substantial burden upon the institutional personnel
for what may in many instances have been very marginal corrections add
consequent changes in awards

5.2.1 The 1982-83 Validation Requirement

Pell Grant validation in 1982-83 was a significant departure from what had been
done in prior years. The proportion of applicants selected for validation was increased

5-4
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from less than 10 percent, chosen primarily on the basis of PECs, to more than 60
percent, including the initial period of processing when all apparently eligible
applicants were selected. During the coursi''a the year, approximately, .1.66 million..
cases were selected for validation. Although the proportion of-cases be validated
went up su4stantially, the requirements for validating each seleted case. werev:eased.

-'For most applicants, the institutions were required only verify a limited:hUrriber of
application values from a copy of the Federal tax retturn for the previous year (1981)
for independent students or the parents of dependent students. Those who did not file
a tax return Were required to submit a signed statement to that effect.

Required Data Elements to be Validated

Because only the tax return wai..required for docurnentation in most cases`, he
only applithtion items required to be validated were adjuSted gross income and ti:s.
income taxes paid. applicants whose parentS reported Social Security benefits did not
agree with data obtained in a tape maicnwiththe SOdial Security 'Adrriinistration;were
also given a comment on their Student Aid Report (SAR) to provide, docuMentation of
that benefit amount. The applicant's Social' Security benefits, sine they. were not a
part of the SAI calculation, were not a required validation item.

In addition, if there was information on the .tax return that conflicted with
,0certain items on the SAR, those items then became required validation items. For

1982-83, this included interest and dividend 'income exclusion, untaxed portions of
unemployment compensation, other pensions and annuities, and capital gains. While
other data elements were not required validation items, institutions were encouraged
to check any points of inconsistency between items on the SAR and information
available to the institution from a.ny other source.

Validation Procedure

The actual validation procedure was basically the same in 1982-83 as in prior
years, as described above. One difference was that the Validation Form or facsimile
thereof used' previously was no longer require-8, since the required items were
generally obtainable directly from the IRS 1040/1040A. Where Social Security
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benefits were to be validate schools could accept any form of documentation
completed by the So'Cidl Security Administration.

Optional Validation

With the decrease in required validation items, there was a 6orresponding
increase in optional items. Institutfons were encouraged to validate applicants not
selected for validation by the central processor (once the 100 percent selection was
halted), as well as additional items on ED-selected applicants. The._ Pell Grant

,Validation' Handbook 1982-83 went to considerable lengths (15 page9) 4O describe how
to accomplish validation of discretionary or optional items.

Limitations to the 1982-83 Validation

The validation procedures .for 1982-83 were clearly more straightforward and
less complex than in previous years for institutions which did only what was required.
There were, however, shortcomings in the 1982-83 validation process.

Without the required use of the Validation Form, applicants claiming
independence did not have to provide even a notarized certification of
authenticity from their parent(s).. The only required documentation in such
cases was the applicant's own Federal tax return, which does nothing to
verify that the parent(s) did not clairre the applicant as an exemption, nor
does it, show anything about the accuracy of the other criteria for
independent status. The removal of the mandatory $400 per person
minimum annual income test used in 1980-81 further diluted the institu-
tion's ability to identify possible parental financial support that would not
be reflected on the applicant's own 1040/1040A. Thus, for all practical
purposes, there was no required validation of dependency status.

The items identified earlier as difficult to validate, such as household size,
number in 'college, and other income and benefits, were no longer required
items. These items were checked only to the extent that institutions
elected to do so.

The mandatory procedures were probably less confusing to institutions, as
noted earlier, except where Social Security benefits were concerned.
Because of a change in the treatment of the student benefits, as well as
the phar-out of those benefits, and potential difference in what .'was
includeifin the SSA documentation and what was to be refleFted on the
SAR, there was some difficulty in understanding how the validation of
these benefits was to be performed.
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5.2 EFFECTS OF VALIDATION

arties were

Validation of Pell Grant application data came about q. the,(
community, the Department of Education, and other interested
about the accuracy of the data being used to allocate several billion dol s anNaltr.

e' ..Although there is a difference of,opinion as to the most appropriate way to achiete:si.,
the desired accuracy, there is little debate that some controls are'necessary to fissure
that the proper applicants are receiving benefits and that the overall cost`of the Pell

1.,°4,01program is contained- by making payments only to 'eligible applicants: The basil''
. ;

question remains: "Is validation an effective tool for reducing student error?"' A
secondary question to be answered is Wasthe expanded validation effort in 1982 -83
more effective than those in past ears?" The following discussion, with
accompanying data, attempts to address,b th Cif these questions. We first look at the
distribution of student error of various types, comparing validated and norwalidated
cases. Next, we assess the changes that take place in selected application values
between first and most recent SARs, presumably reflecting all corrections made as a
result of validation. We then review the effect of validation tolerances upon error
correction.

5.2.1 Distribution of Student Error Among Validated and Non-Validated Applicants

Earlier in this volume, the various types of student error were defined and
presented as an indication of the incidence, of misreporting on the Pell Grant
application. In this, subsection, we look at the distribution of that error among
validated and nonvalidated applicants as one piece of evidence to answer the question
of whether or not validation makes a difference.

Table 5-1 displays net student error, student overaward, and student underaward
according to whether or not the sampled case was validated by the, institution. The
data were further delineated between those selected and not selected for validation by.
ED.. Among those selected for validation and actually validated, there was no
difference in net error between those selected by PECs and those selected randomly,
bearing in mind that random selection during the early part of the processing cycle
included all applicants not selected on the basis of PECs. C. That validation selection
was somewhat discriminating can be seen in the lesser percentage of cases in .error
between the two "not selected" categories.

5-7
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co

Net Student Error

Percentage with ErtQf
Greater than $2

Mean Net Error Per
Recipient with Error ($)

Student Overawara

Percentage'with OVeraWard
4.

Mean Overaward ($)

Student Underaward

Percentage with Underaward

Mean Underaward ($)

1 61

TABLE 5-1

AMOUNTS AND. RATES OF STUDENT ERROR:
VALIDATED YS. NONVALIDATED STUDENTS

Validated Not Validated

PEC Randomly Not Not
Selected Selected Selected Selected* Selected

(Weighted (Weighted (Weighted (Weighted (Weighted
N = 199) N = 1746) N = 679) N = 251) N =151).

47.1

209.5

34.5

12.5

36.9 27.5.

329.7 361.7

9.9 9.2

18.4

482.0

26.6

, 358.9

6.2 7.1

-423.3 -245 -276.0 -145.7 -192.4
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When overaward and underaward were ,considered separately, the discriminating'
ability of the PECs was more apparent, not so much in terms of cases in error, but
clearly in terms of the size of errors identified. While the percent of cases in error
was clearly less in the "not selected" groups, the mean overawards were not
appreciably different from those of cases seRcted for validation.

The data in Table 5-1 demonstrate that cases selected for validation are more
error-prone, but the distinction is not as great as might be expected, perhaps due to
the 100 percent validation selection during the early part of the year.

Table 5-2 looks at the issue in a slightly different fashion. When one considers
AGI error by itself, validation of ED-selected cases did make a difference, showing a
difference in mean error of $5.30 per case for those selected but not validated and
$8.50 per case for those neither selected nor validated. When all types of error were
aggregated, however, there were mixed results. Absolute case -error and absolute
student error tended to be greater for validated than for nonvalidated students. Since
the difference was not in AGI, however, it may be presumed to be in items not
required to be validated.

It is interesting to note that mean institutional error was less for validated
students, both selected and nonselected, than for nonvalidated recipients, even though
validation was aimed at student error. One can only speculate that institutional
personnel are more careful about the accuracy of their own processing activities on a
validated student because they have been singled out for special attention.

5.2.2 Changes in Application Data during the Course of the Processing Cycle

With all the error remaining after, presumably, most of the validation activities
had been completed at the institution, one might be tempted to ask: "Did validation
downy good, with respect to lowering error?" If the amount of change in adjusted gross
income, Federal income taxes paid, and Student Aid Index during the course of the
processing "cycle was any indication, the answer had to be "yes". It should be noted
that not all changes were initiated by validation. Students submit corrections for a
variety of reasons, including form completion errors, keying errors at the processor,
and changes in circumstances, among others. However, the pattern of changes
submitted by those selected for validation was so much different than that of
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TABLE 5-2

MEAN AMOUNTS OF ERROR:
VALIDATED VS. NONVALIDATED STUDENTS

et AGI Error 4

I

Selected for V;lidation

Validated Not Validated

Meart
Weighted N

$2.00
1816

$7.30

bsolute Case Errora 4
Mean $248.80 $240.20
Weighted N 1938 251 1'

.

let Case Errora
Mean $132.00 $150.00

r

Weighted N 1938 251
I-- -$

bsolute Student Errorb

Mean sth $152.70 $99.70
Weighted N 1936 246

let Student Errorb 0

Mean $98.00 A $81.20 .%

Weighted N 1936 246
;,,,

bsolute Institutional Errora .
Mean $118.10. $116.60
Weighted N 1932 246

let Institutional Errora
Mean $38.60 $68.30
Weighted N 1932 246

Treating SEP/FAT/SAR error cases as ineligible.

Treating SEP/FAT/SAR error cases as eligible.

16 4

Not Selected for4Validati4r

Validated Not Validated

$12.40
.-634

216.40

$10.5.0
722

$227.40
676 750

$91.00 $138.00
676 .:. 750

.,

$125.40 $109.00
676 750

$74.20 4 $81.80
676. 750

1.'
$121.70 $140.40

4 676 750
.

.
$15.70 $62:70

676 750



itt
nonseleAted ,Rpplicants that il?e impact was u,nmistakable.. Tab Id 5-3 reports the
changes iwapplicAtion data fog .AGt and Federal income taxes paid from the firp to
the most recentAR at the tires of oil. spring data collection. Of those applicants
making one or moil corrections to their application data, a 'significantly larger
proportion of _applicants iiiected for validation submitted corrections to their original

k's ti

application dgta than did those who were not' selected for validation.' As additional.-
evidence, there was a significantly higher proportion of cases;, among selected
applicants who revised their ALI upward or their taxes paid downward than was the
case with nonselected applicants., These were not the expected 'directions of
applicant-initiated corrections, without at least the threat of validation.

A '

Table 5.-3,also points Lip the discriminating nature' of the PEC selection criteria,
especially for ideciitying unreported AGLI. While the percentage 'of PE-selected
applicants submitting upward adjustments to AGI was noticeably higher than for the
randomly' selected cases, the mean and median incrOses were substantially higher,
skiggesting triat.the PECs iktitify the hiisher error cases very well. the same can be
said for .th'e identification of the need for 'downward adjustments to taxes paid,
although the difference was less dramatic.

.:,)

Table 5-3 alio suggests that` institutionsiwere fairly effective in identifying non-

tit

selected applicants for optional vA4idation.' The nonselected, but validated group
d*played 'considerably more, corre t tion activity than the nonselectal, nonvalidated
catbgory.

Table 5-4 translates ttie corrections activity to changes in SAI. The pattern was
essentially the same as with AGI aiyi, taxes paid. Selected Ad valrated cases nett only

at,
showed more corrections action, but st of tha correction wulted ii higher SAIT,

Non-selected cases showed over 50 percent correctiori activity, lift most,of those'
changes resulted lower SAI values, as might be rixpected in applicaat-initited
corrections.

Error Removed by Validation
or

Thus far, we have sn that validation has had the expected effects on error,
especially for those application items that represent the focus of vat ati8h -effgrts.

summary of these findings, abstracted from tables 5-2, 5 -3, and 5-4, '1-lows the
following:

5-11
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TABLE 5-3

CHANGEa IN ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME AND TAXES PAID:
VALIDATED VS. NONVALIDATED STUDENTS

Validated Not Validated

PEC Randomly Not Not
Selected Selected Selected Selected Selected

157

4.5

1821

616

92.5

3.0

-22790b

-14341b

Change in Adjusted Gross Income.. )

Weighted N 82 657 261 26

Percentage With Increase 49.1 31.7, 13.5 16.4

Mean Increase ($) 6426 3062 3869 2351

Median Increase ($)

Percentage With No Change trt

4062

41.7

1264

50.3

1625

78.0

2460

66.9
Percentage With Decrease 9.2 18.0 8.5 16.7

Mean Decrease a - 6423' -2704 -10783 -4307

Median Decrease ($) -3722 -980 -6252 -2800

e

Change in Taxes Paid
4.

Weighted N 83 656 254 27

Percentage With Increase 18.1 18.6 9.0 7.6

'Mean Increase ($) . 634 489 597 425b

Median Increase ($) 394 2511' 380 425b

Percentage With No Change 42.1 52.4 81.0 80.3

Percentage With Decrease 39.8 29.0 10.0 12.1

Mean Decrease ($) -865 -682 -1060 -4697b

Median Increase ($) -387 -486 -4707b

158

3.1

429b

105b

93.8

3.1

_753b

-1119b

a from firt application values to last application values. Excludes students for whom only one SAR was obtained from the
'.Cha--ngecentral Ptoce5sor.

b *Means-and medians based on small numbers; may be misleading:
6

40
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TABLE 5-4

ABSOLUTE AND NET EFFECTIVE SAI CHANGEa
VALIDATED VS. NON3LIDATED STUDENTS

PECK

Selected
(Weighted

N = 53)

.$
Overall SAI Change (%) 60.2

Decrease in SAI (%) 7.8

No Change in $A1(%) 39.8

Increase in SAI (%) 52.4

Validated Not Validated

Randomly Not Not
Selected Selected Selected Selected

(Weighted (Weighted (Weighted (Weighted
N = 645) N = 103) N = 30) N = 41)

61.3 51.6 23.9

17.7 41.3 6.9

38.7 48.4 76.1

43.6 10.3 17.0

55.5

49.8

44.5

5.7

a Change from first application value to last application value. Excludes students for whom only one SAR was obtained from the
central processor.

O
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Net AGI error is 81 percent lower among students seleg
and validated compared, to those neither selected nor: ",
5-2)

Nearly half of the .PEC- selected validated cases- an
thanselected validated cases show increases in A

than five percent of those neither selected nor ,ya
increases for the first.two groups are also much lad,
lait. Increases in AGI lead to decreased eligibility an `ca

third of the
MPared to less

ated. . Average
an that- of the

..ct,ebt: 5,3)

*linos;About 40 percent of the PEC-selected validated kokees':and

taxes Paid, compared to only 3 percent of those er.i<4"6 5f nors°lec'4.
peicent, of the randomly selected validated cases

Validated. Decreases in taxes paid lead to dectea g ard.
(Table 5-:-3)'N.

On the ,aVerage, almost one-half of ;Validated studen
of nonvaiidated students showk4kintrease in 14,i*

Since ,increases in SAI lead -tO4fee'rease.;:a
Otte reasonable to attribute change in that directiOn; whit
the self- interest 4-students; primarily to the affect o
should, be. further "" emphasized that, the greater lend
gtidetits to hiVe are increase In SA! is nearly as ste
selected as fpr t who were PEC-selected.

, z rTogether the findings .§upport the effectiveness or

ent or
o final
seems,

nter to
liOn. It
validated

hose randomly

4 : e in removing error.'
conSidering that :the effo'rts of validation were unlike! lead to any Charlge', in
several of the .highest Sources' of ear--rlOtably, dependeridr-staius, other nontaxable
intome, household site, number in postsScondary education, and home equity=.-it is not
surprising that despite the effectiveness of :rivalidatio bstantial error remains alter

,. . .qhisremaining erroriror s discussed in the f section.

5.2.3 The Elig6'dif Tolerancep upoo4iTor Corr

alrthe coireaioris activity discissed ave, much: of it preStirriably caused.
,

y.validatiOn selection, ones,' ask why theee w4341,0 much student ,,error remaining

after yaliclatidn, at ,tevatt by the definitions used in this study'. There are a number of
potential expl4natiOns,,ncluding:

NOt.a11,,'corre ions result in agreement with the documented values used in
the;StUtdv to c ltulate the "best" SAI.

The ?elf program validation proCedures allow specified application values
to deViarf from the documented ,values by as much. as $300 for dependent
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1cases and $200 for independent cases; thus, some variance which leads to
payment error is, by Federal policy, ignored.

. The validation procedures for 1982-83 required verification only for AGI,
taxes paid, and in specified cases, parents' Social Security benefits andselected other items if different from information contained in ,the
documentation on hand; thuS, many of the error-prone items found in this
study were not routinely validated and,discrepancies remained in them.

This section focuses upon the impact of the validation tolerance levels upon error
correction.

The Reason for Validation Tolerances

The validation procedures used for the /Fast several years have provided a-

specified tolerance level for certain data elements being validated. Application values
falling within these tolerances have been defined as acceptable for validation purposes
and correction has not been required. The tolerance levels have varied somewhat from
year to year, but were established as a best estimate of the amount of variance that
would have little' or no effect on the amount of the final award, eligibility. Thus, the
objective of the tolerance policy was to ignore data discrepancies that would not likely
retake a difference in the amount paid to the recipient, and focus resources upon those
cases where award amounts were affected. Several factors have made this approach

thsirale, if not necessary:

41 The burden upon the applicant to process inconsequential corrections

The Federal cost of processing such inconsequential corrections

The incre sed length of processing time, and thus delay in payment, which
would res4i,J from these inconsequential corrections

The burden upon the schools to initiate and monitor such corrections.

, I

Error.` Rates for Discrepancies Exceeding Tolerances

When one reviews the tables regarding Overall student error, overaward, and
underaward peesented earlier in this report, it is not unreasonable to ask why so much
error remains after validation. It might be concluded that the institutions are not
doing a reasonable job initiating corrections based upon -the documentation provided by

171
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validated students. However, if one -looks at the same data, but with cases with
within-tolerance values of AGI and taxes paid factored out, a much different picture is
presented. Table 5-5 shows the percentage of cases where after-validation data still
exceed the validation tolerances, for both dependent and independent recipients.
Remember that previous errar,,.., tables included all types of error, while this one

Jeflects only AGI and taxes paid, the only universally required items to be validated.
The percentage of cases still in error is noticeably improved.

Although validation data do not show the clear-cut , improvement over, non-
validated cases one might expect to find, there clearly is a reduction in error with
regard to AGI and taxes paid when validation tolerance is factored into the analysis.

Another view of the effectiveness of validation' and the impact of tolerances is
provided by Table 5-6. The data on AGI and taxes paid are simply the 'aggregation of
the validated cases in, t he previous table and show that over 90 percent of the
validated cases had application data in agreement or within tolerance of the best
values derived by this study. For selected nonvalidated items,'however, the, story is a
different one From 15 to 47 percent of the cases had application values exceeding
tolerance for other income and benefits and parental Social Security benefits. The
variance of other income and benefits is not particularly surprising, in that it was
neither a required validation item, nor an, easy one to validate routinely with
docUrn. entation required in 1982-83. The variance of parental Social Security benefits
item is less understandable. However, the central processor selection criteria did not
request validation for all cases having parental Social Security benefits. Presumably,
the study procedures discovered more variance than was identified by the validation
selection process. Additionally, Social Security benefits are not easy to allocate
among the various Social Security programs and multiple beneficiaries, so it is possible
that the validation process 'overlooked same erroneous cases that should have been
corrected but were not.

Payment Consequences of Using Tolerance Levels

This discussion of tolerance effects" Would not be complete without an explora-
tion of the payment consequenCes of limiting corrections to cases outside the
tolerance levels. If the tolerance levels had been perfectly constructed, there would

`P-
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Dependent Students

TABLE 5-5

PERCENTAGE OF CASES HAVING DISCREPANCIES IN AGI AND TAXES PAID
THAT EXCEED ED-ESTABLISHED VALIDATION TOLERANCES:

VALIDATED VS. NONVALIDATED STUDENTS

PEC
Selected,/

Validated Not Validated

Randomly J
Selected

Not 16-4
Selected

Weighted N 106

Percentage Whose- Documented
ul AGI was Outside of $360
-- Tolerance (%)
--4

li
Percentage Whose Documented

Taxes, Paid was Outside of
$300 Tolerance (%)

Independent Student

Weighted N

Percentage WhoSe Documented
-AGI was Outside of $200
Tolerance ( %)

'Percentage Whose Documented.
Taxes Paid was Outside'of
$200 Tolerance (%)

877 311

9.0 6.4 11.6

11.3 5.9

41 334

15.9 13.2

Not
Selected Selected

54 178

';14.4 6.6

137

13.8

44

15.6

92

16.2

5.6 7. 10.0 8.3
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Adjusted Gross Income

Independent
Dependent
Total

U.S. Taxes Paid

TABLE 5-6

DIFFERENCES-BETWEEN SAR AND DOCUMENTED VALUES
FOR SELECTED APPLICATION ITEMS:
CASES SELE i'03 FOR VALIDATION

Cases with eases with r

Differences ,Differences Cases with
Outside of Within No Cases with .. Total
Tolerance Tolerance e.. Difference Documen- Nuqiber

(%) (%) (%) tation of

13.5 21.9 64.6
6.7 19.0 74.3
8.5 19.8 71.7

Independent - 7.1 7.8
Dependent ^ 6.5 10.4ul

1 Total 6.6 '9.7
op ,

All Other Income and Benefits

Independent 14.2
Dependent 31.0
Total 26.5

Parental Social Security Benefits

Dependent

Sum of Iterris

Independent
Dependent ;
Total

20.5
22.6
22.0

46.8 32.2
0

85.0
83.1
83.7

65.3
46.4
51.5

376
984

1355'

'34.1
45.3
42.0

29.6"
33.3
32.2 G'

36.3

25.8

664
1209
1873

366 663
1208

1334,7- , 1871

325 663
.879 1209

1204 1872

37 1209

3
37

1460

4
*Excludes those whose application dependency, status was not in agreement with documentatiOn at'the,institufictn.

17.5

663
1208-
1871-



have been no payment consequences, as' th$cases where eligibility remained constant
would have been exempt from ,correction and the cases where eligibility was affected
by the erroneous data would have been forced to process corrections. Unfortunately,
the determination Of SAI and scheduled payment is too complex to be supported by a
simplistic tolerance level or even the more sophisticated zero-SAI charts provided to
institutions to approximate the effect of data changes for cases with a zero SAI.

Table 5-7 displays the payment consequences of both within - tolerance, and out -

of- tolerance data discrepancies for all items. It, is readily apparent that the tolerance
levels did not eliminate all of the inconsequential corrections, nor did{ ;hey require

km
correction of all the consequential ones.

.T ,z
4

In total, 72 percent of the cases within tolerance would have had S44changs had

corrections been required, and two-thirds of those changes would have resulted in net

payment change totaling an estimated $26,mi11ion. On the other hand, 77 percent of

the cases outside tolerance levels had changes sufficient to change SAI, and 72 percent
of 'those resulted in payment changes totaling approximately $38 million.

It is interesting to -note that the majority of the out-of-tolerance cases
experiencing no SAI change as a result of validation had a zero SAI initially and
retained that index. Only a few no-change cases had positive SAIs initially. On the

other 'hand, 27 percent of the SAI-change cases had no payment change, either because

that change was so Slight as to stay within the same cell of the payment table or the
change was not realized because of the half-cost limitation.

5.3 INSTITUTIONAL COMPLIANCE WITH VALIDATION REQUIREMENTS

Most of -the responsibility for Pell Grant validation haS, since its inception,
rested with the postsecondary institutions which the applicants attend. The Depart-

ment of Education has assumed some responsibility by matching applicant data against

other Federal data bases, such as Social Security and Veterans Administration, but

resolution of discrepancies is largely left tothe affected institution. Most aspects of

validation of applicants attending Alternate Disbursement Systerrp(ADS) institutions
nave been traditionally handled by Department of Education personnel. For 1983-84,

ADS institutions-have been given the option of doing the validatiOn themselves.
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tBLE s-r.

PAYMENT CONSEQUENCES OF APPLICATION DATA DISCREPANSe
CASES FLAGGED FOR VALIDATION BY IN-TOLEIONCE-AND OUT -OF-TOLERANCE DIFFI!RENCES

411

....?-'
..---

tal With Documentation

N

Weighted N

Percentage of All Cases

. A.0 's

±1=-Centage With In-Tolerance Differences

Percentage WithSAI Change
- With No Payment Change (%)

- With Payinent Change (%)

Mean Net Payment Change ($)

Program-Wide Net Payment
Change ($ Millions)

ycentage With Out-Of-Tolerance
Differences

Percentage With No SAI Change

- With Zero SAI (96) .'
- With Positive SAI ( %)

Percentage With SAI Change

- With No Payment CI-4nge (96)

- With Payment Change (%)
.

.

Mean Net Payment Change ($)

Program-Wide Net Payment
Change ($ Millions)

Indepeildents.

11

.

Dependents t, Total*

513

578

44.1

35.3

1427

1543

72.1

31.8

:

.

o't

1940 ,

I2121
gl.

61.5

32.

37.3 86.5 72#4,

49.6 32.0 34.7
50.4 i, 68.0 65.3

de'
. /11, '-' 96 109

6 20 26

38.4 46.7 44.5t '
4 ,

5 . 4 12.0 22.2
.95.0 86.0 91.4

5.0 14.0 8.7

44.5 88.0 77:8

28.5 27.4 ,
27.6

71.5 72.6 '' 72.4
278 70 97

14 24 38

178
Excludes those whose application dependency status was not in agreement with documentation at the institution.
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Obviously, under such an arrangement, much of the effectiveness of the
validation effort was dependent upon how well institutions carried out these
responsibilities. This study was designed to address this question in a number of ways,
including:

tA

A pieliminary assessment of institutional compliance in the fall of 1982:

An anecdotal data collection in the fall of 1982

A self-assessment of .institutional burden and related problems resulting
from the L982 -83 validation process, collected via the institutional inter-
views in the spring of 1983

A more comprehensive analysis of compliance drawn from the applicant
data collected in the spring of 1983.

5.3.1 Fall 1982 Analysis of Institutional Compliance

-Because of the substantive change ir validation pgpcedures for. 1982-83, it was
important to assess institutional ability to provide the required validation activities as
early in the year as possible. Consequently, a review of these efforts was included in
the initial institutional visits to select the student or applicant sample for the overall
assessment 'effort. During the cpurse f selecting that sample, Advanced technology
field staff reviewed the files of selected applicants to determine:

If the applicant had been flagged for validation

If complete documentation was available

The forms of documentation provided

The extent of agreement between, SAR values and available documentation

The SA1 changes that would result from the use of validated data, and their
potential payment consequences

The extent to which institutions were validating nonflagged recipients and
non-required application items.

The results of this initial data collection were first reported to the Department in
December, 1982. In February, 1983, a final document entitled Preliminary Report on
AssessmentV of 1982-83 Pelf Grant Validation Procedures was submitted. This report
was based upon the data available for a statistically representative sample of 3,490
Pell Grant recipients at 317 RDS institutions at the time of the fall, 1982
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institutional visits. These data obviously were subject to further validation activities
and subsequent applicant-initiated corrections, but the preliminary results can be
summarised as follows:

vv

The vast Majority of 'institutions collected the required verifying documen-
. tation En' students who were "flagged" for validation by ED. Only 6
peretent f,4li flagged recipients did not have the required documents in
their figiOs'of fall, 1982.

I Approximaily 76 percent of the flagged recipients satisfied the validation
requireMent by providing a signed copy of their Federal tax return; 2
percent submitted an acceptable alternative to a tax return; 15 percent
signed a statement asserting that no tax return was, or would be, filed; and
1 percent had no verifying documentation because they were exempt from
validation.

The great majority of institutions appeared to be identifying irorrect
application entries in the cases flagged for validation and getting them
corrected. AGI was correct in 89 percent of the cases and U.S. taxes paid
was correct in 85 percent of the cases when values from verifying
documents were compared with values on the application, as indicated on
the flagged recipient's most current Student Aid Report (SAR).

For most of the documented cases, the application item discrepancies were
small. Only 7 percent of the documented flagged cases had item
discrepancies that when taken individually or summed exceeded the ED-
established tolerances. AGI exceeded tolerance in 3 percent of the cases;
U.S. taxes paid also exceeded tolerance 3 percent of the time.

Approximately two percent of the documented flagged cases had out-of-
tolerance differences which would lead to a change in the student's
expected award. For the 1.7 million recipients represented by the sample,
these differences would translate into an estimated net overpayment of
$3.4 million. This dollar figure can be viewed as an estimate of the level
of institutional noncompliance as of fall, 1982.

Approximately 6 percent of the docurilented flagged cases had differences
within tolerance which would lead to a payment change. These differences
would translate into an estimated net overpayment of $1.6 million as of
fall, 1982. This- dollar figure can be viewed as an estimate of the dollar
savings to the program not captured as a result of the validation tolerances
in place at the time.

'*$ Public institutions appeared to be most diligent in complying with the
. validation regulations, followed in order .y private and proprietary institu-

tions. Roughly 5 percent of the filek of flagged students at public
institutions were incomplete, while 8 percent of the private institution
files and 19 percent of the proprietary institution files were incomplete.
The difference in proprietary school compliance may, however, reflect the
more frequent, and thus more recent, start dates of their recipients rather
than any greater lack of diligence.
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Many institutions were voluntarily taking steps to imro e the quality of
application data. Institutions collected a Federal x r turn from 28
percent of their unflagged rikipients, an alternative t x return from 1
percent, and a statemerit saying no tax return wes, or would be, filed from
10 percent. A file comparisoh between the validating document and the
student's SAR showed that for these unflagged cases, AGI was accurate 89 '
percent of the time and U.S. taxes paid was correct 91 percerlt of the time.

,
Institutions rarely verified application items that lire optional for
validation, even for flagged SARs. For example, the asset items were
documented in less than 0.2 percent of the flagged cases. A . t

5,\ ..
.,7

4 Early indications were that institutions in 198244 were less likely to be
out of compliance with the validation':*requirements than institutions in
1980-81. Approximately 11 percent of the flagged recipient-files reviewed
during the 1980-81 quality control study had no vgrifying documentatio) of
AGI. In roughly 10 percent of the files, U.S. taxes paid was not
documented. In 198243, only 4 pertent had no docpimeritation of MI and
only 6 percent were missing dowmentationir U.S. taxes p4d.

a. f

The preliminary wort provided a %umber of statistical tables to support the
61

above conclusiohs. Those figures are not being reported here because they have been
0

superseded by mow correlpleteedata. I

5.3.2 Fall, 1982 Anecdotal Data Collection
S

et

During the field worlie, many financial aid' administrators (FAAs) offered their
complaints and suggestions to thp datl collectors who visited their institutions. The
following comments Stem* from 3wo sources. The first are concerns voiced by FAAs
during the sampling and CompilLng of data in the field. The other source is a summary
of the comments provided by the data collector ;during a debriefing held on December
11, 1982. The comments have been organized by the-following five topics:

Administrative problems

Communication problems with ED regarding all issues, including validation'

Problerps with the Pell Grant applicatioQ process

Problems with validation procedures

Recommendations to improve validation procedures
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Overvie:v

The majority of FAAs who commented from the sampled institu
acknowledged the eositivd effects of the expanded validation effort; however, th
believed that the many problems and delays caused by costly, inconsistent, and
unrefined validation procedures cannot be overlooked. A v tY-pf factors, ranging 1!

:from overburdened financial aid office staffs and inadequa
to difficulty in olitaining documentation from government age
dissatisfactiOn of many FAAs. These complaints, and suggesti
program inefficiency and not at . -the merits of the validation eff
FAAs considered the problems .associated with increased valid
actively sought to resolve them::;-? One FAA's remark that "the

unication with. ED,

tributed to thp
e targeted at

act, many .0
(.

iitable and A
v

lirlra.tion is a

neediestburden, however, it is acceptablt.,if does provide rnore'inoi)eyA;
students" summed up the attitude of Many. It is important tO notet6at-

ro

A.*s. who,
previously had validated 400 percent of their stucippts of their :own ,vOlit\on had
significantly fewer complaints and reacted positivelY to the expansion Oi'Vallatioh.

-, sa
During the debriefing, the data collectors CO/infor;ced And ;eXpoundedr,4(Oon'the

opinions expressed by FAAae,Concerning expand'eg,

collectors reported that small schools could handtg.
large schools were overwhelmed. ,Others

on the personality.of the finapcial aid&o.
their job." Many institutions were alrea

'C e

1bn. Some,. it to data -1

vaYitation but that
ver,.*4nd tpat "itrde,j),:ends very much`

t.an elf efliciendyi on how they vi
i 1ig. valid on similai- to that required by, -

the Pell Grant program for all their' a recipients to contry institutional funds,,
(especially at private institutions) or in response to the ret...,*:iieptsof stattt::'.4
programs. ,/..1any proprietary schoOls, aware that they ar suspected of was or fraud,
bfcause of a'few well-known cases, were especially scrupOlous. only one college.
reported to disagree fundamentally with validation. As bile data collector observed; "Imt
don't think their argument is with validation itself. I pinned them down on it; it'* th
process. They all, I think, see the need of validation."

1.

Generally, FAAS stressed the need for more money to alleviate administrative "4'

burdens, for clear and explicit guidelines to eliminate inconsistent regulations and
forms, and for timeliness of ED changes and announcements. As one FAA asserted:
"Applitation, and validation procedures result in declining student participation,"
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1. ..;undermining the goals of the Pell Grant program. B4Ere problems of validatiOn
,

i
,

ultimately harm student applicants, FAAs saw the need fo imn,tediate mprovements.,
,

The specific problem areas cited by FAA's are flitted belbw. For eactrof the five-
Problem:areas, we summarize the major findings.

Administrative Problems

, .

Despite the general' acceptance of expanded oalldatipn, manyi'FAAS
Costs; paperwork, and administrative burdenS excessive.

FAAs ,agreed with the need to ,validate, but face4 dif
positions to; lake-cake of the work if it continue et' high

FAAs werd'uncertain if much money had been'savet10.
of the'expense of reprocessing and the cost to inStituti,

14.ficu ty i* n funding
els..

I

altipting,becaue.

thrnUnicatlixt,,Prohlems With ED regarding Allissuesi Includin
;It ^

ti

There was a, general expression of the need frfor' gear and
communication from FyD. Aopecific example of :thia^ was the
earlier delivery of the Validation. Handbook, which skutii.sikts
languag,e, the institution's responsibilities. *

timely
ed for
simple

Mid-year changes in regulations or payment schedules caused cenfuSioqrand
unnecessary burden.

Retroactive changes by ED must be avoided.

Institutions already validating 100 percent seemed to adjgfrpore easily to
ED's changes. The situation was different and more serious ter othef
institutions.

There was 'a need for continued training and workshops, especially tax
forms. Training and communication from ED were Considered less c able
than private sources, such as NASFAA.

FAAs believed that there was a lack of support for their institutions. bi ED
as a result of poor communication. FAA credibility was damaged. by
conflicting policy or regulatory interpretations by ED staff: a student who
was told one thing by his FAA could get a different answers by calling ,ED.
This was particularly the case with payinent options and -
Another example was the perception that ED did not follow through oh.
cases turned over to it.
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b Oat S with the Pell Grant Application Process

t here was a need for more explicit directions for the applicants, more
cprnprehensive instructions for FAAs, and improvement of the edit system.

Tyle comments section of the SAR was another area where instructions
,'..Could have used improvement, since students did not always read it.

There were many problems with defining and determining dependency
status, particularly for students who had somewhat unusual circumstances.
Several inequities of the current definition were mentioned.

FAAs asked that reporting requirements for other income be clearer and
more specific.

The confusion over completing the application caused some students to
hesitate filling out the form and fear the consequences of a mistake.
There was also a concern about confidentiality.

FAAs considered the SAR reprocessing delays to be one of the largest
problems they faced. They saw a need for refining the edit system as well,
and would like the toll-free number for questions reinstated.

Problems with Validation Procedures

From the viewpoint of many FAAs, validaticih should be a means to correct.
and prevent gross discrepancies on high priority items, and not to be used
as a control or policing mechanism for relatiyely minor ones.

Government agencies, namely the Social Security Administration, the
Internal Revenue Service. (IRS), and the Veterans Administration (VA), were
targets of blame for delays in the validation process. Local social service
agencies seemed to be particularly notorious for long delays in
documenting welfare benefits received by students.

Regulation, changes 'regarding Social Security and VA benefits contributed
to increased workload and delays in disbursing Pell Grants. Retroactive
changes were the chief source of complaints.

Along with delays caused by regulation changes, FAAs had problems
obtaining and using documentation, 'Particularly tax returns. Many FAAs
stitgested that ED. require the 1040, 1040A, or an alternative as part of the
Application for Federal Student Aid. Others suggested that insufficient,
attention was being given to documenting those who did not file tax
returns.

;6.

t ;
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There was also the problem of documenting a student's past *a daicinal
and obtaining ,a financial aid transcript. FAAs found themselves in apeculiar situation, since they had no way of knowing if a student had
attended another school and received finandial aid. Many pointed out that
a student in default at one school can still get a Pell Grant at another.

FAAs commented that many families, especially low-income families, do
not keep documents and cannot complete validation. This was of particular
concern to FAAs since- they waged to assist in getting money,;to the
neediest students.

Some FAAs believed that the present emphasis on documentation seems tocontribute to abuses of the Pell Grant program, 'with cheating becoming
institutionalized.

Recommendations to Improve Validation Procedures

There was general agreement on the usefulness of simply requiring everystudent to submit a copy of his tax return (and his parents', if dependent)
with the SAR.

A second discussion focused around incentives for institutions. Undercurrent regulations, an institution that discovers over 'wards saves theFederal government money, but does not help the institution or its honestr accurate applicants. Allowing the institution to keep some of thesavings for administrative costs was suggested as an incentive for doing
100 percent validation and doing it well.

A third suggestion was to combine extensive validatiod futr a smaller
number of error-prone students with validation of dnly a 4par1 number of
items--no more than four--for everyone else. .1,

5.3.3 Self-Assessment of Institutional Burden and Other PrOblems
li (

The anecdotal data in the preceeding subsection were collected duping or shortly'
after the intensive effort on the part of institutions to comply with the 1982-83
validation requirements. Because of the ad hoc nature of the fall, 1982 institutional
visits, there was no opportunity to develop quantifiable data on institutional burden.

4However, it is safe to conclude that a majority of institutional financial aid personnel
felt that they were unduly burdened by the expanded nature of the validation process,
at least at the time

411-.
of our fall visits.

In order to quantify the institutional perception*.of the burden of validation, the
Institutional Questionnaire (IQ) administered in the spring of 1983 asked a number of
questions about the impact of the validation effort tipon the institution. As can be

c, o
4
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seen in Table 5-8, only 18 percent oP the IQ respondents considered ',the- 1982-83

validation process to be "no problem." The 72 percent who did consider .it to be a
problem reported a number of different reasons. The most frequent (26 ,pereent of
respondents)

by the late arrival of the final instructions via the Validation Handbo . Difficulty

problemiseported was the delay, extra work, or confusi9n b oughA(iut

experienced in getting documentation for Socal Security benefits caused roblem for
4'9 percent of the respondents, followed by difficulty getting documentation from
students (17, percent), verifying VA benefits (11 percent), and delays or difficulties
associated with recalculating awards due to mid-year changes in treating VA benefits
or' the revision to the payment-schedule (9 percent). Seven percent of the respondents
reported difficulty understapding the validation instructions and procedures once they
were issued. Delays or difficulties getting tax returns from the Internal Revenue
Service affected six percent of the sampled institutions. A variety of other problems
were reported by' five percent or less of the respondents.

A comison of the anecdotal comments and the problems reported in Table 5-8
suggests that th't passage of time between the first and second visit moderated the
perceived impact of the expanded validation requirement, as rnighkikeoxpected. When
the questions were more specific, however, such as the occurrence of unusual delays in
making Pell. Grant payments (Table 5-9), or the creation of an unusual burden on the
financial aid staff (Table 5-10), a higher response rate wareceived even in the spring
when the worst was pi.esumably over.

Furthermore, the response to the questions of delay and burden was not evenly
distributed across all institutions. Table 5-9 displays the 'fact that private 4-year
institutions felt the most delays, in percentage of institutions affected, percentage of
students'affected, and mean nu ber of weeks delayed.. Public 4-year institutions were

.the nex: Most affected, followe by private 2-year, public 2-year, and proprietary
institutions respectively. To th extent that one can generalize the. financial aid
processing-calendar based upon type and control of institution, the more in advance of
the start of the enrollment period the work of the financial aid office takes place, the
more frequent and more lengthy the delays reported.

Table 5-10 shows that the distribution of burden also varied according to type
and control of institution, with the greatest burden being bolne by public 4-year
institutions, followed by private 4-year _.schools, 2-year colleges (both public and
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TABLE 5-8

PROBLEMS EXPERIENCED BY SAMPLED INSTITUTIONS
AS A RESULT OF VALIDATION

Percentage of Financial Aid
Response Administrators With Reponse

(N=311)
No Problems 18%

Problems 72%

Delays, extra work, or confusion due to late
arrival of Validation Handbook

General difficulty in verifying Social Security
benefits

General difficulty obtaining documentation
from students ,

it
General difficulty verifying Veterans Adminis-
tration benefits

Delays or difficulties associated with recal-
culating awards due to VA regulation change
and/or payment schedule change

26%

19%'

17%

11%

9%

Instructions unclear/uncertainty about which items
to validate/uncertainty about procedures overall 7%

Delays or. difficulties obtaining copies of ,

tax returns from the IRS 696-

High volume of validation cases placed undue.,
burden on financial aid office

General difficulty verifying other nontaxable
income (all other income and benefits) 5%

5%

Difficulty verifying interest/dividend exclusion 4%

Difficulty obtaining signatures on tax returns -
a

4%

Difficulty dealing with the Social Security Adminis-
tration in obtaining do&imentation , 3%

Delays in receiving corrections from processor .3%

Difficulty explaining procedures/changes
in procedures to families.

Tolerance limits were inappropriate

Getting students to.repsrt taxes paid rather
than taxes withheld

5 -29
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TABLE 4-16

STUDENT ERROR FOR INDEPENDENT STUDENTS
BY DIFFERENCES IN REPORTED AND VERIFIED IN ME

Verified Income a
($)

0 - 2,999 3,000 - 5,999 6,000 - 8,999- 9,000 - 11,999 12,000 +
Reported Ir+ome a ($)

2.05% 26.41% 29.48% 100.00%
0 - 2,999 f $ 568.21 $450.49, $ 46.00 $1,363.00

(n = 8) (n . 10) (n = 1) (n = 1)

16.36% . 11.50% 62.48% tit 66.69% 100.00%
3,000 - 5,999 $-439.85 $ 94.09 $ 550.28 $ 232.31 $1,438.00

(n = 3) (n = 34) (n = 12) (n = 4) (n = 1)
.. 40

15.97% 59.57% 100.00%
6,000 - 8,999 $ 171.35 $ 480.35 $ 206.00

(n = 19) (n = 6) (n = 1)

i 100.00% 22.43% 33.24% 92.54%
9,000 - 11,999 $-70.00 $ 241.73 $ 86.86 $ 366.44
/if , (n = 1) (ri = 2) (n = 31) In = 13)

50.35%
12,00Q, + $ 98.80

= 29)
Items per cell: Cases with Error (%)

Mean Net Student Error Per Recipient with Error ($)
A blank cell indicates no cases in that cell.

a
Income = AGI + AFDC + Other Nontaxable Income - U.S. Taxes Paid
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TABLE 5-10

,FREQUENCY WITH WHICH INSTITUTIONS REPORTED THAT
VALIDATION CAUSED AN UNUSUAL BURDEN ON THEIR STAFFS

BY TYPg. AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTION

1 .
Percentage of Institutions in ..

Public

..

Private

4 year
(N=105)

2 Year
(N=87)

4 Year
(N=75)

2 Year
(N=10).

Sample Reporting That Validation 86;7 '58.6 82.7 60.0
Caused an Unusual Burden on
Their Staffs

For Those Reporting Burden

Percentage Reporting That \5.6 2.0 4.8 0.0
Additional Staff Had to Be

Dueto Validation

Percentage Reporting Increases
in Staff Overtime due to

17.8 18.4 17.7 20.0

Validation

Percentage Reporting That 72.2 75.5 66.1
Other Staff Functions Had
to be Dropped Due to
Validation

Percentage Reporting That 4.4 4.1 11.3 20.0
Validation Created Other

t4,Types of Hardships on Their
Staffs

190

Proprietary- ,

Less
Than

2 Year 2 Year
(N=131' (N=20)

:°w,lii.

46.2 ,irgrl ..,40.0

0.0 12.5
7

0.0
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private), and proprietary institutions in that order. In this instance, type and control
may be functioning as a proxy for average number of Pell applicants per institution,
rather thari as a -characteristic of its own. All institutions except 2-year proprietary
schools Used the deferral of other staff functions.as the primary means of handling the
staff- burden, with overtime being a distant second alternative, There was probably a
processing catesticiar relationship to the burden responses as well, with the 4-year
institutions would have had the most backtracking to do when the validation
procedur4s Wee d4seminated). having the 4reatest/ perceived burden and the
pro,p"rietary schools (who. would have the leaSt 1982-83 processing completed by the
time the validation Procedures were finalized) having the least amouht of additional
burden.

One important facet of the reported burden and delay associated with the
`1982-83 validation process should receive special note. The timing of the dissemina-
tion of the 'Validation Handbook appears to have been a major factor in the problems
experienced by institutions, coming as it did' after many schools had presumably
completed processing their, fall awards. The additional burden and delay would clearly
have been less if the validation procedures had been knoiwn at the time SARs began to
arrive at "traditional" institutions in the early spring. While the expanded number of
validations obviously would have affected ,many institutions, even with an earlier start,
at -least some of the burden would have been dissipated by the lesser number of data
elements to be, validated, with a minimal net increase in burden as a result:

.
Unfortunately, there was no satisfactory way to separate the timing factor from the
expanded number of validations in our study data, so one can only speculate as to the
exact cause.

5.3.4 Spring 1983 Analysis of Institutional Compliance

As noted in section 5.3.1, a very high percentage (94 percent) of recipients
flagged for validation appeared to have the required documentation in their files as of

.

the fall institutional visits. When this indicator of 'compliance was assessed during the
spring institutional visits, the results were somewhat less indicative ("thoroughness on

the part of institutions. The first column of Table 5-11 shows the percent of s
selected for validation which had complete required documentation in the file at the
time of spring data collection. Some 133 -percent of the cases had documentation
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TABLE 5-11

INCIDEN1 OF FILE DOCUMENTATON FOR
STUDENTS SELECTED AND NOT SELECTED FORNALIDATION

Selected
for Validation*

Not Selected
For Validatiod*

Percentage With Complete Documentation

(Weighted N=2110)

82.9

(Weighted N=1374

66.9

With Taic Return 66.4 49.9

With IRS Transcript 1.5 1.0

With State Tax Return .2 .1

With W-2,Forms
lO

.2 .2

With Statement From Student/Parent .3 .4

With Statement of Nonfiling 12.7 14

With Other Documentation
(includes use of earned income
portion)

1.6 1.1

?ercentage With Incomplete Documentation 17.0 33.0

3erce tage Exempt From Validation .1 .1,

2

Excludes students for whom documentated dependency status does not agree with application dependency §tatus.
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necessary for validation purposes, while`;

.1 percent were exempt from validation. lo
return. was the prei:16minant form of dodurriett
validation requirements in place.

ere incompletely documented and
on or another. The Federal< tax

as would be expected even the

1

In addition to the assessment of complet
above, the Institutional Questionnaire request
to enhance the quality of student data. Table

?validation documentation reviewed
ormation .about practices followed
shows the institutionally reported

practices other than required 'validation which presumably improved the accuracy of
the data used to determine Pell Grant awards. Routine consistency checks for data

- elements were predominant, but only about one-third of institutions conducted
100 percent validation.

When these additional steps to increase the accuracy of student data were taken,4
student error did improve. Table 5-13 shows the percentage of cases and mean error
for net student error, student overaward, and student underaward. While the
percentage of cases with error was not significantly less for students attending
institutions that indicated they routinely checked the consistency of Pell Grant
application data against other file data, there was a sizeable lower mean error, as well
as less mean overaward and mean underaward among students at those institutions.
considering the fact that this was a self-reported practice and that the activity was a
Pell program requirement, schools may have been reluctant to admit they were not
adhering to that requirement; the real difference between schools that did check
consistency and those that did not may have been even greater.

Although fewer schools conducted 100 percent validation (validated unflagged as
well as flagged. cases) than did consistency checks, the pattern of results was the
same. Table 5-14 indicates fewer cases with error remaining and between $33 and $68
lower mean error when 100 percent validation was conducted. Once again, there was
evidence that institutional validation did make a difference in unresolved student
error.

5.4 EFFECT OF VALIDATION UPON PELL GRANT APPLICANTS

The validation process not only affects institutions Cthrough the additional time
and effort of receiving and reviewing documentation, but it also presumably makes
demands of the applicants and their parents. We were interested in determining just
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TABI.E 5-12

PERCENTAGE OF PELL RECIPIENTS ATTENDING
INSTITUTIONS REPORTING VARIOUS QUALITY CONTROL PRACTICES

Percentage of
Recipients Percentage of
Attending Institutions
... (x) (x)

Institutions Routinely Check
the Consistency of Pell Application
Data against Other File Data

Yes 89.4 88.1

10.6 11.9

Institutions Conduct 100
Percent Validation

YeS 32.3 34.1

4

67.7 65.9

195
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TABLE 5-13

AMOUNTS AND RATES OF STUDENT ERROR:
CONSISTENCY CHECKS VS. NO CONSISTENCY CHECKS

:;*

Total Net Student Error

Percentage with error greater

Students Attending Institutions
That Routinely Check Consistency

Of Pell Application Information
Akainst Other File Data

Students Attending Institutions
That. Do Not Check Consistency
Of Pell Application Information

Against Other File Data
(Weighted N=3022) (Weighted N=359)

than $2 4 38.7 41.9

Mean net error per recipient with'
error ($) 160.7 198.3

Student Overaward

Percentage with overaward 29.6
ti

30.8

Mean overaward ($) 282.5 367.e;

Student Underaward

Percentage with underaward 9.1 11.1

Mean underaward ($) -236 271.9

196
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TABLE 5-14

AMOUNTS AND RATES OF STUDENT ER1OR:
100% VALIDATION VS. NO 100% VALIDATION

Total Net Student Error

Percentage with error greater

Students Attending Institutions
That Conduct 100%. Validation

Students Attending Institutions
That Do Not Conduct 100% Validation

(Weighted N=1175) (Weighted N=2458)
o

than $2 36.3 42.9

Mean net error per recipient with
error ($) 191.80 228.10

L.)
Student Overaward

Percentage with overaward 27.0 33.8

Mean overaward ($) 38.80 361.80

Student Underaward'

Percentage with underaward 9.3 9.0

Mean underaward ($) -204.00 -272.30

1
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how onerous the task of supplying validation documentation was perceived to be by
those asked to comply. If the feedback obtained from the Student and, Parent
Questionnaires are were true indication, the "burden" did not seem large enough for
any great concern.

Tables 5-15 and 5-16 display the frequency with which students and their parents
remembered being asked to provide validation documentation, and any difficult they
had understanding and complying with the instructions. The small percentage of
'students or parents recalling the request, when some 60 percent of all recipients were
selected, suggests that it was not a great or important occurrence. No more than 10
percent of any category reported any problem understanding what they were to do to

.1comply. Being able to comply without difficulty was a bit more troublesome, but only
independent students and their parents had difficulty in more than 11 percent of the
cases. It is understandable that the parents would have had somewhat more difficulty
complying with the documentation request. They often had no involvement in
completing the application in the first place and if so ,did.not feel any obligation to
participate.

It seems reasonable to conclude from these data that the requests for validation
documentation were making no great impression upon eithek applicants or their
parents, and, with the exception of the parents of claimed independent applicants,
were not approaching a burdensome level.

5.5 CONCLUSIONS

For 1982-83, the Department of Education required validation of about
60 percent of students by institutions, an increase from less than 10 percent in
previous years. The focus of this validation was on adjusted gross income and taxes
paid. The effectiveness of this increased validation in reducing error was reviewed
and the following s4gestions w re made:

Institutions fully complied with the requirement to validate in about
83 percent of the cases, despite the burden they reported it imposed. Moit
of the remaining cases were partially validated.

41

Validation was effective in lowering errordue to AGI and taxes paid, but as
these were only the seventh and ninth highest causes of error, the overall
effect on error was modest, though in the expected
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TABLE 5-15

FREQUENCY WITH WHICH STUDENTS AND PARENTS
REPORTED DIFFICULTY WITH THE

VALIDATIONTROCESS, BY DEPENDENCY STATUS

Parents Parents
Dependent Independent of Dependent of Independent
Students Students Students Students

t"'"

Percentage in sample reporting
that they were selected for validation 24.4 28.5 20.1 19.9

Weighted Number Reporting Election for
Validation 503 414 330 37

4

Percentage reporting difficulty
understanding instructions on what was
needed to complete validation

7.2 5.4 6.4 7.5

Percentage reporting difficulty
obtaining the documents needed to
complete validation

8.8 12.8 4.2 21.6

. I-;
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TABLE 5-16

FREQUENCY WITH WHICH INDEPENDENT STUDENTS AND PARENTS OF
DEPENDENT STUDENTS REPORTED DIFFICULTY WITH THE VALIDATION

PROCESS, BY TYPE AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTION

.C1

Percentage reporting,selection
for validation

Weighted number reporting
selection for validation

Percentage reporting difficulty
with validation instructions

Percentage reporting difficulty
obtaining documents for validation

203

Proprietary Private Public
Less
Than

2 Year 2 Year 2 Year 4. Year

15.6 5.6 3,1.0 26.3

10 3 18 115

10.0 0.0 5.6 6.1

0.0 0.0 5.6 7.8

2 Year 4 Year

22.1 24.9

93 247

8.6 6.9

8.6 10.9
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'Validation had no effect on error due to incorrect reporting of dependency
status, the largest source of student error. New validation procedures
would be required to reduce this error.
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CHAPTER 6

TRENDS IN PELL ERROR

. The 1982-83 Pell Grant Quality Control Study is the third in a series of studie's
funded by the Office of Student Financial Assistance. While certain differences exist
across studies in methodology, training, thoroughness, and definitions, it is still useful
to inspect the changes in error over time. These comparisons give program managers
and policy makers an opportunity to examine program trends and the overall effects of
program changes. In general, the following can be concluded:

The upward trend in error noted in 1980-81 has been turned around, as both
student and institutional error dropped in, 1982-83 ot

The amount of overawards has decreased v41ile the amount of underawards
has increased.

6.1 NATURE OF POSSIBLE COMPARISONS AND LIMITATIONS

44>

In 1978-79, the first comprehensive Pell Grant (then Basic Grant) Quality
Control Study provided an initial estimate of program-wide error. A second, more
precise estimate' was derived in 1980-81 and showed a disturbing upward trend in
almost all compoents of error. As a result of both studies, several corrective actions
were initiated. These included:

More comprehensive computer edits of application data

Increased validation of application data by financial aid administrators

Data matches with other Federal agencies

Expanded use of program reviews and financial audits

Redesign of the application form and instructions, including extensive field
testing

Printing of the Statement of Educational Purpose directly on the SAR

6-1
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It is therefore desirable to compare the results of the 1982-83 Pell Grant Study
to the earlier work to see if the corrective actions have been successful. In this
chapter we provide comparisons of error across the three points in time. These
comparisons are made for program-wide and component absolute, net, overaward, and
underaward errors. However, due to differences in methodology, program regulations,
and the environment, conclusions drawn from the comparisons should be made
cautiously. Among the/considerations which influence the extent of comparability are
the following:

In 1978-79, data were collected in the late fall and early winter. In 1980-
81 and again in 1982-83 data were collected in the late winter and early
spring.

In 1978-79, error computations were based 9n comparisons of verified
student data with expected disbursement figures. In 1980-81 and 1982-83,
error computations were based on comparisons of verified student data
with actual disbursement figures.

Both the 1980-81 and 1982-83 studies collected secondary verification
documents which were not collected in 1978-79. These dotuments were
Internal Revenue Service copies of tax returns, documentation from
financial institutions on bank accounts, and tax assessor estimates of home
values.

In both 1980-81 and 1982-83, data from institutions were collected by
people well experienced in financial aid operations. In 1978-79, this was
not the case.

Potential experimental bias was greatly reduced in 1982-83 from the
previous studies through on-site selection of the recipient sample by the
contractor.

Social Security and VA Educational benefits were, for 1982-83 only, a
direct adjustment to the Pell award, rather than an eleMent in the aid
index computations.

For 1982-83, unlike prior years, estimated dependent student income was
used instead of the previous year's income when the estimate .was less than
60 percent of the previous year's reported income.

For 198243, unlike priory e,ars, the Student Aid Index computation formula
was changed, using a progressive "taxation" rate on available income,
rather than a flat percentage.

'The maximum Pell Grant award was $1,600 in 1978-79, $1,750 in 1980-81,
and $1,800 in 1.982-83.



6.2 CHANGES IN OVERALL LEVELS OF ERROR

Figure 6-1 depicts the trend in error from 1978-79 to 1982-83. Since the number
pf recipients varied across the years, it is most instructive to examine error per
recipient. Average- absolute error, net error, net student error, and net institutional
error all dropped between 198041 and 1982-83. Except for net student error per
recipient, all other average error figures are at their lowest point in four years.

In relative terms, absolute error per recipient, net error per recipient, net
student error per recipient, and net institutional error per recipient are down 17
percent, 24 percent, 9 percent, and 49 percent respectively from the 1980-81 levels.

Figure 6-2 looks at overawards and underawards. Both the percentage of
recipients receiving overawards and overaward dollars per recipient showed a decline
of slightly under 20 percent from 1980-81. A 15.6 percent drop in overaward dollars
per recipient since 1978-79 was achieved with no drop in the percentage of recipients
with overawards, indicating a drop in the average overaward error.' The percentage of
recipients getting underawards and average underaward have been virtually unchanged
over the three measurement periods.

In an overall comparison, the frequency and degree of error has shown a
significant -decline from 1980-81 to 1982-83 after rising from 1978-79. One or more of
the elements of corrective action and regulatory change have been successful, in
reduCing but not eliminating error. In the next section we examine how the various
components of error have changed.

6.3 CHANGES IN ERROR COMPONENTS

In this section we examine the trends in the components of student and
institutional error from 1980-81 to 1982-83. The 1978-79 study was not as complete in
its examination of the components of error, so that comparability is difficult. It
should be noted that even more caution must be excercised in comparing components
of error because these sub-aggregates are most sensitive to changes in study
methodology, program rules, and sampling error.
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6.3.1 Components of Student Error

Table 6-1 displays for 1980-81 and 1982-83 the net award error per recipient
associated with each component of student error that exceeded $5 per recipient in
1980-81.

As akeady disaissed in Chapter 5, there has been a 63 j)eicent reduction in error
associated 'with parentsVindependent students' adjusted gross income, much of which
can be attributed to the increase in validation. Dependency status and household size
continue to be error-prone application items, even though they experienced modest
declines. Other nontaxable income error more than doubled from 1980-81 to1982-83.
A possible reason for this would be the increase of transfer payments, especially
unemployment compensation, between the two study years.

Other items showing more significant decreases include:

Home Equity

Net Student/Spouse Assets

Net Student/Spouse Income

Investment Equity.

The reasons for these- decreases would include the possibility that home prices
are now mqre stable than in earlier years and that the treatment of student/spouse
income in the SAI computational formula has changed between the two years.

6.3.2 Components of Institutional Error

Table 6-2 lists the absolute award error per recipient associated with each
component of institutional error for 1980-81 and 1982-83.

The most significant conclusion embodied in Table 6-2 is that the provision of
the Statement of Educational Purpose directly on the 'SAR was effective, reducing

211
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TABLE 6-1

THE COMPONENTS OF STUDENT ERROR: 1980-81 and 1982-83

NET ERROR PER RECIPIENT

Percent
1980-81 1982-83 Change

1. Dependency Status $ 26.70 $ 25.30 -5%
2. Other Nontaxable Income/AFD,C* 9.30 19.90 +114%,
3. Household Size 13.90 14.10 +1%
4. Number in Postsecondary Education 5:90 9.60 +63%
5. Home Equity 16.10 7.70 -52%
6. DependentStudent's (and Spo se's) Assets 11.00 7.10 -35%
7. Parente/Independent Stud t's Adjusted 16.10 6.70 -58%

Gross Income
8. Dependent Student's (and Spouse's) Income 18.20 4.90 -73%
9. Real Estate/Investment Equity 5.90 0.70 88%

All Application Items 94.00 86.00 -9%

lC

j

*These two application items were. combined in 1980-81; thus we have added the'net%..

errors for Other Nontaxable Income ,($19.20) and AFDC ($.70) for 1982-83 to provide a
comparable figure.

1



TABLE 6-2
1

THE COMPONENTS OF INSTITUTIONAL ERROR: 1980-81 Id 1982-83

ABSOLUTE ERROR PER RECIPIENT

Percent
1980-81 . 1982-83 Change

1. Program Eligibility Error* $ 10.30 $ 11.50 +2%
2. No Statement of Educational Purpose 35.90 4.10 -89%
3. No Financial Aid Transcript 35.90 37.50 +4%
4. Cost of Attendance Error 26.60. 19.30 -27%
5. Enrollment Status Error 39.90 -. 58.10 +46%
6. Calculation/Accounting Error 12.30 22.40 +82%

Institutional Error 154.00 127.00 -18%

Includes insufficient program length, less than half-time enrollment, nondegree
programs, default on Joan, not parent instiftition, and unsatisfactory academicprogress

6-8
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I
error of this type by 89 percent. Missing Financial Aid Transcripts continue to be a
problem of similar severity.

Error associated with enrollment 'status h s increased; however, some of this
increase ay be attributable to improved meas ement in. the 1982-83 study. Enroll-

,ment status will continue to be a problem because of its highly volatile nattire. Study. .
differences also may explain the change in calculation/accounting error.

6-9
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CHAPTER 7

VALIDITY OF RESULTS

This chapter discusses three areas of critical importance to the findings, each of
which reflects upon the validity .of the results. StriCtly speaking, these three areas--
Strength of documentation, nonresponse, and experimental biasare methodological
issues that might be placed in .Volume 3 of this report, Procedures and Methods. Each;
howeVer is included in this volume for A particular reason, as follows'

.A

ti

Strength of documentation refers to our ability to collect data,, from the
multiple data sources, that assess the best valueS fOr the variotis

.tion items. The more reliable and credible the source, the strdnger out
documentation and our ability to measure .discrepancy and error ,accurately.:

Nonreponse bias refer to the effect of nohrespondenti;on tt?e reliability
and validity of the data. Any differences between resPondents and non-
respondents Must be assessed and their effects, if any, taken into account
l'y weighting of the :finding!. This imighting is especially important in
program-wide estimates of error, since we are, making estinidtes about the
population fronvour sample.. . ,.,
Experimentil bias, refers'to the- effect of the data collection efforts on the

. findings. The -issue is whether -Stu,51ents Or institutions participating in the
study change their behavior because of their participation, and whether
that behavior affOcts our findings.

More detail on som4 of the issues raised in this chapter is included in Volume 3, but
the major :points for an understanding of the findings are included here.,

7.1 STRENGTH OF DOCUMENTATION

Our ability to measure error in the Pell program is a direct funCtion pf our
. .ability to obtain documentation or evidence regarding the verified or best value for a

partidular item. For institutional items, such as eligibility 'components, disbursement,
cost of attendance, and enrollment status, best lialues.,were determined by a careful
'review of documenti In various institutional offices by our data collectors. Since our

7-1
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data collectors were experienced in financial aid and higher education, they were able
to review documents in financial aid offices, registrars' offices, bursars' offices, and
residential living offices efficiently and accurately. For student items, the process
was considerably more complicated:

Determining the best value for student application items involved personal
ainterviews with students and their parents, reviews of the financial aid files at the4

Jinstitutions to find documentatiOn presented to financial aid officers, and obtaining, 0

verification from third parties. The latter efforts involved requesting, reviewing, and
coding more than 4,000 certified tax returns provided by the regional IRS offices and
hundreds of records on home assets and financial assets from tax assessors and. A
financial institutions, respectively.

For each application item, there were many, sources of information and the
potential for as many different values for an item as there were sources. The first
task was to assign priorities to all of the possible sources, according to the_perceived
strength of documentation for each. This involved both objective criteria (e.g., a
certified copy of a tax return from the IRS is a more reliable or stronger source of
documentation than either a photocopy of a worksheet used in preparation of the tax
return or a statement provided by a professional tax preparer) and professional
judgment. Judgment was required in areas of greater subtlety. Which, for example, is
a better source of documentation for home value: an appraisal from a real estate
office, a property insurance form, or a mortgage statement? According to our

40.priorities these are listed in order, beginning with the strongest, but the mortgage
statement is acceptable only if the house was purchased within the last three years.

Since different sources were provided as documentation according to dependency
status, we first determined the best dependency status, along with items that were
needed to determine documentation for other items. It wasnecessary, for example, to
know the best value for both marital status and tax filing status before determining
AGI. (If the best marital status, was divorced, but the most recent tax return wae
married filed jointly, that tax retlfrn cannot be used unlessrlthere was evidence of the
incame portions attributable to each pprson.) Because of differences in possible

.1t: .ddocumentation' and,Pell regulations; best values had to 1;,e, separately de-TvA:In:neck for
independent students, dependent students, and parents of dependent students.

7 -2
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Table 7-1 summarizes the strength of the sources of documentation used in
determining best application values for major application items. The mean, standard
deviation, and weakest acceptable documentation priority are given. The weakest
acceptable priority is not necessarily indicative of the number of possible items of
documentation, since any one priority may have multiple sources tied for a given rank.
If, however, those sources were the same item (e.g., tax return worksheet) from two
different places (parent interview and student's financial aid file), we always gave the
documentpion from the personal interview a higher priority.

Together the mean and standard deviation show the strength of the documenta-
tion available. For AGI, the mean of 1.64 placed it just below priority 1, out of 17.
Priority one was a certified tax return from the IRS (Line 31 on the 1040 or Line 10 on
the 1040A) from which any reported' College Work-Study earnings (which are not
considered part of AGI for the Pell) were subtracted. Priority two was a copy or
worksheet of the same* tax return shown to the student or parent interviewer.- The
narrow standard deviation shows that the priorities used in the majority of cases were
tightly clustered near the strongest sources.

The number of cases with documentation and the percent 'of cases, with
documentation are provided next. Items with low percentages of documentation
reported were typically those for which very few people had the income or asset in
question. It was nearly impossible, for example, to document that one had not
received Aid to Families with Dependent Children or did not own any real estate or
have any other investments. The last column presents the percentage of cases whose
best value was discrepant from that on the application. Application values within $2
of the best value were not considered discrepant, to be consistent- with the definition
used for error. For non-dollar items, any difference was considered to be a
discrepancy.

On the whole, documentation for most application items was strong as
evidenced by low means and narrow standard deviations. Only home value appeared to
have considerable variation in the documentation provided, perhaps reflecting thaVtalco.,-.
assessors' offices were contacted for only 25% of reported home owners. The

proportion of cases withdiscrepant values varied widely, but tended to be highest for
those items with fewer persons having the income or asset in question. Notable

7-3
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TABLE 7-1

PRESENCE AND STRENGTH OF DOCUMENTATION FOR SELECTED APPLICATION ITEMS

Strength of Documentation Cases with Documentation

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Weakest
A t......cptable N Percent

Percent
Discrepantcr

Adjusted Gross Income 1.64 1.52 17 2,486 78.3 23.2
U.S. Taxes Paid 1.48 1.19 12 2,444 76.9 203
Applicant's /Father's Income 4.28 3.12 21 1,662 52.3 44.5
Spouse's/Mother's Income 4.51 3.39 21 1,339 42.2 34.0
AFDC 1.54 .70 4 154 4.8 63.6
Other Nontaxable Income b 1.02 .14 2 ) 2,840 89.4 35.0

Child Support c -- -- 1 217 6.8 __e

Other Welfare c 1 93 2.9 __e

Non-Educational VA Benefits c -- -- 1 71 2.2 --e
Unemployment Compensation d 1.02 .14 2 2,119 66.7 __e

Interest/Dividend Exclusion d 1.02 .14 2 2,121 66.8 __e

Number of Exemptions 1.49 1.18 15 2,451 77.2 8.6
Household Size f
Number in Postsecondary Educationlf

' --
--

--
--

-_
--

3 ,144
3,167

99.0
99.7

24.2
14.6

Medi61/Dental Expenses I 3.43 2.38 9 1,055 33.2 71.5
Elementary/Secondary Tuition 1.08 .39 3 106 3.3 69.8
Cash/Savings/Checking 2.32 1.23 4 (DS) 1,324 41.7 46.8h

.5 (IS)

Home Value 6.56 3.15 9 1,609 50.7 42.2
Home Debt 1.25 .83 6 678 21.4 78.5
Real Estate/Investment Value 1.38 1.10 5 107 3.4 89.7
Real Estate/Investment Debt g 1.72 1.21 5 61 1.9 62.3
Farm Equity/Farm Value 1.12 .59 4 26 0.8 __e

Farm Debt g 1 1.18 .72 4 34 1.1 ....e
Business Value 1.07 .38 4 54 1.7 --e
Business Debtf 1.33 .73 4 46 1.4 --e
Parent's Social Security Benefitsj 1.26 .48 4 155 7.7 88.4
Expected Social Security Educational Benefits 1.89 .91 4 110 3.5 5.4h
Expected VA Educational Benefits 1.85 1.20 4 48 1.5 95.8
Student Marital Status '1 -- -- -- 3,168 99.8 9.6
Parent Marital Status jj -- -- -- 2,004 99.2 3.5
Dependent Students (Spouse's) Income b1 1.13 .36 3 1,322 65.4 56.1h
Dependent Student's (Spouie's) Assets bj 1.00 0 2 2,018 99.9 38.8h

a

b

c
d

e

f

8
h

Strongest sources are those with lowest numbers indicating highest priority. Comparisons across items cannot be directly made
since a priority of, for example, S on one Item may reflect a better source of documentation than a 3 on another.
Includes some partially undocumented values to avoid the problem of failing to report one of the several contributingsources to
this item because of lack of documentation.

'For these components of other nontaxable Income (as well as others not shown here) undocumented values were accepted.
These components of other nontaxable income could be documented for tax filers. For those who did not file a tax return, or for
whom.we received no tax return, undocumen ed values were accepted.
Discrepancy could not be calculated on these omponents since the application requests total figures only.
It is not possible to document these items e application questions were estimates for upcoming year; thus, cases shown
represent all responses,

Includes undocumentedvalues to avoid the problem of reporting a documented value but no debt because of lack of documentation.
Discrepant cases based on total of documented and undocumented cases.
Largely undocumented; cases shown represent all responses.
Percentage with documentation based on number of verified dependent students.
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exceptions to this tendency were applicant's/father's income, spuse's/mother's
income, other nontaxable income, and home value.

7.2 NONRESPONSE BIAS

Despite efforts to assure a high level of response during the course of the,data
collection, there were some cases that were functionally considered nonrespondents.
The purpose of this section is to assess any bias that might have been introduced by
nonrespondents and to detail our procedures, for adjusting the sample for non-
respondents.

7.2.1 Overall Response Rates and Definitions of Nonresponse

Different definitions of nonresponse can be used for each of two different phases
of the study. For interviewing, the response rate was simply the number of cases
interviewed in a given group. Thust 95 percent of the paired student and parent
interviews for dependent students and student interviews only for independent students
were successfully completed, after cases sampled in error had been removed from the
sample. Yet this figure did not directly relate to the response rate for analytical
purposes, since different criteria applied for a complete case.

For analysis, a case was considered complete if, for a dependent student, there
was a student interview, a full parent interview, and a student record abstract. For
independent students there must have been a student interview and a student record
abstract. The requirement for a full parent interview presented unique problems for
dependency status switchers. If rat the time of the Interview, the student's change in
status from independent to dependent was not known,- a partial parent interview was
scheduled. This interview included questions to establish or verify dependency, ,status
and household size, but stopped before a probe of income and assets- was conducted.
This was because parents of independent students were under no obligation to
participate and we were sensitive to their concerns for privacy. If a dependency
status change was apparent, an effort was made to complete a full parent interview.
Often, however, the dependency status change was not evident until later,' and an
otherwise complete case became a functional nonresporideni because no income or
asset information was available from the parent of the now - dependent student.

7-5
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These and other response problias reduced the useful re'sliar'sel rate for the study
to over 86 percent, as measured by the ratio of complete cases to the sum of
incomplete and complete cases. This is illustrated in Table 7-2.

7.2.2 Assessment of Nonresponse

The next stage in the process for nonresponse was to assess any differences that
citsmight exist between respondents and nonrespondents that could indicate nonresponse

bias. To compare respondents and nonrespondents it was necessary to select data that
were readily available but indicative of error for both groups. Since nonrespondents,
by definition, were those for whom certain information was not available, the pool of
data for comparison was limited to that in existing records. Four items that provided
a good basis for comparison because of their likely reflection of error were- SAI,
,scheduled award, expected disbursement, and number of transactions. These were
available from recent records of the Pell Grant Disbursement System for both
respondents and nonrespondents.

A series of multiple regression analyses were conducted for each of these
dependent variables, with respondent status, dependency status, and selection for
validation as additional regressors. The results revealed a need for nonresponse
adjustment, as depicted in Table 7-3. There were significant predicted main effects
for respondent status on scheduled award, expected disbursement, and number of
transactions, with respondents having smaller awards and fewer transactions. There
was PO, significant main effect for SAI.

7.2.3' Nonresponse Adjustment

since response rates may differ according to student and institutional
characteristics, separate adjustments were computed for each of numerous possible
response groups into which individual recipients fell. We adjusted four characteristics
of Regular Disbursement System (RDS) recipients:

Dependency Status(2 categories) - Dependent -
- Independent



I

TABLE 7-2

RESPONSES AND RESPQNSE RATE FOR ANALYTIC PURPOSES

Number Sampled 64 4,109

Number Sampled in Error 422a

Net Sample 3,687

Nonrespondents 512b

Respondents 3,175

Response Rate = 3,175/3,687 = .861

a Sampled in error includes students not receiving a Pell at the institution indicated,
students who dropped out of school at such a time that the full amount of any
disbursements made was completely repaid, and dependent students whose parents
had died or were out of the country.

4
b Nonrespondents include those without required interviews and those whose computed

applicant record from the central processor could not be obtained because of
damaged records on the processor's tape or failure to match Social Security
numbers.
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TABLE 7-3

REGRESSION ANALYSES TO ASSESS FOR NONRESPONSE BIAS

Model 1: Dependent Variable: SAI

Independent Variables:
Main Effect - Respondent Status (RESP)
Interaction Effect - Respondent Status by Dependency Status (DEPS)
Interaction Effect - Respondent Status by Selection for Validation
(SEL)

Results: R2 = .116, 2 = ,001 (df = 5, 3574)

Sources of Variation: df
RES(' 1 .21 .6477
RESP x DEPS 2 204.62 .0001
RESP x SEL 2 16.79 .0001*

Least Square Means for SAI:
Respondents 323.3
Nonrespondents 312.5

Model 2: Dependent Vglable:. Scheduled Award

Independent Variables: (Same as Model 1)

Results: R2 = .034, 2 = .0001 (df = 5, 3561)

Sources of Variation: df
RESP 6712 .034*
RESP x DEPS 2 52.54 .0001'
RESP x SEL 2 3.55 .0287*

Least Square Means for Scheduled Award
Respondents 1135.4
Nonrespondents 1195.5

Model 3: Dependent0Variable: Expected Disbursement

ltdependent Variables: (Same as Model 1)

Results: R2 = .022, 2 = .0001 (df = .5, 3561)

Sources of Variation: di
RESP 1 7.01 .0081
RESP x DEPS 2 34.13 .0001'
RESP x SEL 2 1.41 .2454

Least Square Means for Expected Disbursement
Respondents 1076.6
Nonrespondents 1142.8

Model 4: Dependent Variable: Number of Transactions

Independent Variables: (Same as Model 1)

Results: R2 = .052, 2 = .0001 (df = 5, 3591)

Sources of Variation: cif
RESP 1 35.42 .0001'
RESP x DEPS 2 79.97 .0001'
RESP x SEL 2 4.95 .0071'

Least Square Means for Number of Transactions
Respondents 1.46
Nonrespondents 1.72

'Statistically significant.
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Type and Control of Institution
(6 categories)

Public 2-3 years
Public 4 years or more
Private 2-3 years
Private 4 years or more
Proprietary lesS than 2 years
Proprietary 2-3 years

Validation Status (2 categories) Selected for Validation
Not Selected for Validation

SAI (5 categories) - 0
- 1 - 400
- .401 - 800
- 801 - 1,200
- 1,201 - 1,600

In addition, we adjusted for three other groups:

Alternate Disbuiitement System (ADS) Recipients

Independent to Dependent Dependency Status Switchers

Depdent to Independent Dependency Status Switchers

rAdjustment for any cell was based on the reponse rate, re

r. = number completed
number complete + number incomplete .,

If the denominator, of any ri was less than 25 that group was combined with an
adjacent cell or cells. The first choice for combining cells was type and control of
institution, followed by validation status.

Inability to assign all cases to a cell necessitated an additional group for persons
with missing ap 'cation values on any of the four characteristics upon which
assignment was based. _ After combining groups with small denominators, 49 cells were
created. For each cell the nonreponse adjustment weight was the inverse of the
response rate or 1 /ri. The resulting cells and nonresponse adjustments are shown in
Table 7-4.

These nonresponse adjustment weights were used in all tables dealing with error
to produce means, program-wide estimates, and percentage of cases with error, unless
otherwise noted.
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TABLE 7-4

NONRESPONSE ADJUSTMENT WEIGHT BY SELECTION CHARACTERISTICS

Number
of

Complete Number
Validation Selection and of Nonresponse

Not Dependency SAI Incomplete Complete Adjustmept,
Pvt 4 Pub 4 Selected Selected Statusa Group" Cases Cases Weight'

Type and Control
Group Prop 1 Prop 2 Pvt 2 Pub 2

1 X X X X 0 29 27 1.07412 X X 0 84 70 1.20003 X X 0 74 67 1.10454 X X 0 138 124 1.11295 X i X X 0 46 43 1.06986 X X 0 93 83 1.14467 X X 0 45 39 1.15388 X X 0 79 67 1.17919 X X X X X 1 78 73 1.068510 X X 1 75 69 1.087011 X X 1 165 131 1.092712 X_ X X X 1 61 37 1.070213
,X

X X 1 33 26 1.269214 X X 1 73 68 1.073515 X X X X X 2 44 42 1.047616 X 2 77 71 law17 X X 2 153 142 1.0/7518 X X X X D 2 41 36 1.138919 X X X D 2 63 54 1.166720 X X X X X 3 49 46 1.065221 X X 3 e 67 61 .1.098422 X X 3 144 135 1.066723 X * X X X 3 30 26 1.133824
25

X
X X X X` X

X
\

X 3
4

54
64

47
60

1.1489
1.,066726 X X 4 120 117 1.025627

28
X X X X

X
X
X

4

4
36
37

32
27

1.1250
1.370429 X X X X 0 30 27 1.111130 X X 0 121 106 1.141531 X X 0 50 48 1.041732 X X 0 317 294 1.078233

0 39 34 1.147134 ' X X x 0 39 30 1.300035 X x 0 141 116 1.215536
0 45 35 1.283737 X 0 11.7 96 1.218838 X X X X X 1 25 23 1.087039 X X X 1 45 44 1.022740 X X X X X X X 1 54 43 1.255841 X X X X X X 2 54 .50 1.080042 X X X X X X X 2 43 34 1.264743 X X X' X X X X 3 39' 36 1.083344 IX X X X X X X 3 48 37. 1.297345 X X X X . X X X X 4 49 34 . 1.441246 Independent to Dependent Status Switchers

184 66 2.787947 Dependent to Independent Status Switchers
13 11 1.181848 ADS Recipients
23 16 1.437349 Unassigned c
70 197 1.0000

a

b

D = Dependent

SAI Group

I = Independent

0 = 0
1 = 1 -400
2 = 401 -'800
3 = 801 - 1200
4 = 1201 - 1600

To avoid introducing unknown bias to this group with missing characteristics, a nonreponse adjustment of 1 was used. This leads toa slight underestimation of error.

Mean nonresponse adjustment weight = 1.1501
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7.2.4 Sensitivity Analysis Using Alternate Nonresponse Assumptions

The error adjustment procedures described for nonrespondents provided a means
for arriving at .error estimates for the population. While we are confident that these
procedures yielded reasonable estimates, we recognize that using other assumptions
for nonrespondents would yield different error estimates. In this section we predict
some error estimates for net case error and net total error based on a series of simple
assumptions about nonrespondents. These estimates can be compared to the estimates

Thbtained using the nonrespondent adjustment weights described above. This approach
can be called sensitivity analysis because it shows the sensitivity of error estimates to
varying nonresponse assumptions.

)

A series of five alternate assumptions regarding nonrespondents were selected'
for this sensitivity analysis. These assumptions were based on tkeir reasonableness,
determined in part from a similar analysis conducted for the 198041 data. Table 7-5
shows net error estimates using the following alternative assumptions for, mean error
per redipient:

Mean error for nonrespondents w s equal to that of respondents.

Mean error for nonrespondents was equal to the 95th percentile of mean
error for respondents. t -

Mean error for nonrespondents was eqUal to the 90th percentile of mean
error for respondents.

Mean error for nonrespondents was equal to the 75ti, percentile of mean
error for respondents.

Mean error for nonrespondents was equal to the 50th percentile (median) of
mean error for respondents.

The first and the last assumptions used different measures of central tendency, the
mean and the median for respondents, as the basis for determining nonrespondent error
and program-wide estimates. The other estimates were based on the assumption that

.
nonrespondent error was equal to that of a selected percentile of respondent error.

The formula for the mean error used in these sensitivity analyses relies upon the
proportion of respondents (.861) and nonrespondents (.139) derived from the data in
Table 7-2. Thus:
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Mean error = . (r) (mean error for respondents) (assumed)error for
nonrespondent(s), where

r = proportion of respondents in the net sample

The program-wide estimate of error was simply the mean error multiplied by the
estimated 2.53 million. Pell recipients.

An inspection of the results in Table 7-5 reveals that the estimates derived from
the nonresponse.adjustment weights (shown in the last line of Table 7-5, as taken from
Table 2-1) fall in the middle range of the estimates reported using the alternative
assumptions.

7.3 EX ERIMENTAL BIAS

Experimental bias refers to the effects of the treatment (in this case, inter-
viewing students and their parents, interviewing financial aid admi9istrators, and ,

reviewing student financial aid files) on the outcome (in this case error4any behavior .

students, paients, or financial aid administrators that may affect error). Experi-
mental bias is a potential problem in any type of study where people can react in ways
that influence the outcome.

In the conduct of any study involving extensive intervention, ekperimental bias
cannot be eliminated. Considering the attention given to the findings of Stage One . ,

within the financial aid community and the response to the imposition of more
extensive validation for 1982-P, institutions notified in late 1982 of their selection
for Stage Three niay have reacted. To the extent that difference's exist between
sampled and nonsampled students on &variables used for calculating student and ,"),
institutional error, experimental bias, can be.assessed..

,

To assess the extent A° which institutions treated ;ampled students differently
than nonsampled student's, we collected information on a control group sample of
studerzts. This institutional control group (ICG) consisted of 611 nonsampled recipients
at. 263 of the sampled institutions. Neither the students nor the institutions were
aware of this control group in advance of the institutional visit, The data collected
were restricted to items readily available in the student's financial aid file
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TABLE 7-5

ERROR ESTIMATES USING ALTERNATIVE
ASSUMPTIONS FOR NONRESPONDENTS

Net Case Error - Net Total Error
Mean MeanMean._ Nonrespondent Mean NonrespondentProgram-Wide , Error:13er . Error per Program-Wide Error per Error perAssumption Estimate . Recipient Recipient Estimate Recipient Recipientfor Nonrespondents. s ($ Millions), ( ) , ($) ($ Millions) ($) z ($)

A
Respondents and nonrespondents
have equal error 288

Nonrespondents have error equal
to percentile of respondent
error:

*..1

1 95th percentile 5901--,
1.4

90th percentile 451

75th percentile 305
0th percentile 247

Nonresponse adj6stment weights
used for nonrespondents,(method
used elsewhere in this report)

22.'7

326

114 (114

.233 974

.178 579...

:121 165
., :.,5 98 0

129

"IP

.

283 112 112
... ,

'tfi.,-47.* ,t 1.,: .'. , . . ..

..,
657 260 1,175
404 160 ; 456
260 103 45
244 96 0

316 - 125
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'and thus could' be'colleCted without the student or..instittitien being able to their
behaviar. NaltieSfor these variblei could en be cornpared:;*-rqularly,. sampled
studentS and the blind sample or-control grO p. If the students-altered.their behavior
betaUse.OLselection fo'r the study, we would expect them -to ;h4ve- lower SAIs, More-

.

transactions, and lower expected disbursements than the coartfrii1 group students who
we not aware Or-the data collection.

Table 7-6 compares the average values for seven selected items for sampled and
ICG students. For only one item, Social Security educational:'benefits, was the.'
difference greater than four percent. Generally, the differences were betWeen one
and two percent. ' Therefore, the results support the conclusion that ,Ithe:: sdmpled
institutions treated sampled students no differently than other aid recipients.

A

t ic,ix,...i,.,
Inform iivas also collected on the frequency of institutional eligibility errors.

Table 7-7 displays the frequency of the eleven types of institutional eligibility error
for sampled and ICG students. If schools treated sampled students more carefully. in
order to appear less error-prone, we would expect higher error rates for the control
group. While the rates were higher for some items, the likelihoods of. these errors
were, so low that comparisons at the detailed level can only be made with great
cautiona (Overall, the incidence of eligibility- error was lower. -for ttle control group,

was contrary to what would,be etedted if institutions were altering their
behavior and creating experimental bias.

A final assessment of experimental bias involved the use of appreciably more
control group.data. This wassaccomplished in several steps:.

.

.4;...Drawing a random sample of 20,000 applicants from.',:.the Computed
Applicant Record (CAR) maintained by the Pelreentral processor

-, ,

Matching this random sample with the Pell Recipient History File to
exclude nonrecipients and obtain the institution attended, scheduled award,
and expected disbursement

Separating the random recipient file into two groups:

'1.,313 additional students at sampled institutions toexpand the size of
the ICG to a total of 1,924 (expanded ICG)

6,013 students at nonsampled institutions to uSe as an additional
ccintrol,group (CAR-CC).
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TABLE 7-6

COMPARISON OF SELECTED ITEMS TO
ASSESS EXPERIMENTAL BIAS

SAI

Scheduled Award

Expected Disbursement

Social Security Educational
Benefits

VA Educational Benefits
Cost of Attendance

Transaction Number.

Item
Number of

Cases 1

3,742
3,452

3,416

312

59

3,451

,759 .

.

Sampled Students

4

Average
Value

366.82

1,126.94

1,073.0r
1,430.31

2,980.75
3,521.09

1.55

1

Control GrouP,StudentS

Number of
Cases

611 .q

'565

569

54

8

568

608

Average
Value

352.97

I,689,8i

1,580.22

2,955.00
3,465.71

1.54

The dumber of casesjor sampled students is higher in this table than elsewhere in the report because of the
less demanclingdata requirements of this analysis.

, , 1-

4;C.Z.1
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TABLE. 7-7
e ,

n.

COMPARISON OF INSTITUTIONAL ELIGIMITY PROGRAM ERRORS TO .

ASSESS EXPERIMENTAL BIAS

Errol

Sampled Students
Control

--Group Students
IN =

N
3786) '

%
(N =

14

611)
96

No SAR in file 4 .11 0 0

Invalid SAR 15 .40 2 .32

Statement -6f Educational Purpose
not signed

20 .53 4 .65

Less than half-time enrollment 11 .29 4 .65
. -

Satisf,CfOry academic progress"
guidelines not folloved:;i,

16 .42 3 .49

Program less than six months 1

-,.,
.. 03 0 0

Nondegree student 17 '.45 0 0

Student has BA degree 2 .05 1 `: .16

Not Arent school 10 .26 0\ 0

No Financial Aid Transcript 135 3.57 16 2.62

Default Eligibilty errors? 3 .08 0 0

Total Eligibility Error 234 6.18 30 4.91

1 The number of cases for sampled students is higher in this table than elsewhere in -
khe,report because of the less demanding data requirements of this analysis.
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Experimental bias within institutions refers to the differential treatment of
sampled students and nonsampled students by the sampled institutions. It was assessed
separately foi- certainty institutions (those 34 institutions in the study whose large
numbers of Pell recipients made the institution certain to be included in the
institutional sample) and noncertainty institutions by comparing the mean SAI, number
of transactions, scheduled award,, and expected disbursement for sampled students and
nonsampled (expanded ICG) students. The results are shown in Table 7-8. For both
certainty institutions and noncertainty ihstitutions there were no significant
differences in the expected direction between the sampled students and the control
group on number of transactions, SAI, scheduled award, and expected disbursement.
(If experimental bias existed, students at sampled schools would tave a significantly
higher number of transactions and SAI and significantly lower values for scheduled
award and expected disbursement.) Thus, there is no reason to believe that anything in
the study influenced the sampled students to change their behavior in any, way that
seriously affected the Pell Grant.

Experimental bias across institutions refers to differential treatment of
nonsampled students at sampled institutions (expanded* ICG) and nonsampled students
at nonsampled institutions (CAR-CG). Meaningful differences might indicate that
selected institutions tightened their review procedures or persuaded the students to
institute changes. As Table 7-8 shows; there were no significant differences in the
expected direction in number of transactions or SAI between the groups, suggesting no
changed student behavior. Students at sampled institutions had statistically
significant lower scheduled awards and expected disbursements which would be
consistent with the expected direction of any bias. However,- the small magnitude of
these differences, the extremely large numbers involved, and the findings on SAI

,

suggest that the differences were not meaningful. Thus, there was also no evidence of
experimental bias Toss institutions.

The results confirm that there was no systematic experimental bias brought
about by the conduct of the interviews and record abstracts. The procedures used
were methodologically sound and posed no threat to the validity of the results.
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Type of Experiniental
Bias and School

Within Institution
for Certainty Schools

Within Institution
for Noncertainty Schools

N

TABLE 7-8

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS OF KEY MEASURES FOR
ASSESSING EXPERIMENTAL BIAS

Mean
Measures

Number of transactions
SAI

Scheduled award

Expected disbursement

Number of transactions
SAI

Scheduled award

Expected disbursement

Sampled Students Nonsampled Students
at Sampled Schools at Sampled Schools

(N = 273)

1.55

338

1,153

1,097

= 2,886)

1.50-

377

1,097

1,046

Mean Nonsampled Students
Measures at Sampled Schools

(N = 586)

1.49

349

1,144

1,020

(N = 1,338)

1.54

360-

1,081

1,003

Statistical Procedure

. 90

-.32
. 29

2.33

-1.25
1.12

1.04
2.62

df p

857

857

857

857

>.05
>. 05

.05

4,223 >.05
4,223

4,223 j.05
4.22k >. 05

Nonsampled Students Statistical Procedure
at Nonsampled Schools t df p

Across Institution
for Noncertainty Schools** (N = 1,338) (N = 6,013)

Number of transactions 1.54 1.50 1.32 7,320 >05
SAI 360 308 3.70 7,350 >05
Scheduled award 1,081 1,173 -6.34 <.05* .

Expected disbursement 1,003 1,032 -1.88 7,350 <.05*

*Statistically significant using a one - tailed test..
**There can be no across institution measure of bias for certainty schools because all certainty schools are sampled.
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APPENDIX

ERROR DEFINITIONS AND EQUATIONS

A central concern was the development of appropriate definitions for error in ,
the Pell Grant program. In the broadest sense, error is simply the discrepancy
between the dollar: amount of .Pell awards actually disbursed and the correct amount
that should have been -disbursed. The determination of these correct amounts is
based upon, the "best values" for each item as collected from the various sources.

Great attention was directed toward the successful collection of information
and documentation that could be used to verify the values reported by applicants
(both studenti and their parent used by institutions in the determination of the
Pell award. The methodology d5fithe' study is based on the -assumption that in the

4 4 ,t

absence of infor ation to cont44+tla reported figure that figure must be presumed
correct. In oth r words, if no documentation of error could be identified for any
item in any ca e, error was presurilltee- be zero. This assumption must be made inla
confirmatory st dy of this ort,'sin4e in the majority of cases it is likely that little-or no error exists. a exult IS4a, noency toward underestimation of error. This
tendency is counter iji ilet-TOL()
tion from "multiple -delta

be found and decre0Seet,

4:1 the efforts to secure verifying informa-
is increased the chance that error would

woe -that cases must be omitted from the sample
because of the inabiIii4J,6 Ajr,-;:st.f0,2portin. g documentation.

The determinati'iCiri:t4'120111,...#0,:1$..based on a somewhat complex formula.
The crucial element the..'S4I,.',th.e\.,.coit,.,of attendance, the assertion that
eligibility requirements.,

time, full-year enrollment; .tiati*:,11.,?*4iofcbie.-1.. The resulting amount is called the

th award for less than full-he

Unajusted Expected(Disbutse,rn:ent (U tEQ. ,t'-,,.A11 tet. UED, is calculated, it is checked
d forMiilaagainst another award the; 'N'td2qii)vivr Expected Disbursement (MED).. The

MED takes into account two.iii4?,,s'tArd..,e:r1tSo;C ial, Security benefits and *Veterans



:46

Administration educational benefits, that are excl'aded from the UED formula. The
formula for the MED is:

MED = Cost of Attendance - SAI - Social Security Educational Benefits -
1/3 VA Educational Benefits, pro-rated for less than full time,

full-year enrollment status, if applicable. ""

The MED sets a maximum. Thus, the lower of UED or MED is called the Adjusted
Expected Disbursement (RED). \/°--

The equations which follow indicate the sources of the values that will be used
in each error computation. The algebraic computation of AED wil follow ED
regulations. Each formula uses a series of standard abbreviations. These are:

AED - Adjusted Expected Disbursement, with data values used in its, computa-
tion shown parenthetically

AD,- Actual Disbursement, the sum of disbursements already made by the
institution and disbursements planned by the institution'

SAI - Student Aid Index

COST - Cost of Attendance

ENROLL - Enrollment Status

ELIG - Categorical Eligibility

EB - Educational Benefits

The last four abbreviations (SAI, COST, ENROLL, ELIG) are always shown

with a subscript indicating which of the multiple values is to be used for that
equation. These subscripts are: //

-44,41
b - Va,tue from SAR/CAR silt; SRA (as transcribed from Section 3 of file
SAR) used by institution 6r-determining award

* - Best value as determined by Advanced Technology according to
merge priorities.

For example, the expression AED (SAI*, COSTb, ENROLL*, ELIGb, EB*)
would mean the value of the adjusted expected disbursement calculated based
on the "best" values for SAI, ENROLL, and EB and the SAR values for COST,
and ELIG.
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For purposes of clarity,'these error equations are shown for total error,
student error alai its major parts, and institutional error and its major parts.

The error equations are:

CASE ERROR

AD - AED (SAI*, COST*, ENROLL*, ELIG*, EB*)

STUDENT ERROR

Overall

AED (SAIb COST*, ENROLL*, ELIG*, EBb)
- AED (SAI*, COST*;ENROLL*, ELIG*, EB*)

Components and Items of Student Error

AED (SAIb, COSTb, ENROLLb, ELIGb, EBb)
- AED (SAIbbi, COSTb, ENROLLb, ELIGb, EBb/*),
where SAIb/* and EBb/* are calculated using b values for all elements of
student error except the element(s) to 'be identified for error, which
use(s) * values

INSTITUTIONAL ERROR

Overall

AD - AED (SAIb, COST*, ENROLL* ELIG*, EBb)
. ,

Eligibility Error'

AED (SAIb, COSTb, ENROLLb, ELIGb, EBb)
- AED (SAIb, COSTb, ENROLLb, ELIG*, EBb)

Components and Items of Eligibility Error (Includes SEP/FAT
Error)

AED (SAIb, COSTb, ENROLLb, ELIGb, EBb)
- AED (SAIb, COSTb, ENROLLb, ELIGb/*, EBb),
where ELIGb/* is calculated using b values for all elements of
eligibility error except the element(s) to be identified for error,
which use(s) * values

iDue to the high proportion of missing data for ENROLLb it was necessary to use an
imputed value which was the ratio of actual disbursement to scheduled award. The
value of scheduled award was from the institutional copy of the SAR while actual
disbursement was obtained from the Student Record Abstract. '
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Disbursement Error

AD - AED (SAIb, COST*, ENROLL*, ELIGb EBb)

Cost of Attendance Error

AED (SAIb, COSTb, ENROLLb, ELIGb, EBb)
- AED (SAIbi COST*, ENROLLb, ELIGb, EBb)

4
Enrollment Status Error

AED (SAIb, COSTb, ENROLLb, ELIGb, EBb)
- AED (SAlb, COSTb, ENROLLb, ELIG*, EBb)

Calculation and Accounting Error

AD - AED (SAIb, COSTb, ENROLLb, ELIGb, EBb)

Several features of these equations should be discussed, as they influenced the
final equations. First, it was considered essential that the sum of overall student
error and overall institutional error equal total error. This permits direct
presentation of the amount of error attributable to each of these two main sources
and maintains consistency of these key equations with Stage One. (In, order to
achieve this additivity, the * values for institutional variables were used in the
overall student error equation instead of the b values. This has little impact on the
resulting student error because of their inclusion in both -terms of the equation.)

Second, within the overall student error, the components and items of error
are not additive. The overlapping contributions of the variables to SAI prevent
additivity, but the equation still permits their relative contributions to overall
student error to be shown. A similar equation was used in Stage 0* but some

a refinements have been made to assure that the relative contributions are accurately
stated.

Third; the two Tajor components of institutional error eligibility and'
clisbursementare not additive. This permits accurate presentation of the amount
of eligibility error from a base using all actual data.

Finally, within disbursement error, the equations for cost of attendance error,
enrollment status error, and calculation and accounting error are not additive. This
allows consistency in the determination of each and assures the accuracy of their
relative contributions to error.


